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PREFACE 

Thii Lecture Series, sponsored by lhe Flight Mechanics Panel ami the Consultant and 
Exchange Programme of A(»\RI). presents the procedure used by that small group of 
senior engineers who must respond to a proposed military requirement with the flm 
estimate of a complete airplane design. The decision rationale and the initiai «.linta.'ion 
of sire, weights, lift and drag, performance and cost is presented vis a-vis the military 
payload lor various aircraft types and classes and the proposed mission. Emphasis is 
placed on how this small preliminary design team must make the first decisions regarding 
technical feasibility and operational desirability. Ar. experienced design team can predict 
with sufficient accuracy the overall weight, configuration, performance and cost to permit 
confident decision to proceed with advanced development of the project. The manner in 
which this is accomplished is the principal theme of this Lecture Series. 

CLEM C WEISSMAN 
Lecture Series Direct. * 
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Introduction to Preliminary Aircraft Oosiqn 

AGARD Lecture Serie» No. 65 

Clem C. Wei»»man 

Gentlemen, an the announcement of AGARD Lecture Serie« No. 65 indicate« my intro¬ 
duction will include a discussion of the military requirement and the relationship to 
the resulting aircraft size and performance. My basic premise is that to design an 
aircraft is relatively simple and can be accomplished by a few experienced aircraft 
designers but that to satisfy the ever changing requirements for special performance 
or special cost objectives or special desires and still produce a universally accepta¬ 
ble aircraft is a challenge in iterative human relations. 

To begin with, I assume we are all generally familiar with the basic preliminary 
design procedure, i.o., beginning with a desired physical payload, be it people or 
electronic, or weapons, and an indication of desired performance, a three-view and 
inboard profile drawing is made to estimate weight and balance and the non-interference 
of moving parts. Lift, drag, thrust and fuel flow estimates follow and calculations 
are made of take-off, climb, cruise, combat performance, etc., to see if the initially 
assumed physical size of the preliminary aircraft is too large, too small, or in the 
desired arena. Iteration of the above can then provide the "optimum" weight and size 
aircraft for the postulated performance and payload. Por the moment I have glossed 
over the many decisions the designer must make in this process but you will hear of 
these in much detail from the lecture team. 

If we accept for the moment that the basic preliminary design analysis is rela¬ 
tively easy and is an objective problem and solution process, 1 should like to discuss 
the subjective part of preliminary aircraft design. 

The aircraft designer would naturally like to have in hand before he begins his 
work, a clear statement of the desired aircraft in all respects possible. The state¬ 
ment, either in the fo m of a military requirement or a specification should provide 
him with the goals and objectives of the military or commercial user of the aircraft. 
The degree of information has always been in contention. Either the requirement is 
too broad and questionable or it is too specific and binding. This results in com¬ 
mittees, studies, and operations analyses to determine what the requirement should 
really be. This argument may be enlarged by threat analyses, economists, inventors, 

and politicians who all have their unique solutions. In my personal experience, I 
have seen ail kinds of situations in which the preliminary design engineer was either 
a participant cr a bystander trying to obtain sufficient information to begin objective 
studies. In the U.S.A. in recent years this has been resolved by the politicians and 
industrialists announcing the industry will produce "prototypes” and requirements will 
"naturally" evolve. 

The degree and amount of information given the airplane designer can and does vary 
with a country's culture and personalities. Comparisons of life-styles and engineering 
developments are frequently made to argue that the other man's way of doing airplane 
development is a better way and should be adopted. Contractor participation either 
directly in government studies or thru the advertising media influences the require¬ 
ments finally issued to an aircraft design team. The aircraft designer in this changing 
emotional subjective period must ascertain for himself certain basic boundaries for the 
new design. These are* 

1. The operational concept. Is there a principal dominating mission? 
Does an envisioned tactic drive the problem? Are there geographic 
or atmospheric restrictions in operations? Are there physical 
boundaries in operations? 

2. The aircraft performance desired. Desired aircraft speed, range, 
altitude ceiling, acceleration and payload for various flight profile 
missions are usually specified. Are the numbers rigid or is there a 
priority balance to the many performance items? Are the military 
payloads consistant with the performance desired? 

3. Physical constraints. If land-based what is the surface bearing 
factor? What are the hanger door dimensions? If ship-based, are 
there catapult and arresting gear energy limitations? Is there a 
physical size and weight limitation? 

Simply stated the preliminary airplane designer wants to begin his problem with 
information about the desired airplane performance when the airplane must carry a 
specified, load and must perform within a set of physical restraints. To his confusion 



Il 

the economist will «irgue «11 projects must be designed to « fixed cost: the politician 
will argue the threat prooability and how to build the aircraft: and the military 
operator will change the performance required. 

The period of aryament and change before a preliminary airplane designer can begin 
his work consumes mor» time and effort than the act itself of designing to a fixed 
requirement. Since tfc.t designer collected parametric and various basic data of past 
aircraft to compare aró substantiate his new design as part of his experience data bank, 
it has become neceasar to include Mm in discussions and operational analyses arguing 
the new requirement, '.’.his leads to what 1 call the "What If Period" before a require¬ 
ment is fixed and iasue I. By that I mean the airplane designer is asked over and over 
again -- quote — What Ibes the airplane look like if we change the range? What if the 
speed is supersonic? WUt if the cost is less? What if our prime objective is main¬ 

tainability? — unquote 

Depending on the motives of the people engaged in this period of subjective argu¬ 
ment, the project can be delayed by ordering more study, ordering more information on 
coat or operations or main-.alnability or by arguing the threat and time period that the 
aircraft is "really" needed. In this atmosphere the basic airplane dimensions and 
performance become more and more fixed in the designer’s opinion and he has acquired 
considerable awareness of what people and what conditions may influence his final design. 
By the time the firm requirement is issued, he can literally press the computer button 

and the answer falls out. 

Why the preliminary aircraft designer can do this 1 believe is because he has been 
studying the past to predict the future. To produce a paper design in which you have 
high confidence that it will perform as described when produced in actual hardware 
requires knowledge and experience of what worked and how well it worked in the past. 
The preliminary airplane designer collects and uses this information. You will hear 
from the lecture team how the designer uses it, I would like to indicate what some of 

the basic items are. 

To begin with there are certain laws of nature and physics that must be observed. 
Man has a phys. ml size and weight and needs volume to work in and lines of vision to 
observe pertinent outside actions or surroundings. My first step in a three-view and 
inboard profile drawing was to put down the average pilot and a then required fifteen 
degree down ovcr-the-nose line of vision, with this starting point, the governing 
features of the military payload, such as diameter of nose radar, volume for a command 
center, or space for internal weapons carriage, are added and a first-try airframe with 
selected wing sweep, aspect ratio, fuselage length to beam ratio, tail size, etc., 
follows. Depending on mission and availability of propulsion systems, a suggested 
power plant arrangement is added and the three-view drawing is developed so that air¬ 
plane volume can be checked for fuel storage. During this drawing the airplane designer 
is aware of weight and balance and the aerodynamic effect of the features of the pre¬ 
liminary design. Features are drawn consistant with his experience and available 
flight test or wind tunnel data from airailiar configurations. Compromises are made 
between such items as good „11 around vision in a fighter aircraft and the high canopy 
drag that would induce. Attempts are made to minimize drag and weight and maximize 

lift and thrust. 

After the three-view drawing and a weight and balance statement is prepared, the 
designer is ready to calculate the lift and drag at various altitude and flight speeds 
and compare these values to corresponding expected thrust and weight conditions. The 
estimated performance is then compared to the desired or required performance and the 
process iterated with those modifications to the first approximate design necessary to 
approach an acceptable final preliminary airplane design. 

It is my contention that this objective design process is relatively simple, and 
can be used by a small group of experienced engineers who appreciate the effect of 
suggested point changes on the overall design, to quickly establish the principal 
characteristics of aircraft that when produced will perform as stated with acceptable 

tolerances. 

There is one apparent dichotomy to discuss in closing. During the design cycle 
addition of equipment or adding more fuel for greater range results in the overall 
design weight increase by factors ranging from four to twelve depending on aircraft 
type. Yet during the life cycle of military aircraft, equipment and tasks are changed 
without too much notice or attention. In fact, changes are made within Knut» until 
they noticeably affect other items. So we observe the cycle of additional equipment 
weight increases finally resulting in propulsion system changes and in changes to pro¬ 
vide strength and safety. Overall performance may be lost or sufficient changes are 
made to regain the original performance. 
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l, INTUODUCTION 

Au cour* d«* 2S dernlèr*» aiin«*i la Socidt« AMD/BA a «tudl«, rdatiid at «i* au jwint un« 
quarantaine d« prototypa* d'avion* civil* at «llitalra». Cat ta pranda («mili« comporta la* typa* d'app*- 
rall* .«• plu* varié«, On y trouva de* chaiaeur*, <Intercapteur* at appui tactique) y coapri* un VTOI. 
«uparaonique, un Inmibardier Mach 2, de* appareil* embarqué*, da* aviona-écola, de* ch«**eur*-bombardier* 
à péométrle variable, da* avium de *urve il lance *ntl-*ou»-martn« et de* tramport» S TW. ; ceci pour la» 
avion* militaire*, la* avion* civil* «ont r*pré*antl* par de» avion* d'alfalre», par l'avion da trans¬ 
port ï Ame niveau FAl.CON W et par le MHCliNE, I« plu* grand et le plu* lourd appareil que la Société 
ait jamala con*trutt. 

La plupart d# ce* prototype* ont donné Heu I de* aéria* plu* ou moins importante» (figur» 1 ). 
A ce jour plut de 1 000 appareil* ont été construit* ; de plu*, plualaur* aérles sont eu cour* de 
démarrage. Fait particulièrement Intéressant, U participation de ta Société k t'ensamble da la produc¬ 
tion est inférieure I 50 1 an heure* da travail. Le* aérles »ont produites en sous-traitance, en 
coopération national* ou internationale, ou fabriquées sous licence. 

La figure 2, représenta t le domaine balayé en flèche et en allongement par l'ensemble det 
appareils réalisés, en illustre la grande variété. La figure ï «et en évidence un* autra caractéristique 
important* de conception, le progrès dan» la continuité. Us enseignement» tiré» d* l'étude et da la mise 
au point d* et* appareil* conat Huent évidemment un* source inépuisable d’informât ion*. 

Associé* i cette double qualité d* progrès at de continu lté,d'autre s facteurs sont A la basa 
de la réussit* de la plupart des programmes entrepris : 

- 1s qualité des équipe* tant dans Us bureaux d'études que dan» les ateliers 
- la souci d* l’efficacité *t de la rapidité. Décision* de base prises très rapidement et 

faible» délais de répons* pour les ajustement* nécessaires. 
- la recherche permanente des possibilités d'amélioration 
- la Haas* prototype relativement réduite, la liasse série très détaillée en vue de 

permettre l'éclatement d* U fabrication. 

Cette politique dynamique où le temp* constitue un facteur Si Important est grandement 
facilitée par la coopération fructueuse entre les Service* Officiels tt U constructeur. Le système 
pratiqué en FRANCE, qui consiat* I désigner un ingénieur de marque dan* le cadre du STA« et de plus 
un officier de marque dans la cadre de l'IMAA pour le* avions militaires, n'a cesad de te perfectionner 
au cour# des anuses. L'Ingénieur de marque, de par sa formation, parle aussi bien le langage du const rue- 
leur que celui des militaires, assure les liaisons indispensable» «t accélère le* coamunication* entre 
le* partie* concernée*. Dan» ce* condition*, le constructeur est è même de participer A l'élaboration 
des programme*, d'effectuar les étude* 0« faisabilité et de contribuer ainsi i l'orientation et h 
l'évolution de* spécification*. Ainsi le programme définitif sera le fruit d’une coopération, k l'occa¬ 
sion da laquelle les problème* critique* auront été abordé* et leur solution examinée. U va sans dire 
que dès ce ,tade toutes les contraintes telles que : 

- les prévisions budgétaire* 
• les délai* d'exécution du programar 
- I« niveau de technologie è appliquer 

ainsi que Us be soin» du marché Intérieur et extérieur »ont pris en compte, 

Aprè» ce* généralités nous nous proposons de décrire l'organisation d# l'équipe d'avant- 
projet (qui par la suite constituera U noyau du groupe chargé du projet). 

Sans être totalement rigides, U* principes directeurs en «ont les suivant* : 

- pour ce qui concerne le* option» iondamentaU* et Us décision* finale», elles »ont pria«» 
au niveau U plu» élevé, NoniUur Marcel DASSAULT intervenant personnellement aux diffé¬ 
rent» stade» d* l'étude et de Ha mite au point 

- U responsabilité du progtamnr est confiée i un chef d'avion, ou ingénieur de marque. Pour 
développer U projet celui-ci dirige une équipe et fait appel aux Division* spécialisées 
avec lesquelles il est en liaison permanente, il est I souligner que toute» U» décisions 
Importante* »ont supervisée» et sont suivies dan* U détail par U Directeur Technique 

- la tiche principale d* l’équipe d’avant-projet, formée d'un nombre réduit d'ingénieur« et 
de technicien», consiste principalement en un travail de synthèse et de dessin 

- l'analyse est généralement effectuée par les Division» spécialisée», plus particulièrement 
par la Division des Etude* Avancée* qui dès ce stade entreprend de* élude» aérodynamiques 
•t de» essais en soufflerie relativement détaillé». 

Mou* arrivons maintenant au problème délicat du choix d« configuration* Initiale*. A des 
études paramétrique* systématique*, en particulier pour le» programmes militaires, on préfère l'évalua¬ 
tion aussi complète que penible d’un certain nombre d'avant-projet* de conceptions différentes, chacun 
étant adapté au programme, sinon optimisé. 



Un prenler tri prrsMfU r» ü’él lalntr «oiutltma ■' avérant nattfimmt Infén.ur** k ta 
Kkiyanne. 

Au cour« d« 1'Itérât Ion «ulvante «ui le» solution* restant«* l'étude aera pouaaée plu* 
loin dan* le* détail*, conduisant ainsi A on« réévaluation plu* précis« «t A un nouveau tri, 
lor» de «:•< itérations, d«* donnée* subjective*, telles que l'expérience acquise sur telle formule 
particulière, la disponibilité de certains types d'outil la** etc.,, sont prises en considération. 

après quelques itérât ions I« nombre d* solutions satisfaisantes se réduit régulièrement 
pour aboutir finalement: soit à une solution unique, cas relativement rare, soil à 2 ou ) solution* 
concurrentes, qui sens être équivalente», constituant de* cowproal* ttêa difficiles à départager. 

A ce moment crucial il revient t l'Etat-Major de la Société d'exercer son Jugesienl et son 
expérience, pour effectuer le choix le plus adéquat parmi les quelque* solution* restante*. C'est è ce 
•tade que l'architecture générale du projet se dessinera et les options adoptées conditionneront le suit* 
du prognmmf. 

Ces considération» mont rent l'importance des études préliminaire» comparatives, et en 
particulier la nécessité de disposer d'informations précises pour ces évaluations. Tout* erreur 
d'appréciation pourrait déformer le jugement et conduire è un choix incorrect. 

Pour être en mesure d'effectuer ce* étude» avec la rapidité souhaitable, l’équip* d'avant- 
projet doit «voit a sa disposition ; 

- de* méthode* d'évaluation d* devis d* masse suffisaient précises (mises A jour en 
permanence) 

- des résultats expérimentaux définissant les caractéristiques aérodynamiques de* principales 
formules envisagée» 

- des progritmnes .»» calcul d'aérodynamique théorique et des méthodes de corrélation permet¬ 
tant la généralisation des résultats A l'ensemble des formules étudiées {variation de* 
fomes en plan, épaisseurs relatives, des dimensions et formes du fuselage ; évaluation 
de* interactions entre différents éléments, Influence de ta propulsion etc ...). 

- de* donnée* relatives A la propulsion, c'est-A-dlre suivant le ces, des progiamms de 
calcul pour 1# ou les moteur» donnés, ou des per formam, s généralisées si la propulsion 
est également. A définir. 

«Jusnl su système d'armes, au cours de l'établissement de la fiche programme U surs fait 
l'objel d’un* première série d'études : 

. de recherche opérationnelle 

. de compatibilité et d'optimisation 

. de définition de» charge* militaires 

Par suite de la forte interaction antre l'électronique, t'armement et U cellule, de nombreu¬ 
se* retouche» seront nécessaire» sur tous ce» éléments au cour» de l'élaboration de 1'svam-projet. 

Aussi tout* une équipe spécialisée de systèmes travaillera dès ce stade sous l'autorité 
directe du Chef d'avion. 

Complétant l'équipe d'ingénieurs, un groupe de quelques dessinateurs sers chargé d* 
certaines études de détail, de dimensionnement, d’aménagement ou de conception structurale, de manière 
A amener le* différentes versions de l'avant-projet au même stade d'avancement. 

Pendant cette phase de l'étude une liaison permanente est maintenue avec les Divisions 
spécialisées pour que les solution* techniques et tschnologique* adoptées soient poussées aux limites, 
sinon au-delA, de "l'état d* l'art". Cette façon d* procéder doit permettre de puiser au maximum dans 
l'expérience acquise, sans être cependant trop attaché au passé, et de tirer le meilleur parti de* 
possibilité» du progrès technique. 

2. LES AVIONS DE COMBAT AMD'»A. 

2.1. «'BACAN, MYSTERES et Ml RACES. 

Exesinons maintenant c,«usent ce» principe* ont été appliqués dans divers domaines et tout 
d’abord dan* la demain* d’activité longtemps prépondérant, celui des avions de combat. 

Le premier avion de combat A réaction, conçu par la Société, 1 ’Ot'RACAN, a effectué son 
premier vol le 28 Février 1849. Par suite d* ta politique d* continuité pratiquée par la Société cm peut 
considérer qu'il était pour de longues années le seul véritable prototype. San* vouloir nous attarder 
sur cet appareil, disons seulement qu'A partir de 1'OURAGAN, équipé du réacteur A compresseur centrifuge 
Nene, et conitrult en ÏW exemplaires, les Bureaux d'Ktude* par le procédé d'extrapolation continu illus¬ 
tré sut la figure ) ont dérivé successivement le MYSTERE II, le MYSTERE IV et le SltPERKYSTERE. Dans cette 
évolution, qui a duré b ans, l'épaisseur relative est passée de 1) T. A 6 T, 1s flèche pratiquement de 
0 A 45*, la poussée des réacteurs de 2 KM) A 4 500 kg. 
Au total 800 MYSTERES ont été construits et nombre d’entre eux sont encore en service dan* plusieurs 
pays. 



Un tournant a 4t# pria vtr* ica annlta I9S2-19Í4 lorsqu'Il aat apparu qua l'luolutio« n* 
pouvait p-.a «a poursuivra dans U vol* prdcidant*. Dan* laur cone option de l'ipoquc caa appartlla 
étalant pratlquaawm en buté# dr vit*»*#, leur charge •Mltatr* et laur rayon d'action Inaulflaanta, at 
da plu* lia avalant b*»»In da platas de plu* an plu» longue», donc vulnérable*. 

On »a trouvait égal «-ment 1 la crolaéc de» chemin» du point de vu* propulsion. D'un* part, il 
n'axlstalt f>*t fl* réacteur auffl*aa»a«nt puissant qui parmettalt d'obtenir la* performance» de vîtes»# 
(M 4* 2) Jugée» indt»pen».iblea. D'autre part pour définir la politique 4 aulvr# en matière de propulsion 
et développer le réacteur de taille adéquate, il fallait également »• prononcer *ur lea mérite» respec¬ 
tif» du mono et du biréacteur, problème qui 4 l'époque te posait en terme» encore plu* comple*** 
qu'aujourd'hui. 
La» aléa» de développement de» réacteur» de faible pu la »anee n'ayant pa* été «ou»-»»U*é», le* Service» 
Officiel» ont opté pour la poursuite simultanée de leur développement et de celui du réacteur ATAR de la 
SXKCMA, équipé de poatcombustIon. 
Pour atteindre le* n.mbre» dt Mach et altitude* élevé* Jugé» nécessaire» 4 l'Interception l'emploi de 
fusée* était en outre Indispensable. Le programme de I'intercepteur léger a fait l'objet d'une compéti¬ 
tion serré» ; 1* Société DASSAULT a proposé deux projat», J'un biréacteur, propulseur» provtaolre» 
2 Viper» 4 poatcombust loti «■ fusé#, l'autre moomréacteur fusée. EU* a obtenu la commanda de la veralon 
biréacteur, le Ml RACE f, dont Is prämier vol a eu lieu en Juin 1»S5 et moins d'un an après II volait 
équipé de poatcombustIon at de fusé*. Son successeur, 1# Ml RACE 11, équipé de» réacteurs définitifs 
se trouvait 4 un stade de construction avancée, lorsqu# pour de* raison* diverse* qui seront développée* 
cl-de**ou*, la Société décida de changer de politique, d'en arrêter la construction et de revenir avec 
«on propre financement 4 un monoréacteur, en utilisant l'aile dé]4 construite du WRACK II. 

Cette opération a été manée avec une extréme rapidité ! l'appareil Ml RACE 111-001 équipé 
de TATAR 98 » poatcombust ion ♦ fusée, et dont le fuselage comportait dé 14 la lot de* aire* a volé en 
Novembre 19*6, 9 mol» seulement après cette décision. Très rapidement il a atteint de* vitesses 
supersonique» en palier, M * 1,5 au S «-me vol et Mach 2 4 la date du 24 Octobre 1958. Finalement cet 
appareil empoita la compétition et ouvrit la vol* au chaaseur polyvalent MIRAGE III. Plualeur» versions 
ont été développée* par la aulte et actuellement une cinquantaine de variantes volent dans 18 paya 
différents. I.» nombre d'appareils livrés ou en commande est de Tordre de 1 500. 

Analysons maintenant les raisons du changement de politique. 

- A la suite d'études comparaiIves, qui ont continué pendant U construction du MIRAGE II, 
il est apparu qu’avec un monoréacteur + fusée II était possible d'obtenir un rapport 
poussée-poids plut élevé, 4 charge alalre égale, qu'avec un biréacteur, avantage fondamen¬ 
tal pour un Intercepteur 

- De» difficultés se sont présentées dan» la mise au point du moteur de faible puissance, en 
particulier dan» 1« développement de la réchauffe. Par contre TATAR, y compris sa version 
avec poatcombustIon manifestait des progrès prometteur*. 

- La crainte des limitations opérationnelles de I« fusée (qui »'est avérée d’ailleurs 
Injustifiée) Incita la Bureau d'Btude» 4 étudier la possibilité de la supprimer par la suite, 
compte tenu du développement prévisible Je* réacieur* et grlce 4 des améliorations 
aérodynamiques que Ton commentait 4 entrevoir. 

- Las résultats d'essais en vol acquis sur le MIRAGE 1 ont confirmé la validité du concept 
de l'aile delta sans queue et renforcé 1 » confiance dans la formule aérodynamique adoptée. 

Toutes ce* condition* réunies oit donc logiquement conduit la Société 4 conaarvar Tall# 
delta, et 4 adopter la formule monoréacteu- « fusée avec pour objectif plus lointain de revenir au 
réacteur pur. 

Ajoutons pour terminer cette partie de notre exposé que la fiche-progransne comportait 
quelque* clauses qui plu* ou moins directement devaient avoir une Influence décfeive sur l'évolution 
ultérieur* vers 1a polyvalence. Ainsi, on n'a pas succombé «n FRANCE 4 la mod* de l'époque, qui était 
I'avlon-engIn. Aussi dès »es premières versions de série le MIRAGE lit était équipé é# deux canons DEFA 
de JO mm. 

En outre les exigence» de piste relativement sévère» ont conduit 4 une surface de voilure 
Importante. La faible charge alalre qui en a résulté, associée au développement du moteur * produit 1a 
grande manoeuvrabilité si brillamment démontré* en combats aériens. (Figures 4 4 11). 

Cependant 11 existe dans le domaine de vol quelques «ones, où T avion sans queue n# peut pas 
rivaliser avec T avion empenné dan» le cadre de la technologie courante. Dan» le» cas particuliers où 
ces «ones seraient jugée» opérationnel lemem Importantes, il faudra (aire appel 4 de» avions empenné» 
ou 4 une technologie avancée. 

2,2. Appui tactique léger. 

Avant de continuer ThUtotre des MIRAGES qui est loin d'Itre terminée, Il f«ut parler du 
programme d’appui tactique léger, qui lancé un an après celui de 1'Intercepteur n'a pas obtenu le succè* 
de son prédécesseur. 1.4 encor# i l y a eu compétition entre plusieurs Société», dont DASSAULT et B REGUET 
aujourd'hui fusionnées. Ce sont elle» qui ont été désignée» coma* gagnantes, avec respectivement 
1'ETENDARD II et le BREGI ET 1100, (2 réacteurs Cablzo, formule* 4 aile en flèche hypersustentée. décollage 
et atterrissage sur pistes courtes en herbe). Un an après le programme d'appui tactique léger français le 
NATO a lancé un programe analogue dan* le cadre d'une compétition Internationale. BREGUET et DASSAULT 
se classaient parmi les gagnants avec FIAT. Cependant, malgré U construction et la mise au point réussie 
de plualeur» prototypes, le» modifications intervenues dsn* I« politique aéronautique française ont 
conduit 4 1’abandon des programmes NATO et françsls d'appui tactique en faveur d'autres options. Les 
eacellentes performances aubsonique» acqulae» entre-temps par le MIRAGE 111 n# sont pas totalement 



<t r«nK*!« A ï*« dAcislona. 1.« »cut rc»c«pé d» ta I«il* fut i *FTCKOAKD IV, avion d'attaque «»Marqué ; 
le» pnrte-awlon» pouvaient difficilement a'accuonodct < nil «ani queue, tin# centaine d1 CTO MRO !V 
ont été conat ruiti et l'appareil moderntaé, te SUPER E*" . . «l», eal appelé A acquérir un# »»coude Jeun»»»» 
pour conatltuer la deuxième génération franqatae d’avion* d'attaque embarqué* (figure UK 

2.3. NI RACE (aulte) 

Le MIRAGE 111 a nervi de maquette volante A deux extrapolation* trè* différente*, le NI RAG* IV 
et le MIRAGE tIl-V. le premier biréacteur Mach 2 eat l'avion de la force de Jtaauaaiun française cons¬ 
truit en 62 exemplaire*,en service depuis !%K Le MIRAGE II l-V, équipé d'un réacteur de propulsión 
P et W-$NECMA TT 106 et de R réacteurs de sustentation ROLLS ROYCE RA 162 est actuellement le seul avion 
VT01. A avoir atteint Mach 2. Nais l' Intérêt militaire manifesté au début des années 60 pour les VTOL 
ayant fortement diminué le programme a été at rété en 1*167. ' 
Parallèlement A la construction en série de» MIRAGE ill et IV la Société, en coopération avec les 
'KOfficiel», a entrepris l'étude de nouvelles formules d'avions de combat, aux performances 
lowKiorées dans tout le domaine de vol. Le développement de systèmes d'armes et de navigation de plus 

<tr , lus sophistiqué», les progrès de la propulsion, en particulier la diminution de consommât ion 
spécifique obtenue avec les double-flux militaires, ont penal» d’envisager la réalisation d’un chasseur- 
bombardier tout-temps de rayon d'action sensiblement accru et capable de voler A grande vitesse et A 
basse altitude sans (tre repéré. Ce type d'avion doit avoir une forte charge alalre Incompatible avec 
l'aile delta. Pour ne pas être tributaire de pistes trop longues, l'appareil doit être équipé d'une 
hypersustentation efficace. De plus, ses qualité» de vol doivent lui permettre de voler A grande inci¬ 
dence en tout* sécurité. Ce» condition» ont conduit au prototype MIRAGE F2, A aile en flèche hypeisui¬ 
te nt ce au bord d'attaque et au bord de fuite, aile haute et empennage ba*. L'appareil, pesant 18 tonnes A 
pleine charge était équipé d’un réacteur TT 106 de 9 tonnes. 11 devait donner suite A une version 
opérationnelle dt chasseur tout-temps. 

Après étude plu* détaillée, ce programam a été abandonné, par suite de l'absent# de propulsem 
adéquat. La politique en matière d'avion d'armes a été alors réorientée dans troi» directions : 

« Intercepteur, *ucce»seur du MIRAGE 111 
- avion école et d'appui tactique 
- chasseur-bombardier A géométrie variable 

2.4. Une nouvelle génération d'avions de combat : le MIRAGE Fl. 

Du point de vue de la conception sdrodyi.antique, cet appareil monoplace, monomoteur ATAR 9K 50 
de 7 T 2 de poussée a été dérivé du MIRAGE r2 (figure 11). Par rapport au MIRACF U! (figure ¡4) son 
domaine de vol a été élargi dan* les deux directions, grande» vitesses et basse» vitesse» , performance» 
de décollage et d'atterrissage nettement améliorées ainsi que 1* manoeuvrabilité A certaine* altitude* 
et Mach. Crtce à une capacité d* carburant Importante, l'appareil dispose d’un temp« d'interception 
accru et est capable de missions prolongées A toutes les altitudes. Outre sa mission principale qu* est 
l'interception, la polyvalence est assurée par une capacité d’eapurt de charges variées (7 points 
d'accrochage). (Figure 15 A 22). L’armée de l’Air française en a actuellement tono.ar.dr une centaine 
d'exemplaires et d'autres ont été ou sont sur le point d'ét.e commandés par divers pays étrangers. 
Le* premiers avion. .* • série sont entrés en service en !9’î. 

t-ral W-lemem au développement en cour* du réacteur SNECMA M 5J, réacteur A double flux 
pour Mach» élevés, une version MIRAGE Fl équipé de ce moteur est en cours de construction. Les améliora¬ 
tion* de performance de ce réacteur par rapport A »on prédécesseur tant en ce qui concerne la poussée, 
le rapport poussée'poids que la c on sonata t Ion spécifique doivent *e répercuter sur celles du Fl, et plus 
particulièrement sur la manoeuvrabilité, l'accélération supersonique et le rayon d'action. 

2.5. L'avion école et d’appui tactique JAGUAR. 

Pour respecter une certaine chronologie, quittons une fols de plus les MIRAGES, et examinons 
1'histoire du JAGUAR, résultat de la coopération franco-britannique tant dan# le domaine de la cellule que 
dans celui des moteurs. La fiche programme française de l'avion Ecole et d'Appui Tactique (E.C.A.T.) est 
sortie en 1964 et faisait l'objet d’une compétition qui a été gagnée par RREGLET en ce qui concerne lu 
cellule. Un accord de coopération franco-britannique signé peu après prévoyait la commande de 150 appa¬ 
reil* par chacun de# deux pays, portée ultérieurement A 200. La coopération s'établit entre BREGUET et la 
BRI TI SH AIRCRAFT CORPORA!1 ON pour la cellule, entre TS RBOKECA et ROLES ROYCE pour les moteurs en 1965. 
Les point» les plus importants du programme définitif sont : 

- utilisation de pistes courtes (800 à 1000 m) en appui tactique 
- rayon d'action en mission Lo-Lo-Lo 450 n.a> 
- rayon d'action en mission Hi-l.o-Hl 750 n.ts 
- capacité supersonique 
- charge mil Italie maximale 4500 kg 

La conception aérodynamique de l'appareil dérive de l'avion d’appui tactique léger du KATO, 
le BRECHET 100!, avec de» perfectionnements concernant principalement le vol A grande incidence. A*le 
haute en flèche de 40 ', empennage relativement bas grAce à un dièdre négatif. Volets hypersuslentatcurs 
sur toute l'envergure, le controle latéral étant assuré par des »potiers et le braquage différentiel de 
l'empennage horizontal. L'appareil est équipé de deux réacteurs A double-flux ROU ROYCE/Tl ¡R80KECA 
Adour de J )50 kg de poussée. Cinq version* ont été prévues : 
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- Appui («tique (A) «onopiace, fraisçai» 

* Ecol» (E) biplace , irançai* 

- Attaque (S) «»opiacé, britannique 

- Enuatneaent (B) biplace , britannique 

- Marine (Ml «»noplace, françala 

Cette dernière a été abandonnée en faveur du SITE# ETEMOAID, 

Aprèa une mite au point rendue plue difficile du fait que la cellule, le «Htur et une partie 
importante de* équipement* étaient de» prototype» le JACl'AR est entré en service en 19?) et ë ce Jour 
ps-ée de soixante quinte appareil» ont été livré* aux deux armée» de l'Air. De* négociation» «ont en cour» 
avec pluaieur» pays en vue de son exportation. (Figures 23 à 27». 

2.6. MIRAGE G, CB et C8-A. 

L* troUième volet de la nouvelle orientation politique aéronautique a été l'avion à géomé¬ 
trie variable. L'extension de la notion de polyvalence à de» uiasiont de plu* en plu» variée», et souvent 
contradictoire* a conduit lee USA au F III. Malgré un environnement opérationnel différent, la souplesse 
offerte par la géométrie variable a incité let Etats-Majors européens I définir des progrâitnts pour 
lesquels U géométrie variable devait cunaUtuer la meilleure solution, ('ne coopération franco-anglaise 
»'est ébauchée sur ce programam vers te» années I96S-6? nuis elle n'a pat abouti... Plutôt que de se limi¬ 
ter I des études partielles la Société DASSAULT a décidé le lancement de l'étude et de la réalisation 
d un prototype expérimental qui a effectué son pemier vol en novembre 1967. 

Le» premiers vol* de cet appareil équipé d'un réacteur TF 306 de 9 T de poussée, d’une 
masse de 15 tonnes n'ont pas révélé de difficultés fondamental«», en particulier celle« qui auraient pu 
réaulter de la flèche variable. Ce résultat remarquable est le fruit de pluaieur» facteur* : 

- application du principe de continuité partout où c'était possible de façon ë éviter le» 
innovations inutiles (position aile-empennage, forme et «ménagement du fuselage, système 
de propulsion (figure 281. 

- commandes de vol classique», excepté le »potier tout électrique (figure 29). 

- conception et mise au point mécanique du pivot et de la commande de rotation particulière¬ 
ment soignée (figure 30). 

- application à grande échelle des méthode* numérique» d'aérodynamique théorique au dessin 
de l'avion. 

- expérimentation en soufflerie très détaillée (figure 311. 

L'jppareil était supersonique dès le 5 «me rai ; la variation complète de fliehe a été 
réalisée au bout du 7 6me vol et Mach 2 au 11 ème (figuies 32 et 33). 

Le* performance* basses vitesses ont démontré la réussite du système hypersustentateur. 
migré un rapport poussée/poids relativement faible et une forte charge alaire l'appareil décollait en 
600 a et atterrissait en 500 a. La manoeuvrabilité »'est avérée excellent* è toute» les vitesses, et des 
virages remarquablement serrés ont puliré démontré* en décélération combinée avec la diminution de 
flèche. 

Les «.**ai» en vol du MIRAGE C ayant confirmé le* promesses de la géométrie variable, des 
versions opérationnel 1<!S ont été mire» ë l'étude. L'une des conclusions auxquelles on a été conduit 6 
cette occasion est que La formule n'es', pas valable au-dessous d'une certaine taille. Il s'ensuivait 
qu’avec les réacteurs militaires disponibles l’appareil devait être obligatoirement biréacteur, ce qui 
était par ailleurs conforme aux désirs de 1'Etat-Major.En conclusion, deux prototypes de biréacteurs 
(ATAR 9K 50) ont été cosaundét en 1968 et le premier de ces appareils baptisé* C8, effectua «on premier 
vol en Mai 1971, le deux1'me en 1972. U encore la mise au point a été très rapide et l'opportunité 
d'avoir deux prototypes a été utilisée pour l'étude de nouvelles forme* d'entrées d'air et de tuyères. 
Accessoirement on a découvert que les avion* ë géométrie variable constitua»' de remarquable* maquettes 
volantes, à très grande échelle, pour de» avions è géométrie fl».. Le* résultat* acquis au cours des 
vols ë différente* flèche* de voilure ont pu «tre exploités et pourront donner lieu A une nouvelle 
génération d’appareils. 

Nous arrêtons là l'histoire de ta famille de» MIRAGES, pour parler maintenant d'autres 
réalisations. 

2.7. Le BREGUET ATLANTIC. 

Cet avion de lutte anti-sous-marine est issu d'un concours NATO lancé en 1957 et gagné par 
BRECîîET sur une trentaine de concurrents. Le program«- établi par l* Comité Directeur Internatlonal, 
comportait de* ml s*ions de surveillance à longue distance *t de longue durée. Pour la phase de »urveit- 
lance une maniabilité exceptionnelle était requise aux basses vitesses, imposant une charge alaire 
relat ivement réduite. Une grande variété de charges largables, transportées dans une soute de grandes 
dimensions, devait servir ë la recherche et à l'attaque de* tout-matins à très basse altitude. Pour ce 
type de missions le propulseur le mieux adapté à l'époque (et même actuellement) était le lurbopropul«eur 
et parmi le petit nombre de type* existant le Rolls-Royce Tyne. Cette adaptation était valable aussi 
bien en vol de croisière A 300 kts A 30 000 ft qu'A la recherche basse vitesse A faible altitude. La 
formule aérodynamique, très classique, l'emploi de servocommandes et des essais de maquette motorisée 
trè» complets ont permis d'éviter pratiquement toute mise au point aérodynamique en vol. Par contre 1« 
conception structurale basée sur l'emploi généralité du nid d'abeille dan* les structures primaire), 
relevait d'une technique nouvelle et a donné lieu A quelques difficulté* aujourd'hui ré*. lues (figurés 
34 A 36). 
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l'apixrtil « ríalUé *n t.iopíta« ion, déa I« ataUr dir IVcudr, mt r» SaiClST, Sl'U-AVIAnON, 
TOKKC» ct ÖOMtEi. C'dtaii 1* ¡>r*'ni*r apparirit tapo i tant réall*d an coopérât lutt Initrnat tonal«. I.'appa> 
rtll «*t «turé «n »*rvtc* en 1W5 dan* le» Marine* fraílala« *t alleaandt , en 1971 dan* la Marine 
néerlandaise et en 1972 dan* I i Marine italienne. Dit Idrent en ver rl.ms modern lade» août eitv luagíes. # qui 
aaél toreront aunt bien le* pet iomatu-e* que le* capacité* opérât tonnelle* de l'appareil. 

2.8. 1.'avion-école franco-a U emanei ALPHA JET. 

La dernière production AMD/M, étudiée et réallaée en coopération avec la Société DORMI EH, 
l'avton école de début, prévu également pour de* ai »et on» opput-feu, a bénéficié de» méthode» d'étude* 
avancée* dont il sera que« ion par U »ulte. Equipé de dru* réacteur* à double-!lux SMCECNA-Tl'RBOfCCA 
Urtac t» dr 1 350 kg de pou»*ée, pesant, »uivant la contigu rot ion de é 500 A 7 000 kg, cet appareil e«t 
appelé 1 être construit en un grand nombre d'exemplaire* en coopération franco-ailemandr et éventuelle¬ 
ment en asaoclation avec d'autre» pay*. 

le prototype 01 a effectué non premier vol le 26 Octobre 19/3 k ISTRES, le 02 le 9 Janvier 
1974 A OaitrfArrmOFCM et à la date du 15 février le* deux appareil* total t sa lent plu* de 60 heures tk 
vol et avaient couvert leur domaine de vol complet. Après cette première phase »au»lal»ante au»»! bien 
en ce qui concerne la cellule que la propulsion, cm «bordera maintenant le* eseal* de vrille et le» 
t*»4U avec charge» extérieure* (figure* 37 à 39). 

3. LES PRODUCTI0Í5 CIVILES DES AMU/WA 

3.1. i’ALCON 20 et FALCON 30/40. 

Au début de la précédente décennie, au moment où l'avenir de l'avion de combat piloté a été 
reml» en question, nombre de con»tructeur* se »ont tourné* vers le marché civil. Four pénétrer dan* te 
marché difficile, fidèle A sa philosophie de continuité, la Société a recherché le domaine où son 
expérience de* avion* militaires pouvait être U plu* profitable et les risques technique* ct financiers 
suffisamment réduit*. C'est dans ce» conditions que fut entreprise l'étude de l'avion d'affaire« 
MYSTERE 20, qui par la suite devint le FAI.COM 20 ou FAN JET FALCON (19621. 

L'un de* objectifs de l'étude était l'utilisation du maximum d'élément* coasmin* avec des 
avions existant* (dé)A la ctMMonallté) et la «1»« en oeuvre d'une technologie aussi voisine que possible. 
C'est ainsi que le projet *'e*t naturellement orienté vers le» vitesse» de croisière élevée* par filia¬ 
tion avec les chasseurs de l'époque. Hans la même lignée, l'expérience acquise dan» le domaine de* 
••rvocommande*. et les avantage» qu'elle* procurent en qualités de vol et en rapidité de mise au point 
sont A l'origine de la décision de les adopter de préférence A la compensation aérodynamique. Le» 
économies réalisée* par l'ut i 1IsatIon d'éléments communs ont pu être reportées sur les poste* particu¬ 
lier» aux avions civils, comma l'aménagement du fuselage, le» équipement», l'Installation J•* moteur», 
etc. Après un premier vol effectué en 1963, 1« prototype a été rapidement arrêté pour remplacer le» 
réacteur* 1’ et V par de* réacteur» double-flux A ventilateur arrière CE CF 700 pour tenir compte de 
l'intérêt manifesté par ta Pan Am pour une telle version. Le» premier* résultat» d essais en vol ont été 
suffisamment encourageants pour donner lieu A une comeande d* la Pan American (160 appareils). Les 
certificat loti* française et américaine ont été acquise* en 1965 «t depuis )00 appareils ont été livré* 
et I» total actuel de» comandes et de» options est de l'ordre de 400. En 197¾ Is certification 
d'origine a été complété* par une certification acoustique suivant la FAR Part 36, le FALCON ayant été 
ainsi le premier au monde A acquérir ce litre. 

Le succès commercial du FALCON 20 a encouragé la Société dan» la voie civile et presque 
* i rau 11 ariérren t elle a lancé trots prográmeles, intéressant trois marchés différents : 

- le FALCON 10, avion d'affaire* ultra-rapide, 2 ème génération 

- le KERiTRE, avion de transport court-moyen courrier de grande capacité 

- le FALCON 30/40, avion de transport 3 ème niveau 

Le» quatre appareil» sont visibles sur la photo prise au BOCROtT au moment du Salon 1973 
(figure 40). 

Dans le cadre d'une conférence ACARO 11 n’est pas indiqué de s'étendre longuement sur les 
caractéristique* d* ce* appareil». Il n'aurall pas été logique, cependant, de le» passer »ou* silence 
pour plus leur* raison* : 

- Us bénéficient, ainsi qu'il a été rappelé précédemment de l'expérience et de la technoio- 
Rl« des avion* militaire» 

- au* AMD/UA le* mêmes Divisions Spécialisée* étudient tou» les avions, qu’il» soient civils 
ou militaire* (pour le compte de» équipe» attachée» A chaque avion et en liaison avec elle»! 

- dans certain* programmes la "commonallté" peut aller encore plu* loin, au bénéfice des 
deux type* d'appareil*. 

Nous nous I imitons donc A quelques indications d'Intérêt général. 

Le dernier de» trois appareil* du point de vue chronologique est le FALCON 30/40, dérivé 
direct du FALCON 20. On a conservé l'ail* extrême en augmentant le plan central et le diamètre du fuse¬ 
lage et en ajustant le* empennages en conséquence. La propulsion, constituée par Je» réacteur» Lycoming 
ALF 502, double-flux A fort* dilution, est particulièrement intéressante, aussi bien du point de vue 
consommation que bruit. Avec des vitesses de croisière relativement élevée», le coOt d'exploitation de 
l'appareil se compare favorablement A ses concuirent s éventuel». 
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J.l. PALCOK IO *1 MERCURE tti 1«* nouvtl!** Béth-iít* d« d«»»in «dr^pnitMl^iw. 

StniUméMcnt à I ' étude é* MI »míe G, «•* d«u* *ps-»r«il * ont blnl Hei« d*» ptagrMM* 
ordlnatttir ddvcUppd» pour le destin des aile* «oderne«, poi(.r I ' Interaction aile-tueelagr pour 
l‘hyper sustentât ion, pour te* entré«* d'air, «te... 
Tout un départ:ei»enl »’est cwtMCré * ce problème pendant de nombreuses années. Four illustrer la 
puissance de ce* méthodes et pour montre» le progrès «ju'eîlee ont permis de réaliser, nous donnons 
ci-dessous quelques exemples. La tlgure 41 montre l'évolution de» C* du FALCON 20 d'une part, du 
MERCURE d'autre part. L'accroissement de nombre de Mach limit«' dt £K * 0,0) est d'autant plua remai - 
o»«bte. que la {lèche du MERCURE n'est que de 35* contre )0* pour le PALCOK 20, et que l'épai*seur à 
1 emplanture est de 12,5 t contre 10 î. Ce* dlffArencee permettent par ailleurs d'alléger la masse de 
l'aile et d'augmenter la capacité de carburant d'une façon sens'bU et d’améliorer en même temps 
l'efficacité de l'hypersustentation. Cette dernière a été dess.née au moyen de programmts ordinateur 
adaptés tua corps multiples, compte-tenu de la vlecosité et de certaines non-linéarités. Ainsi sur le 
MERCURE, il a été posait»!« d'obtenir une très bonne finesse au décollage avec des supérieurs A I, 

ce qui est particulièrement Important pour un biréacteur, et è 1'atterrissage un coefficient de portance 
maximale voisin de î. Un autre programme ordinateur permet de calculer la répartition de pression sur 
avion complet, compte tenu de toutes les Interactions. U» figure* 42 à 50 donnent de* «nemples de tel» 
calculs. Les résultats ainsi obtenus ont de nombreuse* application« : 

- l'examen de la répartition de pression permet de détecter de* tone« de décollement» 
éventuelles, et en effectuant des modifications locales ces tones peuvent être réduite* 
sinon éliminées 

- dès le stade avant-projet des calculs de charges aérodynamique» relativement précis 
peuvent être faits et permettent d'améliorer l'estimation de la masse de strumore 

- les programmes permettent d’inclure dan* le calcul de* déformation* élastiques ; la 
rigidité de la structure peut être évaluée et contrôlée 

- toute* le* dérivées aérodynamique*, »tatiques et dynamiques nécessaire* è l'étude de* 
qualité* de vol ou aux élude* sur simulareur peuvent être déterminé«« et ces étude* 
entreprises dès ce stade. 

Four illustrer l'efficacité de ces méthodes par un exemple concret, on peut comparer le Mach 
maximal de croisière du MERCURE avec ceux de deux avion* d* transport de même catégorie, équipés des 
mêmes moteurs (JT 80 15). Alors que le MERCURE, pour emporter eelon le cas 15 à 25 X de plu* de passagers 
a une taille, ««primée soit en surface de voilure, soit «n surface »souillé#, plu* grande dan» les mêmes 
proportion*, »on Mach maximum de croisière reste néanmoins supérieur de 0,01 è 0,03 A ceux de ce» avions 
qui ont par ailleurs la même flèche de voilure. 

L'utilisation 4 grande échelle de l’ordinateur s'étend maintenant également au* autres 
disciplines. L'intégration de» programmes correspondant* avec ceux d* l'aérodynamique tend il devenir 
l'outil de base des avant-projet». C* rille accru de l'informatique sera brièvement exposé au chapitre 
suivant. 

4. AVANT-PROJETS D'AVIONS MILITAIRES, PRESENTS ET FUTURS. 

4.1. Fiche-prograane. 

Ayant rappelé les méthodes utilisées par le passé et leur évolution récente, nous examinerons 
maintenant le* orientation* qu'elles sont susceptible» de prendre parallèlement au développement d* 
1'informâtique. 

On *e limitera aux avion» d» combat, mais aptès adaptation convenable l'exposé sera applica¬ 
ble aussi bien aux avions militaire» que civils. 

Au stade initial envi sagé, l'avlurneur disposera d'une fIche-programse qui sans être totale¬ 
ment figée, définit cependant un certain nombre de données de base, obtenues 4 1» suite d'études préli¬ 
minaires. Elles concernent : 

- les différentes char,|e* militaires 4 transporter 
- les profils des missions (principales et secondaires) 
- l'environnement dans lequel l'avion sera appelé 4 évoluer («n territoire am et ennemi) 
- le système d'armes souhaité (portée, précision, degré d'automatisation, etc ...) 

A ces conditions s’ajouteront des contraintes de tftuts et de délais et souvent d'autres 
relatives aux performances, 4 la manoeuvrabilité, la structure, le* servitudes d'emploi, l'aptitude 4 
la maintenance, etc. Dans certains cas la propulsion sera Imposée, sinon par le program«, par la 
disponibilité limitée de réacteurs, réduisant sensiblement le* options envisageables. 

Dans le cas fréouent où il ne sera pas possible de trouve» une réponse s.n isl.il».unc 4 l'en¬ 
semble de» conditions imposées, le programme devra être revu et. modifié dan* 1* »en» d’un compromis 

acceptable. 
Quelle que soit la manière dont le problème «st posé, la première tache consister» 4 déter¬ 

miner en première approximation te» principales dimensions, les sia s se » et 'es performances des 
différentes formule» envisgées. 

Ce travail effectué, de* itérations successive» amélioreront la précision des résultat» par 
l'étude de plut en plu» détaillée de» problèmes. 
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4.2. Etude prdltBlnelrc da* difliranta* cunflfuiation* (apprnxlnation ”0"). 

Apr*a avoir choial la* tontlgur«tion* qua 1 ’em *a propoac d'dtudler dan* it cadra du 
programa. un praNiar dégi ot*ta*a|* eat ai fact ué d'aprè* la diagriMMt da la figura SI. 

La* différent» éléoant » du dlagraMiwî »aront détacnind* par analogie avec da* avion* axiatant* 
>u d'autre* moyen» *lmpla». à te atad# la* tear* structura at qualité* de vol ne Jouant pa* ancora da 
rola Important. L'analy** da* ma«*** «ara fait* par de* conaidérat ions statut iqua» »impie*. Par exempt* 

pour un avion de coatbat < supériorité aérienne ou appui) on peut adoptar la* pourcantage* suivant* pour 
1« devis de masse (1 de la masse de décollage ! : 

Structura )S à 18 2 

Propulsion IS à 18 t {dépend de la technologie du moteur et du rapport T/M 1 obtenir) 

Equipement 12 b 14 S 

Masse à vide équipé* 62 V 70 X 

D'où un* charge utile de Si 4 30 1. Pour la mission de base le pourcentage de carburant cat 
pratiquement imposé. La charge militaire connue de cette mission s'obtiendra en pourcentage par diffé¬ 
rence entre le pourcentage de charge utile et la pourcantage de carburant. D'oô la mass* de décollage 
at la davis de masse. (Configuration correspondant au domaine complet de vol). 

Cat axemplt n'a pa* d’autre prétention que de montrer que pour ce type d'avion la charge 
ml itat re ne peut repré. enter qu'une tria faible fraction de la massa de décollage et qua toute erreur 

sur la devis de masse sa répercute très rapidement sur 1a charge mllltalra ou la rayon d'action. On voit 
également que toute augmentation de la charge militaire» conduit ik performance égale, 4 une augmentation 
de matse de décollage d* l'ordre de ] 4 S fois l'augmentation de ta charge. 

La poussé« du réacteur sera ensuite déterminée par des considérations de technologie, en 
particulier par son rapport poussée'poids et la masse disponible pour la propulsion. 

On. por ra ensuite dessiner le fuselage avec le léacteur mis en place, alnil que son 
amenagement complet, il restera 4 déterminer les caractéristiques géométriques de l'aile. On considérera 

différente* forme* en plan et pour la surface on adoptera un* valeur basée sur 1a charge alaire , ou 

plusieurs valeurs. Dans cette phase les empennages seront définis par des considérations statistiques. 

L’avion étant ainsi géométriquement déterminé on calculera se* caractéristiques de traînée 

et de portance par de* méthode* simplifiée*. La pi emitre ligne du bloc-diagramme étant ainsi entièrement 
évaluée, on pourra passer au calcul des performances et des manoeuvrabilité* (pa* de chuts 4 ce stade) 
et au calcul des sensibilités aux paramètres principaux. 

En général les performances et manoeuvrabilité» require* par le programme ne seront pas 

obtenues. Au moyen des sensibilités du bloc-diagram»* il sera possible de corriger les paramètres 
principan., de manière 4 ne rapprocher raisonnablement des caractérist iques exigées. 

11 y a lieu d’insister sur le fait que l’approximation qui vient d'ftre définie n'est 
nécessaire que lorsque le type d’avion 4 étudier s'éloigne sensiblement des formules sur lesquelles on s 
une bonne expérience. Dans 1« cas contraire cette approximation pourra déjà être relativement précité et 

le nombre d'itérât ions à effectuer sera alors notablemant réduit. 

4.3. Itérations et finalisation de l'avant-projet. 

Partant de l'approximation définie au paragraphe précédent, nous pouvons maintenant 
réévaluer les éléments du bloc-dlagranrae de la figure 31 en prenant en considération cette fols lea 
blocs structure et qualités de vol. 

La géométrie des différente* versions considérées étant définie, certains perasècres pouvant 
rester variables (l'épaisseur relative et la surface, etc.,.) on évaluera les caractéristiques d» portance 
et de traînée par des méthodes plus ou moins sophistiquées. Celles-ci sont basées sur des résultats 

théoriques et expérimentaux soit disponibles soit établis pour ces avant-projets particuliers. (Voir per 
exemple l’Annexe I). 

Les performance* de propulsion seront en général disponibles pour le* divers types de moteurs 

considéré*. 
Parallèlement aux calculs, des études d’aménagement de fusela¿* at de voilure sont faites 

pour préciser les forme», le* dimension» et les volumes pour le carburant, l'armement, le train, etc. 

Le devis de masse sera établi : 

- au moyen de formules éprouvées pour ce qui concerne la structure (références 2,4, 5) 

- par les données fournies par le motoriste et l'étude détaillée de l'installation propulsive 

- par la définition aussi précise que possible de la liste d'équipements et du système 
d'armes. 

Des boucles internes d'itérations permettront de tenir compte du domaine de vol et des 
nasses caractéristiques. Iles recoupements seront effectués au moyen de dessins de détail pour contrôler 
les masse* des principaux éléments de structure. 



Au court d« CB» év*lu«tt«»(i* on •xnninr«« !•* gain* jui pourraient ittultei de* piugrèa 
technlqu»* et technologique*, d# I'enptol de nouveeuK ■ettrlaun, etc ,,, 

Sioiultantaent aux étude» de configurâtItM» et de leur* perfongance», «>n «border* le» 
problème* de qualité» de vol. 

On *xminera : 

• différente» configurât Ion» d'enp«tin«ge» et leur dlamndonnwnent en vue d'obtenir de» 
qualité* de vol excellente» en node nornal et acceptable» da.r* le» node» dégradé» 

- 1'Influence de* charge* extérieure» dan* tout le domaine de vol et de centrage opérationnel 

- différente* »olution* de réaliaatlon de* conmand#», d'effort* artificiel» et: de 
»tabulant ton artificielle 

» le comportement de l’appareil : 
. dan* le* manoeuvre» rapide* 
. d*n* la turbulence 
. «u moment du largage de* charge* 
. aux Incidence» él*v**< 
. éventuellement en vrille 

Ain*t qu'il a été dit précédemment une partie de l'étude pourra *e faire par vole théorique. 
Pour le reate, Il faudra dl»po*er de maquette», Binon entièrement conforme*, a ce xtadc piélitatnalr*, du 
«oln» représentâtIve*. 

te» résultat * obtenu* pourront guider la «élection entre plusieurs configurât Ion* par 
ailleurs *eni tblement équivalente*. Ainsi la configuration de l'avion-école f ranco-al lemaml ALPHA .¡ET 
a été adoptée principalement A cause de son comportement favorable en vrille, ml* en évidence à 
l'occasion d'essai* comparatif* effectué* au stade de 1’avant-projet. 

Ajoutons que ce* considération* sont valable* pour de* >.aasende* de vol classique*, ou A la 
rigueur pour ta période transitoire actuelle. Lotsqu’ave. le développement de» command*a d* vol 
électriques (f!y-by-wlr*> le* CCV (Cont roi Configured Veblcle») deviendront opérât tonneIs, elles devront 
être adaptées A la nouvelle situation. 

Revenons maintenant A notre objectif principal qui est la tinalliatlun de 1'avant-pro(et. 
Avec tes donnée* de base ainsi améliorée» nous soasses en mesure d'effectuer maintenant de* calcul* de 
performamee*et de manoeuvrabilité réalistes sur l'ensemble de* configuration* envisagée*. 

Parmi le grand nombre de solution* obtenu«», résultunt de» différente» combinaison* de 
paramétres variable», il y aura lieu de retenir celle» qui se rapprochent au mieux de* condition* 
Imposées par le programou . 

Au moyen des coefficients de sensibilité déduits de» résultat» précédents 11 sera alors 
possible de réajuster certain* paramétre» pour que le* objectifs fixés soient satisfait* au mieux, 
dans le» limites des posslbl I liés tech.ro logt que». D». itérations supplémentaires seront effectuée» au 
cas où la précision obtenue serait Ju'.ée Insuif 1». nte. 

La sélection final* entre le» différente* solution» ainsi élaborées sera basée, ouire le» 
considération* de qualité de vol précédemment ment tonnées, sut de* conriiéret ions complexe* de • but/effi¬ 
cacité, de potentiel de développement, etc. 

hou* avons ainsi mi» en évidence le rflle toujours croissant de» ordinateurs dan» l'établisse¬ 
ment de» avant-projets. San» leur emploi intensif il n'aurait pas été possible de mener de front 1rs 
étude» Indispensable», ni qualitativement ni qualitativement. Cric# aux développement» que l'on peut 
entrevoir dé* maintenant, des améliorât ion» importantes pourront être obtenue» sut le plan de I« préci¬ 
sion et d'un# meilleure intégration de» différente* discipline*. 

Le* méthodes analytique* qui viennent d’étre rappelée» brièvement sont compatibles avec une 
politique dynamique de développement de prototype», lie leur association Judicieuse doivent sortir de* 
productions ««lisiblement améliorées. 
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ANNES 1 

DETERMINATION DE U TRAINS ET DE U PORTANCE 

Al' STADE AVANT-PROJET 

1. Nou. dUpo.on, «alnun.nt d* plu.Uur. adthode. «ut ordin.uur p.raeil.nt d'.bouitr à partir d'un 
d*««in d «vlon A un bilan de train*». Ce* adihode. peuvent néc»»»u»r un trap, de «aïeul qui peut aller 
de quelque, .»conde» d'ordinateur A plusieurs heure». 

Mtae au stade avant-projet», toute» ce» aéthode» peuvent lire utilia*«», 
du temp* que l'on veut consacrer eux "entré*»*' dans l'ordinateur. 

!* choix nt dépend en gros que 

2 Néanaoin» quelle, que soient les précaution» pria*, et le degré de .«phi.ticatton de» outils utlliaé», 

lùi-aél»,t* * C* 'Jn* *r** plM* d'Inctrtitude, ne »erait-ce que *ur la définition de l'avion 

A titre d'exaaple, le tutelage avant d’un avion Militaire supersonique, c'eat-A-dire en avant de» entrée» 
d air dan* le caa d* nos avions, peut mettre plusieurs mol» A »* définir. En effet, ptusieura itération» 
ptuvent être nécessaire, pour aboutir A des forme» donnant une répartition de viteaa* satisfaisante dan» 
le plan des entrées d'air et adaptée au domaine de Mach et d’incidence. On pourrait croire qu’une règle de 
trois par rapport A un fuselage précédent puisse suffire. Ceci serait vraiment trop grossier car il suffit 
que te nouvel avion doive enmner un radar d'un diamètre différent ou disposer de banquettes latérales 
plu» larges pour que tout soit remis en cause et notre expérience a montré que le résultat pouvait amener 
de* écart* de tra né* non négligeables. 

Le dessin de l'arrière-corps de l'avion et son mariage avec U ou le» tuyères de* réacteur» sont rarement 
bien connus au départ du projet. Il peut être en particulier fort event influencé per la position des 
eapennag« horizontaux et las dimensions des cadres d'attaches de ces empennages. Or il est rare qu'au 
stade avant-projet, on puisse considérer les empennages coma* étant dans leur position définitive et il 
aat fréquent que des calcula d'aérodynaatique théorique tridimensionnelle ever empennage ou des essai, en 
soufflerie viennent remettre en cause le* choix Initiaux. 

Le» différente* prises d'air utilisées pour les vent Hat ions des propulseurs et des équipements peuvent 
«trt influencées per le choix de leur position dan» l'avion et ce choix est souvent modifié lorsqu* le 
centrage ou la structure de l'avion sont mieux connus. 

On peut dire également que le poste baptisé "tr.tnée additive” des entrées d'air dépend du compromis 
définitif retenu pour l'adaptation de l’entrée d'air dans tout son domaine de fonctionnement. 

Des compromis avec des considérations d» réduction de coflt de fabrication interviendront lors d- la 
définition plus précise de l'avion. Une formt local» peut être modifiée pour permettre d’éviter 1'usinage 
d un cadre aur un* machine-outil A cocanande numérique S axes mais cette modification est en général faite 
au détrimant d* 1a continuité d* la courbure chère aux aéroéynamlciena. 

3. Enfin, una foula de petits détails peuvent intervenir oans le bilan d* traînée, forme des carénages 
Joint» de bec* de bords d'attaque, Joint» d’étanchéité de portea, tolérances de jonctions entre panneaux 

On peut dire qu il suffit d# partir d# 1'expérience d'un avion précédent pour estimer tous ce* détails de 
formes ou d* réalisation. Notre Société ayant réalisé de nombreux avion* fort différents coi»»* tl a été 
montré daña 1* texte précédant, notre tlche est largement facilitée. 

Néanmoins, cette expérience e montré qu'il peut être sage pour le responsable de la détermination des 
traîné*, de faire intervenir dea coefficient» asset subjectifs qui peuvent tenir compte des habitude* 
de 1 équipe qui sera responsable de U réalisation de l'evion. Il sera utile également pour c* responsable, 
surtout lorsqu'il s'agira d* fournir le* performance» garanties associées A un contrat, d» connaître les 
orientations probable* des comptomia qualité/coOt* et qualité/délaia. 

4. La líate des terme» pouvant enrober d'un» large tache de flou la détermination précise d'un bilan de 
tralnde est suffisamment longue pour ne Justifier au stade avant-projet que l'utilisât ion de méthodes 
grossières. Procéder ainsi serait néanmoins une erreur pour plusieurs raisons : 

- tout d'abord il est Importent de connaître très tôt les zone* critiques d'un avion, par 
exemple les zones susceptibles de décollement* dans certaines conditions de Mach, 
d'incidence ou de dérapage. 

- ensuite, il est important d'établir des dérivée* partielles aussi précises que possible 
pour aboutir au meilleur compromis pour la définition aérodynamique de l'avion. 

(Les paramètre* les plus important* «tant la surface de voilure, les dimensions du fuselage, 
der entrées d'air, etc ... ). * ’ 



i. En c# qui concerne U d*t«mlnation d* la portance, noua * P*u prêa dan* U • ituat Ion. 

D'una part, noua dlapoaona d'un araanal d'outlla thdoriqua* aur ordinateur Cea ,wii« , , 
dea de ou learnt a vlaoueua il «at noaathi» .<• H : , oiuinaieur. t,** out 11 a laiaant imernvenir 
de 1. aouiMer , pour ui í'-mr«^nt w.flx 'Ü!* ' *“ n<J"b" d* «•E«»»- <»« vol et » celui 
dec nodi fleet lone^tocelèê .T.tmV.TÍlraT^I“?.'^*!““ U P,U* l0' - 
■»alla pouvaient noua donner * T"* T C*‘ 
de bec. at de volet. * adapter «al, aua.i un, bonne „tllafîo,, 

où^:: ziu\i î ^aldttmr ,,m ioncticm — — — 
nal. ou un aupplé^nt d. port.nc, .aconté d, STpart d'un W' “*MUt< ,0n«Uudt* 

f!UM hmrau.t.nt.tlon aaront donc dgaleaent antourda. d'un certain flou, «Ha l*. 

-- --- - --- 



AHNEXU 2 

ROLE DES AND/SA DAKS IA CONCEmCN IT LE DIVELOFPIMENT DES SYSTEICS D*AWffiS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

. U v?‘*ur d'un nouv**“ «m <l'«vluf» ft* peut plus •• séparer de cell# de* „.tériel* 
*vionique et d «rmem-nt qui I ’dqulpent. L'efficacité dVn Syitèm- d'Anee» ctneplet dépend beaucoup dea 

r't,iu pour r4*H**r >• ‘«*,..t.o« POtZu d..p^:r.~r in 
material* d'eiectronique entre eux at, aver 1* cellule, 

i( , , *">,UÆ * cumpria l'importance d. ce problem«, de. l'apparition de. premier» ayntawa 
électronique* intégré, aur le* avion* militaire* et il exl.te donc au .ein de l’entrent Le un Dtfuerte- 
ment "Syetèm* d'Arw." qui a en char*, l'étude. L définition, le. ,...1. d'in éü Io d . J.lL 
d avionique et d'armeiaent dea avion*. y 

2. PHASE D’AVANT PROJET 

en Dar.lieLCl!r.Î!!rV«'r? T"1 *r0j,t d'*v‘>,n »“Italre eat ré.lia.S ce Département étudie 
en parallèle lea c.ractéri.tique. dt 1’armement n de* matériel* électronique* qui doivent t'éouloer en 
fonction d*. objectif, oui ont lté fixé, par l'utiliaateur. équiper en 

L'attent un *c porte d'abord aur le. vlémetu» de définition du 
répercuaalon directe aur le* performance* de la cellule : 

ayatème qui uni une 

. ma.se de. équipement. 

. définition de. chargement, externe* et en particulier, lea mlaalle* 

. diamètre d'antenne du radar 

. protubérance* extérieure* : antenne* - détecteur, infra-rouge - USER - etc... 

. bilan* electrique. et condit ionnement d’air 

U* PflwUpu* élément a qui peuvent avoir un effet sur l'efficacité globale du système 
d arme* aunt modélisé* et paramétré* de façon è faire un# comparaison complète des solut tona envisagée*. 

Lor.qu'il a'agit, par exempte, d'un avant projet d'intercept eut la cnmparalaon de* solution! 
•al effectué* en tenant compte t K 

- de la taille et de la traînée dea »Lalle, air-air et des diverse, caractéristiques 
d'inacallotion soua avion ' 

- la taille de l'antenne radar et La caractéristiques du radar 

- le* moyens de détection, de navigation et de guidage de l'intercepteur 

- les moyen, de détection et de guidage au aol 

.... ... ,U *odî,1**tion ayatème d'arme* permet d'orienter le choix de* solutions et L 
définition des performance* demandées aux matériel* électronique*. 

Ce* études sont effectuée* avec L participation active des constructeurs du radar et du 
1® R H S • I • 

A ce at.de, le Département Système d’Arme* réalise un avant projet du ayatème électronique. 

En effet, ce Département. qui a un# activité continue dans le développement et L mise au 
point de nouveaux ayatème., peut tire, profit de l’expérience acquise et de se. connaia.ence. dan. 1. 
développement des technologies électroniques, pour effectuer la synthèse de. projet* effectué, par le. 
différent* constructeur» de matériel» et propo.er de» «ystèmes Intégré* complet» permettant d’atteindre 
le* objectfl* fixé* en réalisant un compromL salLLLant tenant compte de* paramètres : masse prix 
performance», fiabilité, maintenabilité, risque» de développement. P * 

Ce* proposition» »ont souaLes aux Service» Officiel, qui font le» choix. 

J. PHASE DE DEFINITION DETAILLEE 

Le Département Système d’Armes a normalement pour responsabilité dans cette phase : 

- définition de» règle* générale» d'in.taltat ion et d’intégration de. matériels 

- étude* globale* de performances 

- étude» des commandes et visualisât Lona - aménagement des postes d’équipage 

- modélisat ion des système» - simulât ion» 

- étude* générale* de maintenance et de fiabilité 

rédaction et proposition de spécifications techniques pour les matériels composant le 
*y*i èfni«’ 

- étude de* problème* de sécurité et probabilité de réussite de mission. 



1*14 

Ci «tude* «Mit (aU«i avec U participaiIîh» étroit* de tou» coopérant», l'avlonneur 
ayant pour rc«pon»abiltté principale de coordonner le» différent*» étude» et en réalt»*r 1* »ynlhè»*. 

4. ESSAIS 0' ISTECRATKMt 

U» aatériel» ayant par al Heur* »obi leur» •••al» individuel» en laboratoire ou *ur avion de 
Mrvltud* l'avlonneur a Kénéralcænt ta charge de réel laer leur Intégration : 

. d’une part »tir de» banc* globaux au aol et dan» une «equette radioélectrique échelle l/l 
de l'avion aur laquelle sont plu» partlcullèreaent étudiés le» parasitage» et interférence* 

- d'autre part sur avion de servitude et sur le* prototype* de l'avion d'arme*. 

Ce» essai», effectué» avec la participation d* toua le» coopérant», permettant '’effectuer 
la aise au point et de vérifier le» performance» globale» du *y*têma. 

les modiiications nécessaire» »ont définie» pour application aux matériel» d# *érle. 

5. IKTECRAT10f> OES MATERIEtS 0* SERIE 

i 'avlonneur réalise sur le» lieux de la chaîne de montage final de» avions de» #s*»l* 
d'Intégrât lot» de* matériel* A avtonner, sur un banc global analogue A celui qui a perml» d# réaliser l» 
mite au point prototype. L'ensemble du «ystéem e.t ensuite réceptionné sur l'avion d'arme» par le* 

pilotes des Services Officiels. 

L'svlonneur et le* constructeur* de mstérlel» fournissent A t'armée de l'Air une assistsnce 
technique pendant les premiers «sois d* mise en oeuvre ées »ouveaux avions, l'exploitation des anomalies 
constatées en utilisation permettent d# déflrlr rapidement des modifications destinée* A améliorer 1e 
fonctionnement, l'utilisation, la maintenanc• et la fiabilité des systèmes. 
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FIGURE 2 : DoMlnc (Ucbc-allongcMnt.
Su»*pb«cli-aapcct ratio range.

Ste^t€c£ctA^

nans ^ ■. dc i'ovracmi au suPERmsniE.
Froa OCTUCM to Sl'PERWSTERE.



SURFACE DE REFERENCE 35 m2

FLECHE AU BORD D'ATTAQUE 60*

ALLONGEMENT 1.94

EPAISSEUR RELATIVE 4 6 3,5 ^

PROPULSION REACTEUR SNECMA ATAR9C

Poosee sons post combustion 4 400 kg

Pouts^e ovee post combustion 6 200 kg

MASSE EN ORDRE D’EXPLOITATION 6950 kg

POIDS AU DECOLLAGE AVION LISSE 9 300 kg

FOIDS DE DECOLLAGE MAXIMUM 13 700 kg

COMBUSTIBLE EXTERNE MAXIMUM 4 700 1

nailE 4 MIMCt i <v.r.lofi du MtlAk^E HI). C«r«ctdri»t lqu*i prioclM>*»-
MIRACC i - Laadlnt characteristic*.

riCtiff 5 : Qu«lqu«* p.'sslht 1 d*r«pi»rt.
CarryinK i. «pabt I i i itfS of tbo M S.



2 m 

□ 
Z bombes 

jusqu'à 450kg 
Z bombes 

jusqu'à 450kg 

nn a aa 
'VT 

6 bombes 
d'exercice 

4 réservoir 
largable da 

1 3001. 

2 réservoirs lance-roquettes 
JL 100 {2 X 2501. ♦ 2 * 18 roq. 
de 68 mm) 

DQ ü 
2x3 bombes d'exercice 

O 
2 réservoirs de 5001. supersoniques 

?. réservoirs largaLLt Je 13001. 
ou 1700 I. 

F»Cl* •> • Point» d'accrochage et leur* charge*. 

Pylône* and external »tore*. 



FICIBE e : Vol «n coaflguiattoa d'atlaqiM » b«»»« alcitudr. 
Flight in ground attack configuration.

LI M 5
1ST LI Sm AVMN K CMIBAT Mtti 2 

Wtm K MC8UER
rmt niiMN s8mma»e

.

riUtm. !U : Ildcollaxr "J' i*-i>ain n.-.i pt.pat.

Takc-»t I Ir>i« unpirparrd it tip.
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FICIHE 11 : Sortl# 4u* "■outt•ch*«".
Estancloa of tb« "■owatacboi"

no. I.
KTEKMtlK m r«*n«illono«t m v-»



Mrvic

new 13 : MIIACC FI «t F2.
MIRMX FI and F2.

1973

MIRAGE F I C : iupdriorild •! dtianM odrlaiwiM 
AHoqwa ow tol

MIRAGE F I A : Appui lacliqua al twpdriorild odrianna

Tout an centarvonl ou omdlioronl lo robuilatta, lo limplicild 
da moinlanonca al lo tupdriorild an combo! 6u Miroga III, la Miroga F I C 
opporla da> progrdt imporlontt tur la plon opdrolionnal

a vilaua da combat d MACH 2.2 ow liau da 2 
a TEMPS da POURSUITE iuparM>niqua TRIPLE 
a TEMPS d'ATTENTE TRIPLE

a RAYON d'ACTION DOUM.E an aiuion d'olloqoa U-Lo

• LONGUEUR da OCCOLLAGE DIMINUEE da 23 %

• VITESSE d’APPROCHE OIMINUEE da 20

• MANOEUVRABILITE ACCRUE

SUR LE PLAN DE LA TECHNOLOGIE AVANCEE

• gain da motta da tlrucluca a! da copocild ditponibla 
(corbwronl inlarna ougatanid da 43 %)

a lixpartuilanlalion ddvaloppdc

a poottda du rdoclaur occrua da Id % ovac una motta al un 
voluoia pcoliquamanl inebongdt

a tytidma d‘c omdliord

Ficvn 14 : L* KMCE FI, una nouvallo gdndratlon d'avlon* da combat. 
KIRACI FI, a now ioa figbtar.



DIMENSIONS 

- CnwSiui# ...... 8.« in 

- How'cvr . 4,49 m 

- Lonqviui ... 15,73 m 

SURfACt Dl RifERENCI. 7i m2 

mou (H BORD !>• AITAQUE . </*34- 

AlLONGlMi, NT ... 2fB 

IRAISSEUR RÍI.AIIVI . 4,5*3,5% 

REACTEUR 

- Raimé* inn* réchauffa . 5070 lg 

• Rouan*o avec réchouff* . 7700 lg 

MASSE AVIDE EN ORE 3E D‘EXPtOITAi ION . 7760 l9 
(av«c 2 canant d« 30 mm) 

MASSE DE DECO! t ACE EN LISSE " . 11325 Ig 
(plain interne ♦ 230 obus) 

MASSE MAXIMALE AU (XCOltAGE . 132 00 1¾ 

m A»ionique tic bas* 

nGUH£ IS : Cnraccérittiquca principales. 
Leading characteristte s. 

COMMUNICATION 

V/UHF TRT ERA 7000 

IWF TRT ERA 7200 

IDENTIFICATION 

IFF LMT NRAI 4A 

NAVIGATION AIDES AU PILOTAGE 

TACAN 

LMT AN ARN 32 

VOR/ILSMARKER 

■OCRAT 3300-5600 

PILOTE AUTOMATIQUE 
SFENA 505 

PLATEFORME GYROSCOPIQUE 
SFM 153-7 

CENTRALE AERODYNAMIQUE 
CROUZET 63 

ENREGISTREUR DE CRASH 
SFIiM 

CONDUITE DE TIR 

RADAR DE NEZ A FONCTIONS MULTIPLES CYRANO IV 

VISEUR THOMSON/CSE 196IHU0) 

BOITIER D'HARMONISATION OU MISSILE A/A MATRA 530 
VOLUME CAPABLE OUN SYSTEME 0€ TELEAFFICHAGE 

CABLAGE COMPLET DES CIRCUITS DE TIR: 

CANONS , BOMBES , ROQUETTES , NAPALM .MISSILES A/A 

FIGURE I* : Avionique de hase 
Basic avionics 
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net’ll I* : Wol *f> coaf Ituratloa 4'attaqu* au ael.
night la ground attack coadguratloa.

MIRAGE 3

MIRAGE M

RT.SULTAT : CAMCrrC *»«.EMENTAIRE . 1 TONNE . 45%

nctv to : Maarvolrt tat tgraaa da (uaalaga. 
ruaalaga latag al taaka.
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FI*»'<£ ’) : Produfllott *0 ■••rir du JAi*l'All i tOt UK St-i oltiMH-Kb . 
JACrAK production linn at TiHX« SE-COUJKlERS

FK.ritE : Ft>««ibl Mt d'rnport.

(anvinic capabi I it ies.
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FICl'SE Zi : JACI'AR «quip4 a« 6 
lACtAR with 8 bo^>

w msJ' %.
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"I '►. At ivisibt I Ii8 de» rractruiB. 
tnitln* •icriiibi I It y .
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nr,f«£ 27 : Cn Mrvic* dam I'dnida d« I'Air al la t.A.r. 
In acrvic* In Arara da I'Alr and d.A.F.

MlttAGf oa

riCl’U 28 : MIRAGE C, C« - miall.Mi.



r MIRAGE G
OBJECTIFS
- AVEC STABILISATIW ARTIFICIELLE EXCELLENTE PLATEFORME 0£ TIR
- SANS STABILISATION ARTIFICIELLE CONTROLE ASSURE DANS TOUT LEOOMABK OE VOL

fOUTt^ UBOFBftBI . _vf»m M viftuTioa M man

mvt»i 
M MBtCTlOi 
(IMBI)

V'

IIMMAM imuontLJ 
Imlta •< Hmn)

•mun. .«OLtt K MWt e'MTMHt

• ETUDIEES ET REALISEES PAR AMO/BA
• servo-commaw>es electro hyoraulioues double-corps SECURITE hydromecanioue

• VERIN A VIS OELAVOILURE ASSURANT UN NIVEAU OE SECIWITE ELEVE ET UNE 
SYNCHRONISATION PARFAITE

• HYPERSUSTENTATION ACTIONNEE PAR SERVO-COMMANDES DOUBLE-CORPS

• AEROFREINS SANS CHANGEMENT OE TRIM DANS TOUT LE OOMAINE OE VOL

R£ 2^ : Jr vot.

Flight coolrolt.

ESSAIS STATIQUES

I2g oA* TO* 
9 9 6 A*20*

ENDURANCE m
60000 HMfiflMvrM

rir.rtE W> ; F.isals du pivot 
UlnK pivot



- ETUDES THEOEIQUIS ET NOMMEUX ESSAIS EN souffleeie

-LA POSITION DU PIVOT EESULTE DU COMPROMIS ENTtE DIFFERENTES CONDITIONS

. Ronn* maf>e«vvrabillM 

. FeibI* MniibiKM • lo furbuicnc*

TroTn4« d'*quilib>o0« minimit** pour lo mitlion da boM 

. Foibloi ehonjowonn do •rl* ovoc lo vorlorion da fl*cKa 

-APEX REOUIT ET PUR ASSOCIE A UNE FORTE MYPERSUSTENTATION

FIGURE 31 : Poaltloa du pivot.
Pivot poaitioo.

IOC vols en 1 on

RAINDITS D'£XECUT!ON

ESSAIS EN VOL i i3»»oi d'essoi offici«l
f M‘2

7«*oif fifeche 70* 
i*voi^ fliche 20*

Tronaport b litrot OR 
Roulaga •!'»aui d* puca VHtoroeha /

ESSAIS AU SOI

FAMICATION 

MAQUCTTE GRANDEUR
Conirot

ETUDES

Odmerroga

aaeiMP
1 aiaman FmoI

2 onndes
ricru 32 : Etapaa du prograaoar MIRAGE C. 

MlRAiX C Bilaatonaa.
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new 1) : MIRAGE CR an vot.
MIRAGE CS In night.

riCI-RE M : L'ATLAMTIC •« vol da aurvalllancr haata altitude 
Tha ATLAXTIC at low altitude (light.
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FlCl'tE JS : Sout« * ouv«rt».

tab bay

m
M :rR»: lb : Vu» paiticllr dr |•WnaKr•rnl inl.tirur.

ran kal vlrx •>» tha Intarnal arranaa»in.
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fnance

Let d!ff*ren»t dUmentt to«» r*ol5t*t dont let dewx poyt, tont 
dupHcotioo de fobricolio«.
The various aircraft parts are built in the tt»o countries 
without duplication of the production

Deux cbofnat de montage fonclionnent :

r^ne an Fronce 
I'outre an Allemogne

TVo assaably Unas :
one in Franca 
one in CarMny

ricun M : Plan S« pro4ucHo« S* I'ALPHA JtT.
rroauctlon KhaSula of tho ALPHA JET.



KH:r«i JV : Aunu Itr »n wol
ALPHA lET In 11 i«>it

ITi

nci'u 4U : PALne. lo, J", »!' rt M» K. i KE. 
LAUIIN U», 20, lo and
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ACx EN FONCTION OU MACH POUR Cz.0,25 
¿Co ,s MACH NUMBCB AT Cl. 0.2S 

FALCON 20 MEBCUQE 
FLECHE VOILUDE 
mm smima 30* 25* 

ÍPAI5SEUP RELATIVE 
be uti vi memss 

. Errjjlanlurt 
Rùüt I0X nw 

. Eilrimirt 
Tip ay. 8,5% 

Fíame <.l : Evolution du C* *n function du Mach pour Ui FALCON 20 et MERCURE. 

Acd va Mach number of the FALCON 20 and MERCURE. 



riana 42 : Repartition da praasion 4 Incidanca <lavda. an tuparaonlqua aur un nax da iuaelaga.
Prataura dlttrlbution at high angla of attack in auparaonic flight on a fuactaga noaa.

14

FIOtE 41 ; CtMup da altaaaa dana la plan da I'antrda d'alr. 
Velocity (laid at the Inlet.
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ncnt 44 : MMrtUtoa lUcb 4tm» U ^laa 4* r«Mr«« 4'«lr 4 t«cl4nc* 
Mach SMbar 41airlbutloa at tha taUt at high aagla of attack.
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FlClIItt SO : Ccmparalion d'une répartition d* pression théorique et aspériacntale aur un profil décroché. 

Comparison of theoretical and experlnental pressure distributions on a stalled airfoil. 

FIGURE SI Bloodiattransae pour l’étude préliminaire. 

Block-diagram for the preliminary design. 



PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF C IVIL AND MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
AT AVIONS MARCEL D ASSAULT'S REGLET AVIATION 

by 

J.C /incienheim 
Avion* Mared Daniult-Bitgucl Avialion 

‘»2214 Saint-Cloiul 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In lln* Iasi . S year* the AMD/BA company ha* designed and developed about forty civil ami military prototyp* 
aircraft. TV.¡ Lige family includes on lhe military side fighter* (interceptors and tactical support), a supersonic 
VTOL. a Mach 2 bomber, carrier aircraft, trainers, variable geometry fighter-bombers. ASW and STOL transport*. 
The civil aircraft are represented by executive aircraft by the Falcon 30 third level transport and by the short and 
medium-haul transport Mercure, the largest and the heaviest built by the company 

Most of these prototypes have been followed by a more or less important production. (Figure I.) To date 
about 3000 airplanes have been built and others are at an initial production stage. An interesting particularity is 
that the participation of the company in manhours to the whole production is less than SO1*. The production 
is realized with subcontractors, under national or interna ional cooperation or under license. 

Figure 2 representing the sweepback and aspect ratio range covered by these aircraft illustrates their large 
variety. Figure 3 shows another important conceptual characteristic: the progress in the continuity. The data 
gathered by the design and development of these aircraft constitute an unlimited source of information. 

Associated to this double quality of progress and continuity are other factors, constituting the basis of the 
success of most of the programs 

quality of the teams in the design office and workshop, 

efficiency and rapidity. Quick basic decisions and low response time to adjust when necessary, 

constant product-improvement research. 

- reduced number of prototype drawings, detailed production drawings permitting an easy production 
breakdown. 

This dynamic policy wherein lime is a governing factor is significantly facilitated by a fruitful cooperation 
between Official Services and manufacturer. The procedure used in France by which a Project engineer is 
appointed within the ST Ac as well as a Project Officer within EMAA for military aircraft has constantly been 
improved throughout the years. Because of his technical background the Project Engineer can as readily he under¬ 
stood by Ihe manufacturer as by the military staff; he develops and speeds up the necessary communication 
between all interested parties. The aircraft manufacturer is thus in a position to lake part in program definition, 
to undertake feasibility studies; this gives him an opportunity to contribute to the orientation and evolution of 
specification* The final program will thus be borne out of a cooperation effort involving Ihe investigation and 
solution of critical problem areas. Needless to say that as early as this stage all conctnintt such as: 

budgetary previsions, 

program lime-scalings. 

- level of technology to be applied. 

as well as the domestic and foreign market potential are being considered. 

Following these overall remarks we propose* to discuss the organization of the preliminary project staff (which 
will eventually provide the nucleus for the project team). 

The guiding lines which should not be considered a* based on rigid principles are described below 

basic options and final decisions are taken at the highest level. Mr Marcel Dassault intervening personally at 
Ihe various design and development stages; 



mpoiutbiliiy for lhe propum b vested in a project enpneer or program manager. The project development 
is achieved by the project team under hi* management and by the respective specialiied Divisions with which 
he keeps in permanent contact. It should be noted that important decision* are supervised and examined in 
detail by the Technical Manager; 

the prv'immary project team made up of a small number of engineers and technicians is mainly concerned 
with synthesis and drawing activities; 

analysis work is usually carried out by specialized Divisions and in particular by the Division of Advanced 
Studies which undertakes aerodynamic investigations and fairly detailed wind tunnel tests at this early stage. 

We now reach the critical problem involving the choice of initial con figura I ions Rather than performing 
systematic parametric studies especially in the case of military programs, we prefer to assess as thoroughly as 
possible a number of different design concepts meeting the program requirements and possibly optimized I hard point 
designs). 

Through a primary selection it will be possible to eliminate definitely poor solutions. 

The next iterative step on the remaining solutions involves a more detailed evaluation which will afford a more 
accurate reassessment as well as a further selection. For the iterations subjective data such as experience gained on 
a given concept, the availability of certain types of tooling etc. . . arc duly considered. 

After a few iterations the number of satisfactory proposals is gradually reduced leaving out either one single 
solution, which is rarely the case, or two or three competing solutions, which although different confront us with a 
problematic choice of compromises. 

At this crucial point the company management has to use its good engineering judgment and experience to 
make the most adequate choice among the few proposals retained. The general layout of the design will then be 
defined and the options adopted will determine the future of the program. 

This shows the importance of comparative preliminary studies and in particular that accurate data are required 
to perform these evaluations. Any incorrect assessment might bring about an erroneous judgment and lead to a 
faulty choice. 

In order to carry out these investigations as rapidly as possible the preliminary project team should be provided 
with: 

- accurate weight estimation procedures (kept up-to-datel. 

experimental data giving the aerodynamic characteristics of the most important proposed configurations. 

theoretical aerodynamic computer programs as well as correlation methods allowing the results to be applied 
to all designs considered (variation of planforms, thickness ratio, fuselage size and shape, evaluation of 
interaction between various elements, effect of propulsion, etc. . .1. 

- data on propulsion; either computer programs for the engine) si or overall performance data in case the 
propulsion system is to be defined. 

Concerning the weapon system, it is assumed that preliminary design studies have been carried out in the form 
of 

- operational research. 

- compatibility and optimization, 

- military load definition. 

Due to the strong interference between avionics, armament and airframe, many adjustments will be needed on 
.11 these elements in the preliminary design process. 

Consequently a whole team of system specialists will work al this stage under the direct authority of the 
Project Manager. 

Working in cooperation with the engineering staff a team of draught.mcn will be charged with detailed design, 
sizing, interior arrangement and structural concept in order to bring the state of advancement of the preliminary 
project different versions to the same level. 

During this study stage a permanent liaison will be kept with the specialized Departments to ensure that the 
technical and technological solutions adopted are pushed to the limit, if not beyond, of the “state of the art". 



This procedure should allow a maximum use of gained experience without too much attachment to the past 
and permit to draw the higheit benefits from technical innovations. 

2. AMD/BA COMBAT AIRCRAFT 

2.1 Ouragan. Mystère and Mirage Aircraft 

We shall now examine how these principles have been implemented in various fields and firstly to combat air¬ 
craft which have for a long time ranked as the leading area of activity. 

The first jet combat aircraft design by Société Dassault, the Ouragan, made its maiden flight on February 28, 
1949. Because of the continuity policy practised by Société Dassault it may be considered as having been for many 
years the only genuine prototype. Without dwelling on this airplane let us only mention that from the Ouragan 
fitted with the Nene centrifugal compressor jet engine - of which 360 units were built, the company using the 
continuous extrapolation process shown on Figure 3 has successively derived the Mystère II. Mystère IV and 
Supermystère models. During this six-year development phase, the thickness ratio has been brought down from 13 
to 6f. the sweepback was changed practically from 0 to 45® and the engine thrust increased from 2 300 to 4 500 kg. 

As many as 800 Mystère aircraft have been built and some of them are still in use in several countries. Towards 
the years 1952-54 a change took place when it appeared that evolution could not proceed along the previous lines. 
Their design at that time could not provide easily for greater speed, their military load and range were too limited 
and because of the increasing length of runways they were requiring they became more vulnerable. 

A critical point had also been reached as regards powerplant. On the one hand there was no engine developing 
enough power to obtain the speed (Mach 2t considered as imperative. On the other hand in order to specify a 
policy concerning propulsion and develop a good sire engine, appraisement of the respective advantages of the single 
and twin engine aircraft was required; this problem was then even more complex than at the present time. 

¡he potential difficulties in the development of low thrust engines have not been underestimated, and the 
Official Services have consequently decided their parallel development with the SNF'C’MA Alar engine equipped 
with afterburner. 

Moreover to reach the high Mach numbers and altitudes necessary to the interception use of rockets has been 
required. The lightweight interceptor gave rise to a clone competition; the Dassault Company has proposed two 
designs, one twin engine. 2 Vipers as interim engines + rocket, the other a single engine airplane with rocket. The 
twin engine version ha* been ordered, and this delta wing aircraft the Mirage I. made its first flight in June 1955 
and within less than a year was Dying with afterburner and rocket. 

Its successor, the Mirage II aircraft equipped with the final power plant had already reached an advanced stage 
of realization when for various reasons developed below the company decided to modify its policy, discontinue 
production and come back to a single engine model using the wing which had already been produced for the 
Mirage II model. 

This action was carried out very speedily the Mirage III-00I model fitted with the Atar 9B + afterburner + 
rocket and with a fuselage which already included the area rule flew in November 1956, only 9 months after the 
decision had been taken. Very soon, it reached supersonic speeds in level flight, M = 1.5 on the 5lh flight and 
Mach 2 on October 24, 1958. Finally this aircraft won the competition and opened the road to the multimission 
combat aircraft Mirage III. Several versions wete later developed and al the present time some fifty different models 
are operated in 18 countries. The total number of aircraft delivered or ordered is about 1,500. 

l et us now analyze the initial decisions as well as the reasons behind the change of policy 

comparative studies, carried out during the construction of the Mirage II. have shown that a combination of 
single engine + rocket gives a better thrust to weight ratio, at a given wing loading, than a twin engine 
airplane, a definite advantage for an interceptor; 

- difficulties arose in the development of the low thrust engine, with afterburning in particular. On the other 
hand the Atar engine both with and without afterburner presented promising improvements; 

misgiving about the operational limitations of the rocket (which proved unfounded! led the Design Office 
to investigate the possibility of eventually omitting it in view of the expected development of engines and 
through aerodynamic innovations which were beginning to loom. 

- the flight test results acquired on the Mirage I confirmed the validity of the tailless della wing concept. 

In view of the combined conditions it was logical that the company should decide to keep the della wing and 
adopt the single engine + rocket with the ultimate objective of coming back to the pure jet engine. 
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Io clow lins part oí our discussion Ici us add that the operational miuiremcnis included a number of provi¬ 
sion» which were lo have a more or less decisive impact on the fulure evolution towards polyvalence. So the French 
policy resisted the prevailing tasliHin oí the airplane missile combination. I ven in lhe íirst production versions the 
Mirage III was equipped with two 30 nint DEFA guns. 

Moreover the relatively stringent runway requirements led to the adoption of a large wing area. The low wing 
loading thus acquired together with engine development afforded the high manoeuvrability so successfully 
demonstrated in dogfights (Figure 4 io 11). 

There are nevertheless areas in the flight envelope where the tailless aircraft cannot compete with the tailed 
model using current technology. In particular caies where these areas would be considered as important for operation, 
tailed airplanes or advanced technology will be required. 

2.2 Lightweight Tactical Support Aircraft 

Before proceeding further with the history of the Mirage airplanes which is far from being concluded let us 
review the lightweight tactical support program which was launched one year after the interceptor program and was 
mil as successful as its predecessor Several companies had again been competing among those Dassault and Bréguet 
today merged. These two companies both won the competition with the Etendard II and the Hréguel 1100 (2 
( iabi/0 engines, sweepback wing with high lift devices, takeoff ami landing on short grass runways) respi rte’.y. < hie 
year after the French lightweight ladieu) support program NATO initiated a similar program under the tc. n of an 
international competition. Breguet and Dassault ranked among the winners together with Fiat. However despite the 
successful development and production of several prototypes the changes introduced in French aeronautical policy 
caused the NATO and French light tactical support programs to be discontinued and replaced by other options. The 
excellent subsonic performance acquired in the meantime by the Mirage III was somewhat instrumental in reaching 
these decisions. The only survivor in this family was the Etendard IV. an air-carrier fighter; it was difficult for air 
carriers to cope with tailless aircraft. About one hundred of Etendard IV aircraft were manufactured and the 
modernized model the Super Etendard will make a new career as it will make up the second generation of air- 
carrier lighters (l igure 12). 

2.3 Mirage lcontinued t 

The Mirage III aircraft was used as a Hying model for two very different extrapolations: the Mirage IV and 
Mirage UTV aircraft. The fini, a Mach 2 twin engine bomber, is the French “Force de dissuasion” aircraft built in 
62 units operated since l%3. The Mirage lll-V powered by a I» and W SNEC MA TF 306 propulsion engine and H 
Rolls Royer KB 162 lift engines is the only VTOL aircraft lo have reached Mach 2 lo dale. As the interest shown 
by the military lor VTOI aircraft in the early 60*s had considerably decreased the program was discontinued in 
l‘>67. together with the production of Mirage Hi and IV the AMD/BA company has undertaken in cooperation 
with the Official Services the study of new concepts of combat aircraft with improved performance throughout 
the flight envelope. The development of more and more sophisticated weapon and navigation systems, advances in 
propulsion and especially the lower specific fuel consumption obtained with the military turbo-fan engines have 
made it possible to consider the development of an all weather fighter-bomber with a somewhat longer radius and 
capable of operating at high speed and low altitude without being delected. This type aircraft must have a high 
wing loading which is inconsistent with the delta wing. To obviate the need for long runways the aircraft must have 
efficient high lift devices. Moreover its flying qualities should ensure safe high angle of attack flight regime. These 
requirements led to the development of the Mirage F2 prototype with high lift devices on the leading and trailing 
edges of its swept back wing; high wmg and low tail The IH ton. lull load airplane was fitted with a ') ton. TF 306 
jet engine, It was intended to develop this aircraft into an operational all-weather fighter. 

After further investigation, this program was abandoned mainly for lack of a suitable power plant. The policy 
for combat aircraft was thereafter re-oriented along three lines: 

interceptor, successor of Mirage HI. 

training and ground support, 

variable geometry fighter-bomber 

2.4 A New Generation of Combat Aircraft: the Mirage FI 

From the aerodynamic design standpoint this single-seater fitted with a 7.2 ton. thrust Atar 'Hv 50 engine was 
derived from the Mirage F2 aircraft (Figure 13). Its fiighl envelope has been extended for both high and low speed 
in relation to Mirage HI performace: definitely better takeoff and landing performance and also its manoeuvrability 
at some altitudes and Mach numbers. With its large fuel capacity this aircraft has an increased interception time and 
is capable of prolonged missions throughout the altitude range. Primarily designed for interception its ability lo 
transport various loads (7 tie-up points) makes it a polyvalent airplane. (Figures 15 to 22.) The French Air Force 
has placed an order for about one hundred aircraft and more orders have been placed or are expected to be placed 
by several other foreign countries. The first production model* became operational in 1173. 
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While lhe SNtëC MA M SJ turbotan engine foi high Mach Numbers is under development a Mirage Fl version 
fitted with this engine is being manufactured. As compared to its predecessor this engine offers a better thrust, 
thrust to-weighl ratio and specific consumption; these improvement* should benefit the I I performance, especially 
manoeuvrability, supersonic acceleration and radius. 

2-5 Jaguar Training and Ground Support A/C 

l or chronology sake we shall again leave ihr Mirage and outline the historical background of the Jaguar which 
was born out of Franco-Brilish cooperation for the airframe as well as for the powcrplant The French operational 
requirements for the Trainer and Ground Support Tactical Aircraft were issued in l%4 and the design competition 
was won by Brégiiet as regard* the airframe. According to a cooperation agreement signed shortly thereafter by 
France and (»real Britain an order lor ISO units was respectively provided by each country. This quantity was 

subsequently increased to 200. Work wa* organixed on a collaborative basis between Bréguet and 'he F itish Aircraft 
Corporation for the airframe and between Turbomeca and Rolls Royce for the engines in |d<>5. The highlights of 
the final program are mentioned below: 

operation from short runways (MX) to ),000 ml for ground support. 

radius ol action for Lo-Lo-Lo minion: 450 n.m.. 

radius of action for Hi-Lo-Mi mission 750 n.m.. 

supersonic performance. 

maximum military payload: 4.500 kg. 

The aerodynamic concept was derived from (he Bréguet loot design NATO light tactical support with 
improvements mainly for high angte-oFatlack High! regime. 40* sweepbaek. high wing, relatively low tail aflorded 
by the tail anhedral Full span liigh lift devices with lateral control ensured by spoilers and horizontal tail differen¬ 
tial deflection. I he aircraft is equipped with two 3,350 kg ihrusl Rolls Roycc/Turbomeia Adour powerptanls. Five 
versions were designed 

Tactical «upport f.Ai 

Trainer (Ft 

Strike A/C (St 

Advance training tB) 

Naval version (Ml 

single-seater, French 

two-seater. French 

single-seater. British 

two-seater. British 

single-seater. French 

The latter variant was cancelled in favour of the Supcr-I: tendard 

After some development work due to the fact Out the airframe, engine and a considerable number of equip¬ 
ment were prototypes, the Jaguar became operational in |07J and to dale about seventy five airplanes have been 
delivered to the "Air Forces" of both countries. Negotiations are under way with several countries for export 
purposes. (Figures 23 to 27.J 

2.6 Mirage G. GH and GK-A 

I he third area of activity ol the new aeronautical policy was the variable geometry airplane. The extension of 
the concept of polyvalence to more and more various and often contradictory missions led the USA to the adoption 
ot the I III. In spite of a diflerent operational environment the flexibility ottered by the variable geometry 
induced various European Air Forces to define operational requirements which were met under the best conditions 
by variable geometry. Anglo French cooperation wa* Initialed on the« program lines towards the years |%5 f»7 
hut ha* not succeeded. Rather than undertaking only partial studies. Société Dassault decided the design and 
development of an experimental prototype which made il* first flight in November l%7. 

The first fiights of ibis 15 ton. aircraft powered by a TF 306 <> ton. thrust engine revealed no basic difficulties 
particularly as nnriht bave been expected from the variable geometry. This remarkable result was achieved through 
several factors: 

implementation of the principle of continuity wherever possible so as to avoid unnecessary innovations 
Iwing'tail position, shape and general arrangement of fuselage, powcrplanl installation) (Figure 2KI. 

conventional Oighl controls, except for the all-electric spoiler (Figure 2*1». 

specral care brought to design and mechanical development of pivot and sweep control unit 4 Figure 30». 

large scale use of theoretical aerodynamic numerical methods, 

very extensive wind-tunnel testing (Figure 31). 
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Tiw aiicnfl flew al «i|wrionk «peed al id Slh llighl; complete variation of the >w«pbavk look place on llw 
7lh tlipht and on the Nth %ht ii readied Mach 2 fFigure« 32 and 33). 

Low speed performance proved the validity of the high lil t devices. Despite a relatively low thrusHo-weipht ratio 
and high wing loading the aircraft was taking off on «>00 m runways and landing on 500 in runways. Manoeuvrability 
proved to be excellent throughout the speed rang«’ and very tight turns were demonstrated in deceleration combined 
with reduction in tweepbuck. 

As it was confirmed through flight testing that the promises of variable geometry had been fulfilled, design 
work started on operational versions. One of tne conclusions reached on that occasion is that this formula is not 
valid below a certain sise. This entailed the requirement that due to the military engines available the aircraft had 
1° equipped with two powcrplants, which was in conformity with the Flat-Major ideas Following these studies 
two twin-engine (Alar '»K 50» aircraft were ordered in l%K and the first of these aircraft, the (itt. Hew tor the first 
time in May 1971, and the second AT in 1972. The development was once again very expeditious ami the 
opportunity of having iwo prototypes was used for the study of new shapes of air intakes and norzlrs. Aceessorily. 
these tests revealed that a variable geometry airplane constitutes a good large-scale Hying model for fixed geometry 
aircraft. I he data acquired during flight- with different sweepback angles have been analyzed and will permit the 
development of a new generation of aircraft. 

We will now end the history of the Mirage family and deal with other achievements. 

2.7 Hreguet Atlantic 

This anti submarine warfare aircraft orginated from a NATO competition issued in I‘»57 and won by Hreguet 
over some thirty competitors. The program established by the International Management Board included long 
distance and long duration surveillance missions. For the surveillance phase exceptional handling qualities were 
required at low speeds which called fot a relatively reduced wingloading. A large variety of jeltisonahle loads trans¬ 
ported in a large bomb-bay were to be used for the detection and attack of submarines at very low altitude. For 
this type of missions the best suited powerplant among the limited number of existing types was then (and even 
now) the Rolls-Royce Tyne engine. Thi. utilization was satisfactory for cruising at 300 kti at 30 000 ft as well as 
for low speed low altitude detection. The conventional aerodynamic design, the use of power-controls and thorough 
powered model wind-tunnel lestinr, made it possible to avoid almost completely aerodynamic development in flight. 
On the other hand the new technology ol the structural design based upon the wide use of honeycomb in primary 
structures entailed a few diffku’tks which have now been solved (Figures 34 to 36). 

The aircraft was built from the design stage, in cooperation between Hreguet. Sud-Aviation. Fokker and 
Hornier. This was the first impôt ant aircraft built under international cooperation. It entered service with the 
French and German Navy in l%5 me Netherlands Navy in 1971 and the Italian Navy in 1972. Various 
modernized versions are being considered with improvements both in performance and operational capabilities. 

2 H Franco Orman Trainer Alpha Jet 

the moat recent AMD/BA production, designed and developed in cooperation with Hornier, a primary trainer 
which will also be used for ground support missions, benefited from the advanced studies outlined thereafter. This 
aircraft, powered by two I 350 kg thrust Laraac 04 SNF('MA-Turbomcca turbofan engines and with a weigh! of 
4 500 to 7 000 kg according to configuration, is expected to be built in large quantity in French-German coopera¬ 
tion and eventually with other countries. Prototype 01 made its first flight on 26 October I‘>73 at litres and 
prototype 02 on 9 January 1974 at Oberpfaffetihoffen and as of February 1974 the two models had accumulated 
60 hours of flight between them and had been operated throughout their whole flight envelope After this first 
phase which proved satisfactory both from the standpoint of airframe and propulsion the spinning tests will be 
undertaken as well as testing with external stores. (Figures 37 to 39). 

3. AMD/BA COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION 

3.1 Falcon 20 and Falcon 30'40 

In the early sixties when the future of the manned combat aircralt was reconsidered, a number of aircraft 
manufacturers turned to the commercial market To break into this difficult area, the company did not depart 
from its continuity policy and sought the area where its experience with military aircraft mighl Ik* most profitable 
whereas technical and financial risks would he minimized Unis was undertaken the development of the Mystère 
20 executive aircraft which was to become later on Hie Falcon 20 or Fan Jet Falcon (1962) 

One ol the objectives of the design was the maximum use of components common with existing airplanes 
(already commonality) as well as the implementation of the same technology wherever possible. Il was thus natural 
lo resort to high cruising speeds following the example of prevalent fighters. Along the same lines experience 
acquired with power-controls as well as the advantages they provide to (lying qualities and rapidity of development 
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(Ictcrinincd the deciiion of jdupting ilu-m rather Huh numul conlrob. It wai thus possible to report «ivinf« 

realisnl through the use of common elements on tpccifk items of commercul aircriift, such a* fuaelage «rraimeiiwnl, 

equipment, engine installation etc. . . After a first night in l%3. the testing of the prototype was promptly dis¬ 

continued to fubslilulc the aft-fanned fil: CF 700 turbofan engines to the 1’ and W powerpbnts In order to lake 

into account Pan American views on such a version. The first flight lest results of this new version were sufficiently 

promising to receive an order from Pan American (ltd) airplanes). French and US Certifications were obtained in 

I‘to5 ami since then .100 models have been delivered, the total number of orders and options to dale amounts 

roughly to 400 In 107() the basic certification was completed with noise certification in compliance with Part 16, 

the Falcon was thus the first airplane in the world to have received this qualification. 

Ute commercial success of the Falcon 20 encouraged the Company to proceed further in the civil aircraft field 

and three programs designed for three different outlets were almost simultaneously initiated: 

the Falcon 10, high speed executive aircraft, second generation, 

the Mercure, high-capacity, short-medium range, transport aircraft, 

the Falcon 1() 40. third level transport A/C. 

These three models together with the Falcon 20 are shown on the picture taken at Le Hourgct during the 

1971 Airshow (Figure 40). 

it is not recommended for an AUARD paper to deal too extensively with the special features of these aircraft. 

Nevertheless, for the reasons outlined below it would have been illogical to omit them completely: 

as mentioned above they have benefited from the experience ami technology applied to military aircraft, 

in the A Ml)'BA company the same specialized Departments conduct studies on all airplanes, civil or 

military (on a collaborative basis with the teams affected to each model), 

in some programs “commonality" may be pushed even further, to the advantage of both types of aircraft. 

Therefore wc will only touch briefly on some general points. 

Chronologically the last model is the Falcon 10/4() directly derived from the Falcon 20 The outer wing has been 

retained while the center wing and the fuselage diameter were increased and the tail adjusted accordingly. Propulsion 

provided by the high by-pass ratio Lycoming ALF 502 turbofan engines is of particular interest both from the 

standpoint of consumption and noise. With relatively high cruising speeds the operational cost of this aircraft 

compares favourably with potential competitors. 

1.2 Falcon 10 and Mercure in the light of New Aerodynamic Design Methods 

In parallel to the design of the Mirage (i. these’ two aircraft benefited from the computer programs prepared 

for modern wing design, wing-fuselage interference, high lift devices, air intakes, etc. . . 

A whole Department has been devoting its efforts to this problem for many years. In order to illustrate the 

efficiency of these methods and show the advances that they have allowed, we will outline some examples hereafter. 

Figure 41 shows the evolution of I'd vs Mach number for the Falcon 20 and Mercure. The AM » 0.10 

increase in the critical Mach number is even more remarkable if we consider that the sweepback of the latter air¬ 

craft is only 25” as against 10 ’ for the Falcon 20 and also that the thickness at wing root is 12.5/( as against I(Tí. 

Moreover these differences made it possible to significantly reduce wing weight, to considerably increase fuel capacity 

and simultaneously improve the efficiency of high lift devices. These devices were designed using multi-element 

airfoil computer programs taking into account viscosity and certain non-linearities. Thu* on the Mercure a very 

satisfactory L/D could be obtained at take-off with fj higher than 2. which is of prime importance for a 

twin engine aircraft, and at landing a maximum lift coefficient close to 1. Through another computer program it 

is possible to calculate pressure distribution on the whole aircraft taking all interactions into account. Applications 

of these computer programs are given on Figures 42 to 50. The results thus obtained find numerous applications: 

investigation of pressure distribution allows detection of possible separation areas; through local modifications 

these areas may he reduced or eliminated, 

aerodynamic load calculations may he effected with a fairly great accuracy in the preliminary design phase, 

winch will improve struct tirai weight assessment, 

aeroehntic effect can be included in the computation, structural rigidity may be evaluated and monitored. 

all aerodynamic static and dynamic derivatives necessary to the study of living qualities or simulator work 

may be’ determined ami these studies undertaken from this early stage. 
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To illustriilc (he efficiency of the* method» by means of a concrete cKumple, it is punible to compare the 
Mercure maximum cruising Mach number with that of two transport aircraft of the ume category equipped with 
the »me engine* (IT ft 1)-151. Whereat the Mercure dimension*, designed to carry IS to 25*1' more panengen 
according to the caw. exprened in wing area or wetted surface are proportionately larger, it* maximum cruising 
Mach number is still higher by 0.01 to 0.0Í than the Mach number of these aircraft which besides have the same 
wing sweepbaefc. 

The large scale urn- of the computer is now being extended to other discipline* The integration of the 
corresponding programs to thoM of aerodynamics is becoming the basic tool of preliminary design. This expanded 
role of computers will be briefly outlined in the following chapter. 

4. PRESENT AN» FUTURE PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF MILITARY AIRCRAFT 

4.1 Operational Requirements 

After having recalled the methods used in the past as well as their recent evolution, we will now examine the 
direction in which they are likely to evolve while computer* are being developed. 

Wc will limit our discussion to combat aircraft but after an adequate adaptation the procedure can be applied 
to military as well as to commercial aircraft. 

At the initial stage considered lhe A/C manufacturer will be provided with operational requirement* which 
although not entirely finaliied nevertheless specify a number of basic requirement* derived from preliminary studies. 
The* requirement* cover: 

the various military loads to be carried, 

mission profiles (primary and secondary 1. 

the environment in which the aircraft w ill be operated ( friendly or enemy territory 1, 

the weapon-system (range, precision, amount of automatization, etc. . .1. 

To the* requirement* should he added cost and time constraints and frequently conditions relating to 
performance, manoeuvrability, structure, operational limitations, maintainability etc. . . In some caws when the 
powerplant is not specified in the program it will be imposed through the limited number of engines available which 
significantly reduce* acceptable options. 

It often happens that it is not possible to find a solution satisfying the various requirements; in such eases the 
program shall be reviewed so as to find an acceptable compromise. 

Whatever the problem data might be the first task will consist in making a rough estimate of the main 
dimensions, weights and performace of the various formulae considered 

Once this has been completed successive iterations will improve result accuracy through a more and more 
detailed investigation of problems 

4.2 Preliminary Design of the Various Configurations CD" Approximation! 

After selection of the configuration to be studied under the program terms, a rough evaluation is carried out 
in accordance with the diagram shown on Figure 51 

The various items in the diagram will be determined by analogy with existing aircraft or through other simple 
means. At this stage the structure and flying qualities boxes play no important part Weight assessment will be 
performed through simple statistical considerations. For example for a combat aircraft (air superiority or tactical 
support) the following percentages may he adopted for the weight schedule ('I of takeoff weight) 

Structure .15 to JK'Ï 

Powerplant 15 to |8'f (depending on engine technology and T/W ratio desired) 

Equipment 12 to I4'f 

Equipped empty weight <*2 to 7()( 

A useful load will then amount of Ih'l to 10' '. f or the bask mission fuel percentage is practically 
imposed The percentage of known rmhlary load for this mission will be obtained by calciilaling ¡he difference 
between the useful load and fuel percentage Whence takeoff weight and weight schedule (configuration corres¬ 
ponding to the complete llight envelope). 
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lili* example i* only iiven lo show thaï for this type of aircraft the military load is hound to represent a 
small portion of the takeoff wei|til and that any error in the weight schedule it changing considerably the military 
load or the radius of action. It also shows that any increase in the military load entails, for the same performance, 
an increase in takeoff weight which is ? to 5 times greater than (he load increment. 

Thereafter the engine thrust will be determined through technological factors, in particular the T/W ratio and 
the weight allotted to propulsion. 

The fuselage will then be designed with engine installed and lull equipment. The wing geometric data will still 
have to be determined. Various planforms will lx- considered and regarding wing area the value adopted will he 
based on wingloading or a set of data will be used Within this phase tail definition will be based upon statistical 
considerations. 

Now that the aircraft geometry has been defined simplified procedures will be used for evaluating its drag and 
lift characteristics. Assessment of the first line of the block diagram being completed, we can proceed with calcula¬ 
tion of performance and manoeuvrability dala (no cost evaluation at this point) ami with calculation of the various 
sensitivity coefficients. 

Usually performance and manoeuvrability data set forth in the program are not obtained. The «emitivltirs 
shown on the block diagram are then used to correct the main parameters in order to get within reasonable reach 
of the requirements. 

It should be emphasized that the approximation just mentioned is only necessary when the type of aircraft 
to be designed is significantly different from the concepts already experienced. In the opposite case this first 
approximation may already be fairly accurate and the number of iterations to be effected will then be significantly 
reduced. 

4 J Iterations and Finalization of the Preliminary Design 

f rom the approximation defined in the previous paragraph we can now re-estimate the items in the block 
diagram shown on Figure 51 

Now that the geometry of the various versions proposed has been defined, some parameters remaining variable 
(thickness ratio, wing area etc. .) lift ami drag characteristics will be evaluated using more or less sophisticated 
procedures. These procedures are based upon theoretical and experimental results already available or compiled for 
these particular preliminary projects. (Refer to Appendix I for instance). 

Propulsion performance data will generally be available for the various types of engines considered. 

Simultaneously with calculations fuselage and wing layout studies are undertaken in order to specify shapes, 
dimensions,and volumes lor accommodating fuel, armament, landing gear etc. . . 

The new weight breakdown will be established 

through proven formulae for structure (References 2. 4, 5), 

using data furnished by the engine manufacturer and the powerpiant detailed study, 

through the most accurate specification of the equipment list and weapon system (Appendix 2). 

Internal iteration loops will allow to take into account the flight envelope and characteristic weights verifica¬ 
tion will be performed through detailed drawings to cross check the main structural components weights. 

These evaluations will also serve to consider weight saving that might be derived from technical and technolo¬ 
gical advances, the use of new materials, etc. . . 

The problems related to flying qualities will be approached simultaneously with the investigation of configura¬ 
tions and their performance data. 

The following points will be examined; 

the various tail configurations and size selection in view of obtaining first rale flying qualifies in normal 
mode and acceptable qualities in failure modes, 

the effect of external stores throughout the flight envelope and the operational centre of gravity range, 

different solutions for the development of flight controls, artificial feel and artificial stabilization. 
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Aircraft bc'liavkiur 

in rapid manwuvrtu, 

in lurhiikruT, 

upon load jettisoning, 

at liifli angles of attack, 

poaribly in spin 

A* previously outlined the study may be parity conducted through theoretical methods lhe remainder must 
be investigated using models if not entirely compliant at this preliminary stage, al least representative. 

Hie results obtained may guide selection between several I airly equivalent configurations. Thus the franco* 
German Alpha Jet trainer configuration was mainly adopted because of its satisfactory behaviour in spinning 
conditions a* evidenced by comparative tests conducted during the preliminary project. 

It should be added that these considerations are applicable to cunventK.nal ilighi controls or possibly to the present 
intermediate type situation When the fly-by-wire controls will be developed and the (TV (Control Configured 
Vehiclesi become operational they will have to he adapted to the new situation. 

l ei as now return to our main objective i.c. linali/ing of the preliminary project. Wuli the basic data now 
unproved we can undertake realistic performance and manoeuvrability calculations on all configurations considered. 

Among the large number of solutions obtained resulting from the various combinations of variable parameters, 
those which are closest to the requirements specified by the program should be retained. 

Through the use of the sensitivity factors derived from the previous results it will then be possible to readjust 
certain parameters so that the specifications are beat satisfied within lire limits of existing technology. Additional 
iterations will be made in case the accuracy obtained would be deemed inadequate. 

Hie final selection among the different solutions developed will In* based not only on the previously mentioned 
flying quah I res considerations but also on complex cost ‘efficiency, development potential, etc. . . 

Unis we have emphasized the ever increasing part played by computers in preliminary project development. 
Without their extensive use it would not have been possible to tackle simultaneously the necessary investigations. 
Owing to the developments that can already be expected to date, considerable improvements will be obtained 
from the standpoint of precision and integration of the various disciplines. 

The analytical methods which have just been briefly recalled are consistent with a dynamic prototype 
development policy Their judicious association should yield a fairly improved production. 
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APPENDIX I 

LIFT AND DRAG EVALUATION AT THE PRELIMINARY DESIGN SFAGE 

1. Various computer prof ran» arc now available to estabIMi the dr** breakdown for a jtiven aircraft conr%uration. 
According lo the sophistication accepted computer lime may vary between seconds and hours. 

All these programs are even applicable to preliminary designs, the choice depending principally on the lime 
allowed to establish the necessary computer inputs. 

2. However, in spite of precautions taken and program sophistication, there subsists an amount of uncertainty on 
the dtag results at this stage, mainly due to the lack of complete definition of the aircraft. 

To illustrate by examples, it is noted lint that the fuselage forebody of a supersonic tighter, i.e. from the note 
to the air-intake, may need many months to be defined. Ilus is due to the fact that before obtaining a shape 
with a satisfactory velocity distribution at the inlet in the whole Mach number and angle til attack range many 
iterations are necessary. A simple proportionality rule with a previous airplane is not generally sufficient. A 
new airplane has lo eventually accept a different radar diameter, wider lateral cockpit pedestals etc. requiring 
basic changes and according to our experience this may give significant drag variations. 

The afterbody design and matching with the engine no «/les it not fully defined at the initial stage. It can be 
strongly influenced by the position of the horizontal tail and by the dimensions of the tail attachment frames. 
Neither is the position of the horizontal tail finalized at this stage and three-dimensional theoretical calculations 
or wind tunnel tests frequently modify the initial choice. 

The operation of the various air intakes used for engine and equipment cooling is affected by their position 
on the airplane which is currently changed when the centre of gravity and the aircraft structure are better 
known. 

It can abo be said that the inlet additive drag depends on the final compromise selected for the inlet adapta¬ 
tion throughout its operating range. 

hroduction cost reduction trade-offs will be realized when the aircraft is more accurately defined. For example 
a local shape modification may be decided so as to avoid machining some fuselage frame on a 5-axis numerical 
control machine; however this change can be prejudicial to the curvature continuity favoured by acrodynarnicisls. 

.1. Finally a large number of minor details may be instrumental in the drag breakdown, i.e. shape of fairings, slal 
and door «als. panel junction tolerances etc. Actually all these development details may be estimated, based 
upon experience with previous aircraft. Our company having developed a number of airplanes which are quite 
different one from another as mentioned previously this makes our task easier. Nevertheles^cxperience has 
shown that it may be advisable that the engineer responsible use correction coefficients taking into account 
the particularities of the team charged with aircraft manufacturing. It will also he useful th.it this engineer be 
aware of the probable trends in quality/cosl and quality/timcscaic trade-offs when guaranteed performance 
data have to he furnished under a given contract. 

4. There is a long list of parameters decreasing the accuracy of the drag breakdown estimate at Hie preliminary 
design stage, tending to justify the use of rough methods. However this procedure would not he advisable for 
the following reasons 

firstly it is important lo know at an early stage the critical areas of the aircraft, for instance areas in which 
separations are liable to develop under certain Mach, angle of attack or sideslip conditions, 

secondly it is important to establish partial derivatives with the maximum accuracy in order to reach the 
best compromise for tin* aerodynamic design of the aircraft (the essential parameters are the wing area, body 
and air intake dimensions etc. . .). 

5 Regarding lift determination the situation is roughly similar. 

First, a collection of theoretical tool* and computer program* are available A* they take into account viscous 
How, checks can be made by carrying out computations at tin* flight and wind tunnel Reynold* numbers and 
comparing the results with experimental data obtained on models of existing airplanes. Experience ha* shown 
that these tools, applied in the difficult area of high-lift devices, are able to define the shape of slats and (lap* 
as well as to give a good estimate of their performance. Second, many details are also to be considered in this 



aw*. An inaccurate junction between two slat* or flap*, a wake produced by a (lap rail are orten liable to 
•poii i he longitudinal liability or the lift expected from a good (lap. The performance of a high-lift device 
will aim suffer from an amount of uncertainty, but the general conclusions staled for drag evaluation remain 
valid for estimating the lift coefficient in preliminary design. 



PART PLAYED BY AMD/BA IN THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 
OF WEAPON SYSTEMS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It it no longer possible to dteocialc Ik* value of a new lype of aircraft from the value of its avionics awl 
armament. I he efficiency of a weapon system is largely dependent upon investigations and testing conducted in 
order to obtain the best possible integration between armament and avionics as well as between this equipment and 
the airframe. 

AMI) HA has been aware dial Ibis problem was vital a* soon as tk* first integrated electronic systems were 
used on military airplanes. A “Weapon System Department" has therefore been set up to take eve of the design, 
definition and integration tests of aircraft avionics and armament. 

2. PRELIMINARY PROJECT PHASE 

For each new military aircraft this Department undertakes simultaneously the study of the characteristics of 
the armament and avionics selected in relation to the objectives specified by the user 

The following system components which have a direct impact on the airframe performance are first considered: 

equipment weight. 

de f inition of external stores, with a special emphasis on missiles, 

radar antenna diameter. 

external projections: antennae - infra-red detectors Laser etc. . ., 

electrical load requirements and air-conditioning. 

A parametric mathematical model is established for the main components likely to affect the overall efficiency 
of the weapon system in view of comparing all solutions considered. 

As an example, lor an interceptor preliminary project, solutions are compared while considering: 

Ik* dimensions and drag of air-to-air missiles and the various aircraft installation characteristics, 

radar antenna site and radar characteristics, 

interceptor detection, navigation and guidance, 

ground detection and guidance. 

Complete mathematical modelling of the weapon system makes it possible to direct the selection of solutions 
as well as the specification of performance requirements for electronic equipment. 

The radar and the missile manufacturers take an active part in these studies. 

At this stage a preliminary project for the electronic system is made by the Weapons System Department. 

Tim Department which is permanently engaged in the design and development of new systems may use its experience 
and knowledge in the advancement of electronic technologies to make a synthesis of the projects realized by various 
equipment manufacturers and propose complete integrated systems meeting the objectives specified through a satisfactory 
compromise between weight, cost, performance, reliability, maintainability, development potential etc... 

These proposals are submitted I» the Official Services which operate Hie final selection. 

3. DETAILED DEFINITION PHASE 

In this phase the Weapons System Department is normally responsible for: 

equipment installation and integration specifications, 

overall performance studies, 

investigation of controls and visualizations cockpit equipment, 

system mathematical modelling simulation, 
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ma.ntenance and reliability »tudici, 

- foraiulation oí technical »peciflcatioPi lor the equipment making up the lyatem. 

- inveMigatiun of lafety problem* and chance of succès* for the mission. 

This work i* carried out in dose cooperation between all parties concerned, the aircraft manufacturer being 
charged mainly with the coordination and synthesis of the carious studies. 

4. INTEGRATION TESTS 

After the carious equipment items hace been indicidually tested in laboratory or on utility airciaft, the aircraft 

manufacturer usually realizes their integration: 

- on ground global test benches and in a radioelectrical mock-up of the aircraft on which noises and intei- 

ferences are more particularly studied, on one hand, 

- on the utility aircraft and on the prototypes of the aircraft itself, on the other. 

These tests, performed in cooperation with the various interested parties, are conducted to finalize the develop¬ 

ment and to check the system global performance. 

The necessary changes are specified to be applied to production articles. 

5. INTEGRATION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT 

The A/C manufacturer conducts on the final assembly production line integration tests of the equipment 
installed on the aircraft; this testing is conducted on a global test bench similar to that used for prototype develop¬ 
ment. The overall system is then accepted for installation on the operational airplane by the pilots of the Official 

Services. 

The A/C and equipment manufacturers provide the Air Force with technical assistance during the first months 
of operation for the new airplanes. Deficiencies observed in operation are used to specify within a short time the 
changes required to improve system operation, utilization, maintenance and reliability. 
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PHOiniLSlON/AIRCHAKT DESIOH MATCHING EXPKRÎKMCE 

by 

Raymond F Crensey, OBE, FAIAA, BSc. 
Director of Advanced Systems and Technology 

British Aircraft Corporation 
Wnrton Aerodrome 

PRESTON 
Lancs 

The Wright brothers succeeded by understanding the practical 
power plant, wind tunnel and other numbers required. Subsequent 
improvements through to jet propulsion, economic subsonic and super¬ 
sonic flight have required increasing understanding of the many 
practical numbers involved. Further improvements (particularly with 
airframes made from alloys basically similar to those used well over 
60 years ago) cannot occur without an understanding at least equiva¬ 
lent to this paper. Such understanding must start from the top. 

For quicker reference, the text is cut to match the diagram». 
The paper starts from proven first principle» as requested, rather 
than from computer or other overall results whose generality can be 
questioned. 
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PROPULSIONAIRÇRAFT DESIQN MATCHING EXPMIKNCE 

Before becoming too Involved in optiraiantion of sizeu end the other para* 
metera, much of which can be helped by maiieive computer programmes, I was asked 
to introduce some understanding of the important thrust and fuel required/ 
available problems. 

More convincing than too many heavily disguised current performance», or 
unsubstantiated future claims, are real examples from the spectrum of success¬ 
fully proven designs (Fig. 1), Security on the military side (orces me back to 
early versions oft- 

(i) The Canberra jet reconnaisaance/attack aircraft. This example 
allows illustration of penetration at very high altitudes, or 
down at the very low altitudes currently required in NATO and 
elsewhere. (International security inhibits real data for more 
recent aircraft like Jaguar and MRCA, which will make up much of 
the front line of the MF and her main European allies). 

(ii) The PI Lightning fighter with Mach 2 supersonic performance. 
Reconnaiasunce/attack versions of this aircraft were developed, 
which is typical of today’s multi-role trend. 

Although preliminary design of (i) and (ii) occurred in the mid and late 
19408 respectively, more advanced versions of both aircraft are still in service. 
Their performances approach or even exceed some designs today. 

(iii) The Concorde supernonic transport is topical on the civil side, 
but the military emphasis in the other lectures requires me to 
discuss it only briefly. 

(iv) The subsonic transport matching problems are still surprisingly 
similar.to.Cante rr a "ï ' and can be illustrated very simply by 
reference mainly to turbofan characteristics. 

This leads into a general discussion of future transport and military propul¬ 
sion, including computer methods extending to RPVs and V/STQL. Cross-matching is 
possible around common engine cores, but the Appendices are required to interpret 
modern engine computer data. 

Met hodsa Preliminary design from the 1940a takes uo buck before our wide¬ 
spread use of computers, when there was no alternative to graphical methods for 
all performance and preliminary design problems. The method uued will give simple 
feel for the complete aircraft problem, without getting too involved at the start 
in gas turbine theory. This woo asked for by the Director to encourage "judgment, 
innovation and originality". It may help to explain why some of us can make 
intuitive guesses during discussion, or make back-of-the-envelope assessment of 
key problema before a computer card is punched; certainly where to look in 
hundreds of feet of computer print-ouva. 

One soon gets used to reading the complete performance of an aircraft and its 
propulsion from a single diagram, like Fig. 11 for the Avon Canberra. In case 
this is too much at once for the uninitiated, I will construct thin first diagram 
in istages, giving practical illustration of its meaning and uses ns we go along. 
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1. AVON CANBERRA PERFORMANCE 

FIGURE 2 shows the complete Avon RA5 performance in various way«. The non- 
dimensiorval thmat (full line») varie» only with Mach number and non-dimensional 
rpm. The fixed Avon nozzle area is already substituted for simpler uae, and 
atmospheric pressure is further non-dimensionalised as little p relative to 
standard aea level* You will rarely find it necessary to get a feel for actual 
thrusts at altitude, so l will deal with p later in connection with Fig. 5* 

t is the atmospheric temperature divided by that for standard aea level, 
n is the rpm non-dimensionalised relative to maximum rpm - related to the way 
most pilots' instruments were later calibrated. 

The diagram up to %T” = 1 can thus be interpreted as a straight plot of 
thrust in lb against Macn number for various pilot rpm at standard sea level. 
Completed, it represents the full performance of the Avon at all altitudes in 
all climates. 

The rpm factor that will always stick in my mind is just over 1.15 in the 
standard stratosphere above 36,000 feet, falling almost linearly to 1.05 near 
14,000 ft. Table 4 overleaf gives more than enough atmospheric data for other 
purposes. 

You will soon find that you can use these curves in the preliminary design 
phase with less numbers or thought than when you first used a C- curve against 
M, plotted for different values of C^. 

Aa is typical for engines with good intakes, net thrust falls away with 
M at first due to the ram drag of the intake air. Ram pressures through the 
engine then build up a fairly flat curve at subsonic speeds, with more marked 
recovery at high and M. This will be further discussed towards the end. 

One non-typical feature of the Avon was the discontinuous drop in thrust 
(and jump in sfc) when the awirl vanes opened in front of the compressor - an 
early form of variable geometry to solve the low n^r-- surge problem. 

FUEL FLOW : The dotted lines complete the flight performance of the Avon. 
Operation is very simple from the pilot's viewpoint. He opens the fuel throttles 
«d rpm increases to increase the thrust. This increase is very rapid at high 
rpm and ||ach number. At a given M, increase in thrust becomes pro rata with 
fuel at V/Y" •,,PProacbing 1, but this is better seen in terms of sfc. 

Alternatively sfc is crossplotted as fuel flow divided by net thrust. Moat 
professionals are more used to thinking in terms of specific fuel consumption, 
but it has little meaning at low rpm. It is seen that sfc reaches a minimum 
at n/rr approaching 1. This again is typical for many engines. Sfc also „ 
increases slowly with forward speed. This means that propulsive efficiency (jy^) 
increases almost linearly with forward speed up to high M. 
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FIOURi; 3 converta the standard drag equation into a for» suitable for 
relating to the engine diagram just discussed. Since other people will 
discuss airframe design and drag problems in detail, my treatment will be the 
minimum for understanding the main design integration problems. 

To get a quicker understanding of most numerical performance, the Initial 
equation assume« that Lift a Weight. (We deal with flight under g, and below 
minimum drag speed later on Fig. 11.) 

The first term defines the curve for / = 0 at the bottom. This in o 
simple parabola up to M a .75» Having drawn*any other curve, vertical increments 
vary as (1¾)2 so that all are constructed very quickly. 

Since K is constant for Canberra over a wide range o? C, , this other 
curve can be drawn very quickly to beyond M ■ .7. Anticipate the result on 
Fig. 13 that Canberra max % is l6 when C¡j » 2 Cp , i.e, on a second parabola, 

at twice the height of the first. Thus, taking ^ * 100,000 and dividing by 
16, marks off ■ 6250 lb. The drag increment over our first parabola then 
decreases inversely as M2 up to nearly M * 0.75. The discussion of Fig. 1iA 
will confirm that the Canberra was a very clean design over this speed range. 
Its thick wing was not designed to fly much beyond H * .85, and we will be 
dealing with higher speed designs later. 

w More important at this stage is to develop n feel for numerical values 
of /p. This of course equals the aircraft flying Weight at sea level 
pressure altitude, and the la t column of Fig. 4 gave values of p at other 
pressure altitudes, p * 0.2231* will always stick in my mind ns the value at 
36,090 feet, the tropopause in the standard atmosphere; in other words, yp 
equals nearly times the aircraft weight. This factor increases by nearly 
% per 1000 feet in the standard stratosphere, and doubles every 14,400 feet. 
The latter will also be useful Inter. 

FIGURE 6 merely superimposes relevant parts of the previous diagrams, 
and should be folded out from page }A when studying the next few pages. The 
vertical scale of the engine curves are doubled to summarise the complete 
performance of the Canberra with its two Avon engines. 

The easiest way to get a feel for engine/aircraft matching is to start 
with all aspects of steady level flight perfomance. These occur where thrust 
and drag are equal, of courue. To help get used to reading these directly 
where T and D curves intersect on Fig. 6, you might prefer to discuss the 
more conventional Figures 7, 8 and 9 first. Each of these is derived directly 
from Fig. 6. 
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,2244 
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1.15 3 ,8671 67% 4 
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MAHMNa OF "API'BUXIMmTIONS” 

I am simplifying this introduction by a form of my non-dimensional method» 
that should strictly be called "Approximations". I developed these method» 
privately for n Doctoral theaia whilst baaed at Vickers during the 1939 War, in 
what is now the headquarters and subsonic civil section of BAC. 1 was Impressed 
by the performance simplicity of the earlyJlhittle engine that.we^lejt in,a 
Wellington teat bed, and soon accumulated some understanding of gas turbine 
characteristics. It was apparent that simpler methods would allow much better 
understanding of the complete propulsion and aircraft design integration problem 
than endless working through thick files of dimensional calculations, as with 
piston engined designs. (The increasing importance of Mach number on the 
Spitfire and our other fighters was beginning to confuse conventional methods, 
already complicated by cooler systems, Uan/rich mixtures, supercharger gearings 
and propeller pitch settings.) 

Most engine people soon welcomed more general method# for summarising 
engine/aircraft performance. I re-wrote my general analysis into a design 
manual* whilst awaiting permission to move to English Electric, now the military 
division of BAG. I was already applying my "approximations1’ to the early Canberra 
design. My responsibilities in this and later designs increased so rapidly that 
I never found tim« to submit my thesis when security restrictions were lifted 
later. (It is interesting that our German friends, who were ahead in many aspects 
of high speed propulsion and aerodynamics, did not use such methods until after 
the War), 

I put "approximations" in inverted commas because we were never able to 
measure any consistent error in the early Whittle, Canberra or Lightning clays. 
We have only been able to detect small effects in fairly extreme flight situations 
with the help of more recent high altitude engine teat beds. We apply corrections 
fully only with computers, and Appendix 2 shows why we are running out of time 
or money even to do this. It is much simpler to give you this "approximate" feel 
for the preliminary design problem first. But I have restricted the engine curves 
from Fig. 6 to flight conditions that were actually usad in the Canberra matching. 
(A current problem is that the engine companies continued to supply data well 
outside this, e.g. Fig. 23. The corrections in such conditions can well be 
Important, but academic to aircraft designers and operators). 

•Summarised for our new and very small staff in a handbook that is freely drawn 
upon here: "Analysis of Jet Propelled Aircraft Flight Performance", English 
Electric Report No, Ae 21. (The preceding 20 numbers were left open for reports 
written in the previous period when English Electric designed aircraft before 
1925; but their Chief Designer had retired without known staff, and a complete 
list of report# wan never located.) 
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Kl HIKE 7 plot* nil th© level speed and ceiling intersect ions on Fig, 6. 

The altitud© scale on th© right has been added for W » 50,000 lb., which 
jjafUinp-SL. Other pointa lor h », 56,000 and 50,500 feet ( 14,400 feet more) can 

fc* remembered, since W is factored by nearly 4.5 and 9 respectively. 
' / 

The curve with croase* marks out the particular case of maximum level speed 
(n ■ 1.0) in the standard atmosphere. n/rr la just over 1.15 above 36,000 feet, 
and 1.0 at sea level of course. If intermediate heights are often required, it 
may be useful to remember that 1.05 and 1.10 at 14,000 and 25,000 feet respectively 
correspond to 1.7 and 2.7 factors on W. 

If Fig. 4 is to hand, it in easy to plot a scale every 5,000 feet »ay. Also 
to convert M into true airspeed or EAS by multiplying the appropriate speed of 
sound. 

This particular curve shows a maximum level speed above M * 0,8 up to nearly 
50,000 ft. and a ceiling of 53,000 feet. Other particular curveo can be picked 
off for max continuous n » 0.95. or for any other rpm or Weight. Similarly for 
the non-standard atmospheres that occur in actual operation. 

Due to ita completely general form, Fig. ? was useful for correlating all 
later level speed and ceiling measurements. It was even more useful to measure 
thrust and fuel flow to correlate directly with Fig. 6, Canberra flight teat 
correlation* were excellent, allowing for deliberate conservatism in the drag 
estimates. 

Whilst we were designing the Canberra, we were also manufacturing Vampires 
under licence, and carrying out combat research with a Meteor. 'Our pilot 
concluded that it would be desirable to be able to pull nearly ig extra without 
buffet on a long high altitude penetration in fighter defended areas. Th© 
dotted curve (obtainable later from Fig. 11) matched the continuous curve pretty 
well at likely temperatures just above standard, l.e. nearly 1.10, 

FICiUKB 8 converta the fuel intersections from Fig. 6 into W times air »ilea 
per lb"..of.'fuel. Specific rang* is the direct yardstick for range calculations, 
and will bo a most useful measure of transport efficiency later. It ie most 
oimply obtained by multiplying Fig. 9 ordinates by 661 M. 

Canberra range is seen to be maximised by flying just above the minimum 
drag speed at a Mach number juat below 0,75, at altitudes corresponding to 
constant / » 250,000. The previous Figure showed this possible with maximum 
continuous rpm in the stratosphere, with the aircraft climbing slowly past 
50,000 feet as fuel burnt off. (Sang© it* seen to be insensitive to small 
departures from these conditions and the Canberra proved very easy to fly, 
despite early critico who suggested we ought to descend to allow flight at 300 
above minimum drag speed 1} 

The aircraft could climb even higher, or to Mach numbers well above 0.75 
for a few minutes at max rpm without much effect on range. Together with around 
Ig buffet margin, these were our main design points at a time when it was 
correctly anticipated that the Russians or their friends would have to struggle 
to achieve even their early jet fighter performances. Much attention was paid 
to maintaining this match of airframe and engine in 1945/46. 
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At the average apee ific range of 6^00 on typical miuaiona, 
W 

Hange * 65OO log# (1 ♦ jp), where W-, » 28,750 lb and Wf «» 22,150 lb. 
2 

• 3700 nu for a PR mission with the later integral wing tanks. 

de had Unpire commitments in those days! 

Thin range increased well beyonl_40CX) nautical miles by adding 4000 lb. of 
fuel in drop tanks (these increased by 15¾ and reduced specific range by 
nearly 10¾ after working back through Fig, 6). 

When dropping tanka or other stores, or changing mission altitudes and 
speeds, the approximation gives a safer understanding of each stage of the 
mission. 1 wrote a chapter defining a "mean" (slightly below the arithmetic 
mean) weight, including analytical allowance for the slow climb implied at 
constant It is seldom worth the trouble in practice. If you have data 
accuracy to Justify it, break the mission into further artificial stages that 
use less than 10¾ of the weight in fuel. 

Constant altitude cruise (including civil) 

Subsonic airliners ore no longer allowed to cruise climb. They operate 
lower down at constant altitude, 00 that % is falling aa fuel is used. As 
this necessitates mean specific range:*, artificial «tage» nr# again the siafest 
approach. (The pilot will do this on a long flight by changing flight level 
by 2000 feet or more in stages.) 

Fig. 8 illustrâtes why my range chapter showed that the optimum speed for 
range even at lower altitudes is never as much aa 50% above the minimum drag 
»peed, dependent on the rate of increase of afe (around 25¾ for turbojet», 
dropping to 15% for the latest turbofans, due to their higher sfc rate). But 
operating costs, military considerations or transport competition (before the 
energy crisis!) can increase optimum speeds slightly. 

Some Canberra missions were forced down towards sea level for part of the 
time. Fig. 8 shows that specific range falls to about one third of the high 
altitude value with between 50,000 and 50,000 lb. The fuel used in extra 
climbs and descents can also be important and will be discussed later. 

This secondary design emphasis has given the Canberra an extended lease 
of life since the pendulum swung further towards low level operation. Induced 
drag (span loading) is then of small importance, and span i» a very positive 
disadvantage at high speeds in rough air. Without the Canberra's primary high 
altitude emphasis, it has been possible to give much more extreme low altitude 
emphasis in our latest aircraft. Throttling back can then prevent the reduction 
of sfc at lower speed, so that the optimum speed can exceed 130¾ of minimum drag 
»peed in the lightest, cleanest configurations. 

Even more extreme loiter endurance like AX would have put back emphasis on 
induced drag, but the operators did not fancy prolonged loiter over the defences 
we already had to face in Europe. 
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^ 18 for thoa* «pecificntionB that have any uienifleant loiter empiaaia, 
The fuel flow inttrnectiona from Fig. 6 are divided into V to give specific 
endurance. The equation» at the top of Fig. 9 then calculate the loiter endurance 
In similar way» to that described for range. 

Even the early Canberras had very many hours endurance near minimum drag speed, 
particularly at altitude (flying steadily below minimum drag speed, aa desired for 
the latest turbo!«ns, 1« not very practical). Swirl vanea also show graphically 
inhibiting maximum endurance at low altitude. Quite apart from the sfc penalty’, 
pilots did not like prolonged operation with swirl vanes. Calculation and test 
showed that cutting one engine gave improved loiter. (As well as halving the thrust 
and fuel flow on Fig. 6, add in a windmilling drag coefficient of around 0.5 baaed 
on nestle area, which is usually conservative enough to allow for cruise rudder. My 
full method embraced the emergency cases at full thrust, with much larger amounts of 
rudder, sideslip and lateral control down to minimum control speeds). 

Compressor improvements on later engine« extended this vast Canberra endurance 
more normally to sea level. If greater emphasis still is required at the expense 
of all else, this is the can# for the fun engines discussed later for subsonic 
transports. 

Conclu.-iion on steady level flight; All the results on previous pages were 
easily obtainable from the intersections of T and D on Fig. 6, giving direct under¬ 
standing of all the steady level flight factors involved in the preliminary design 
phaae. Similar charts are still in uae for deriving all actual operational planning 
50 yeí,ra l«t«r. NB; FIRST READERS HAY LIKE TO SKIP TO PAGE 9. NOTING THE FUOTHER 
WARHINÜS OH COMPUTER OUTPUTS WAT DO tJOf'PLQT OUrBASIC UHDERSTÁHDTnÕ:- 

FKHJRK 10 merely adds two simple examples on how to extend this understanding 
to the unsteady flight conditions away from such intersections. The first will 
lead to practical pilot techniques for acceleration and climbs in terms of movinm 
across and up Fig. f>. 

SüSEiî.-1: Consider opening full throttle after a loiter at 0.¾ M near sea 
level. The simple sum shows that level Mach number is increased by 0.()8 in TO seconds, 
(The pilot could alternatively accelerate at 0.1% on a gradient of 0,10 radians, 
or decelerate at -0»)0g whilst climbing at 0,38 radians. Only our computer programs 
now think they know what he might be doing in combat. I will leave my alternative 
analysis of energy height to the Lightning, where it proved more useful). 

The other alternative is a climb at constant true speed of 7500 feet per minute. 
It actually pays to accelerate to higher M to the right where the rate of climb is 
higher (particularly with the much greater thrusts that the Avon developed later). 
We used to call such academic numbers "partial rates of climb". They are given the 
more impressive name today of SEP - Specific Excess Power « . Others may try 
and explain why some have given it such a precise air of new iüportance.(Se,. «Lo Fig. 11). 

A pilot would not know how to climb at constant true speed in practice, except 
in the stratosphere. An operatoi will usually want to know precisely what happens 
when he climbs under rules he can follow. Climbing at constant IAS or M usually 
implies acceleration or deceleration. The simple equations summarise my result# 
for turning partial into true rates of climb. 

My original analysis also showed that the quickest climb occurred at a «peed 
more than half way between the minimum drag speed and the maximum level speed 
(even if the latter neglects the drag rise beyond M ). If flight endurance 
were important, mínimum fue) to altitude occurred CrUat slightly lower speed and 
fuel flow. Range wan more usually the deciding factor or, Canberra, ao the optimum 
»peed was even faster. This analysis becomes academic, after providing early 
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guida lin««. Th« optimum US on «ny criterion varied with altitude, and soon 
approximated the criticai Mach number. Climb at constant IAS gave negligible 
increase in time or fuel, and the only wi.r to determine the practical optimum 
was to compare two or three valued of IAS, With more thrust from the Avon, this 
became the maximum acceptable IAS at low altitude (to avoid a shattering sonic 
boom in the Lightning case discussed later). 

If any of your have gone straight into the computer age without doing 
graphical aceleration/climba, it is useful to get some feel for a few areas by 
hand. I am not suggesting you do this employing steps of a second or so, with 
the meticulous accuracy of a computer - we had much prettier calculators to do 
that, even before electronic computers. Cheat with larger steps, and you soon 
get the feel of guessing ahead to "mean" conditions over a large increment. 
After our more patient calculators had done a number of cases, we confirmed the 
Canberra approximation that the net effect of an optimum climb/descent was around 
50 nm off the low altitude range, or 150 nm off the high altitude. This was usually 
good enough in a flight of a few thousand miles, but my generalised analysis showed 
how to correct even this correction for other design conditions. 

Example 2s The other simple calculation showed that the Canberra reached 
cruise.«ïtftiuïe with the climb rate falling rapidly to 60 feet per minute. Since 
the climb rate was much more just before, this was quite fast enough to climb the 
last bit in a mission calculation of some hours. 

But the actual number immediately revealed the poor climb or acceleration 
(0,028 M per minute) when the throttles were opened after sighting a fighter. 
We immediately realised that it would be too late to rely on warning from the eyes, 
so «impie radar was developed. 

We are now doing all auch calculations and many more by computer, with 
accuracies way beyond those justified by the basic data. This is perhaps sufficient 
for some detail design, flight teat and operational stage«. But most of the pruit- 
outs cannot be scanned by all the top people in the more fluid early stages, and 
there can be inevitable lack of feel for such problems or solutions, e.g. Bitting 
round the table with the engine company, trying to agree the beat design matching. 
It is useful to have some graphical illustration of the main problems, even if 
plotted directly from the computer. 

One other dreadful possibility cornea to mind, and which almost happened on 
the Concorde for different engine reasons. If we tad had computer outputs only 
in the mid VACa, the engine people would have dutifully supplied card deck engine 
data from max thrust down to a large idling drag. Swirl vane operation would 
have been neatly incorporated out of sight in the middle, with the bleed valve 
operation that was there from the earliest days. 

Fortunately, Fig. 6 showed it as a graphical discontinuity across the middle, 
and it was not certain to be oo reliable or low an rpm in earlier day». It struck 
U» immediately that there might be difficulty in getting the aircraft down quickly 
to low altitude. Pressure cabins were not all that proven in those early days, 
quite apart from what might be needed over enemy defences. Although air brakes 
were something of a novelty in that era of large propeller idling drags, we 
modified the design in timeI (It can be difficult or impossible to incorporate 
powerful air brakes at a late stage without major trim, buffet or structural 

problem«.) 

The Canberra air brakes nearly doubled the drag. Everything is calculated 
aa before, with (T-D) and everything els# negative, i.e. numbers give descent 
gradient plus deceleration. 
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!l1'^uhk 11 glv«fi perfomanca under %, One little trade secret: the 
original well-proven curvea açe simply extrapolated to the left qf the minimum 
drag speed ; inversely with IT ns described before. They are albo re-label]ei 
SS., m lift now equals NW instead of W. 

We should strictly have done this from the «tart, since Lightning and 
later aircraft had climb gradients more than a radian. (We should hove 
written sin« where we said radians before, and N a cob«. One noon moved 
towards academic situations with vertical climbs at N = 0, and 3i3»s around 
1000 fps at high aubsonic speed.) 

The Reynolds number correction in Appendix 2 could become more important, 
but the customer has never been interested enough to allow us to try and measure 
it. This in particularly true for the extrapolation to the left of the minimum 
drag speed. This implies the same K, which our general experience suggests 
would be higher near the buffet region, although there is general lack of 
reliable data. 

But the lift at which the buffet occurs was estimated and measured *»a 
accurately aa possible, and the resulting in plotted bottom right. Coplee 
of these chart« held by people in contact with operators are dotted with cross¬ 
checks only near «tendier conditions above the minimum drag speed. 

This make« one somewhat sceptical attempts to make too precia# a 
science out of the SlTs under g, or steady turn ratea. All such values can 
of course be read from this chart, (and even more easily from computers) but 
it seems tney have been used at the lower altitudes only to get a rough idea 
of the g that can be pulled. (As practical experience shows cockpit and other 
factors even more important, data for our combat simulators is discussed later.) 

The situation was dif:erent in the days of high altitude missions, when 
performance margins, g'a and turning radii were so much poorer, as well as 
fighter weapon systems, A small g advantage could then be decisive, and a 
lot of Canberra and other measurements were made. These checked very well 
with the results from Fig. 7. An expected from the discussion of p in Fig. 3, 
the ceiling (or altitude at given M) dropped by slightly over KKX) feet for 
every ‘Ä increase in N, or by 14,400 feet if N in doubled. If the aircraft 
dropped out of the stratosphere, the rate of drop becomes greater. This was 
particularly true for steady turns, since and also drop. 

Take-off drag resistance curves were also added. But airfields seldom 
proved critical for Canberra operation. It was sufficient to approximate 
the somewhat uncertain rolling friction, assuming p o 0.93 for a small range 
of airfield altitudes. The more important increase in % for undercarriage 
and flaps was represented precisely, both in the air and on the ground. 
Take-off is simple longitudinal acceleration at (IlS)g, up to a speed K ..v 
which there is sufficient lift and ÍT-D) to pull ^„„d climb over the obstacle 

(Thence to approximations that ground roll 1 JÍÍ 
accn. 

w 1 etc.) 

Fhe aircraft its cleaned up after this, so that the drag merges quickly into 
the previous acceleration and climb calculations. 



Effective Aspect Ratio 

The usual drag equation with constant JÍ can be differentiated to show: 

»X-¾-ijgr „h.ncD„2C ,t, .rrr 
D o “ va ii 0 « c 

Since Cp varies »0 much with wing area changes, it is more useful to re-write 

the above in terme of Cf * based on the total aircraft surface area, 3f. 

i.e. max Aeff at fj)Aeff 

* 14,0 Aeff ot = .°95(-i)Aeff for K « I.15 and Cf « .OOJ2 

on a clean design like Canberra, This also shows the importance of an effective 

Aspect ratio, 
b 

Aeff 

M 
afiÇõõ 

So that Canberra max ^ = 16 at 

■ 1,1 for Canberra, with ~~ only 

» O.36 

It. ia interesting to check what happened on an extreme configuration like 
By, with an effective aspect ratio of 1.4. Although much larger aircraft 
always have improved ¿ due to relatively smaller fuselage and so on, the 
measured % at low Mach number was only about 18 at a very high C,, This was 
with aileron reversal limits on low level operation, and despite resorting to 
a bicycle undercarriage with cross-wind landing limitations. 



Cwb«rrft/Avop ProliBinary D*b1ípb ConsidTmtlona 
<ii»itii»iiwiw»wiiii«iii^^ .... 

So that Fig. 11 (or «von 6) had »oat of tha important parforaanca factor« 
that aatchad Avon to Canberra. The original Holla Royce offer to consider scaling 
the engine lasted very little tine as other applications becane apparent. 

The engine and aircraft diagrana were later euperinpooed optically, so that 
the relative scales could bs adjusted in various wsye for those who still doubtsd. 
Few critics took up our offer 200 niles out of Londoni Many considsrstione havs 
already been touched upon, and the overall natch is essentially s conpronias 
bstween conflicting requirements. 

Rolls Royes started making the Avon so quickly that there was little serious 
chance for further consideration. Judging from my just engine optimiaetion dis¬ 
cussed later, they were pushing the preeaure ratio and TET as far as they dare in 
those very early days. The Avon was Rolla's firat axial Jet, and gave large gaina 
over the centrifugal compressor considered earlier. 

The usual temptation towards acalii g up a load-carrying airereft, despite 
reduced numbers for given cost, was met by the V bombers. Engine size was itself 
limited by the fear that we might need to fall back on an existing centrifugal 
engine (one prototype was actually converted in a period of surge worries) plus 
Rolls Royce*a confidence that the engine would eventually develop 19¾ more thrust, 
and probably much moro. This would increase range end altitude particularly, like 
C on Fig. 14, but not if engine size were scaled from the start with other 
resultant weight and cost growths. Us cannot show you a mass of parametric cross- 
plots typical of today. We saw them all optically in the early versions of this 
diagram. The one or twe people I had on performance considerations were much too 
busy on detail design to prepare a massive paper Justification for 30 years later. 
(A similar problem 30 years hence will be whether the right cabinets of computer 

print-outs have been kept I ) 

But we soon faced the more usual criticiam that we had matched the wrong 
aircraft to a given engine! A government visit to America to see the B45 and 
later designe brought a hornet's nest around our heads. 

Quits apart from these new American ones, all previous long range high 
altitude aircraft had Aspect ratio 6 to 10 or more. So that the Canberra's aspect 
ratio of 4,3 took some getting used to, and its wing loading seemed much lower than 
the general trend. Most people were convinced by our claim that every change in 
our optical system led to serious deterioration somewhere, after hearing that:- 

riOURE 13 defines an effective Aspect ratio that seemed more relevant to me 
than the usual definition. Consider the extreme case of halving the wing chord 
to double the usual definition of aspect ratio. Due to the smaller reduction in 
total surface area, Sf, this only increases the effective aspect ratio to about 1¿, 

Tha combined effect is to nearly double the C,. For a start, this would 
remove nearly all the buffet G margin we were struggling to obtain. Furthermore, 
the best high Reynolds number data we could find after the War (in Germany) showed 
that any increase in C, would rapidly incraase the value of K. Equally bad, 
halving the wing chortTand thickness would no longer bury the engines, the "soft" 
undercarriage and part of the fuel. Since the drag of these and other Items like 
canopy and aerials, etc. would be based on a reduced value of S^., this would all 
increase the value of Cf significantlyT end worsen the critical1«. 

The combined changes in K and C, could more than cancel the gain in f rom 
effective aspect ratio. So this gives poorer or more uncertain M, and most of 

the buffet margin is lost for certain. 
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floral 14: Canberra deylopmenta and V-bo«bert 

. For our om oatiafaction, and than to join in tha V-bomber studiau of 
19%, we aa.lysed other large systematic changes from the basic design. 
Uealgn <• v*a the Canberra design we had chosen. The others changed aspect 
ratio and wing area in a systematic fashion, each using Avon engines. 

f11'1 the bH3®-ineß discussed later, each design was fully 
studied in respect of »11 crew requirement» including vision, plus all the 
needs of the main items of equipment, structure, propulsion and fuel Systems 
f Sim^urby for stability and control, CO range, external tankage etc,, 
•nd the other essentials for all aspect» of realistic engineering design. 

I? the f®1* of/he °ther 8peaKerc to talk Bhoit airframe optimisation, 
“JJ th«/«Piiad sciences or arts of final weight, drag, lift and cost 

estimation, I will be brief in mentioning just a few results. 

Aircraft J was closest to the 845 and later deaigna. It proved to have 
much poorer buffet, ceilings and range. 

W# found it better to move towards A for long rang# high altitude 
performance, but this required three or more Avon engines. The Vul:an and 

eõrtrtíly ah®,,d with new en^in*!*after °ur ^-engined 
Valiant, with the Short SA4 falling by the wayside. But the Canberra was much 
cheaper and better at low altitude, and had already gone ahead much more 
quickly. The Avon eventually developed more thrust, and take-off weinht 

Tr tTînlï J0*,**?! 5#ÏOnd t0,0Ü0 lb* h>,m f'renter thruôt developed 
m high altitude v«reion. but the HAT would not compromise on low 

altitude speed and tî limits like the liSAF. 

In an early visit to Wright Field, I found they would accept severe 
structural limitations at low altitude to permit even higher altitude 

t¿flthenRB57D ™ h¿Bt of a11 for HUch ®i««ione, and bears a strong relation 

If results are anything to go by, far more Avons have been built than 
any jet engine outside America. Canberra production far exceeded any other 
non-American aircraft since the War, apart from small fighter aircraft. The 

J^^in Australia as well as America, and we are still pursued 

fh J" thaí year or two of jet-propelled strike/reconnaissance designs, 
the circumstances described on the last two pages forced us to explore this 
wide range of possibilities. We are highly suspicious of computei programs 
that claim to embrace anything approaching this range today. Design margins 

Fortüatelî8 ÜI* ^ coroplex’ and *° «ch across a range. 
iîy 2? r:r3/°rc experience altso allowB UB to bom,, in more 
, ! bef deniCTl* Th* computer is one of several «phistiented 

tools described later for optimising the final design in detail. 

ILlliJ IJIÜJ ;. 
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LIGHTNING 

IIGIIM If? shows the correaponding drag and propulsion curves for the 
Lightning supersonic fighter, with its later version of the Avon. For clarity 
in extending the previous topics, only a few curves are shown. Examine the 
thrust curves without reheat first, since the initial design was in 1948, and 
the subsequent specification said w® could not await the development of reheat. 
It was urgent to obtain a speed/height advantage over any Russian equivalent 
of the Canberra or V bombers. The major new design emphasis was on reducing 
transonic and supersonic drag, 

IXie to the propulsion installation described later, acceleration was very 
high towards M = 1. Looking at drag for % *» 100,000 (corresponding to a final 
combat weight of around 22,500 lb. for the ea'rly aircraft near ,36,000 feet), you 
will see that an acceleration of around O.Oftg (O.I6 M per minute) is maintained 
to beyond M * 1.1 at maximum rpm on a standard day. (Are there my aircraft with 
this performance after 25 more years experience, apart from very large aircraft 
like the Concorde and B58, which are also assisted by reheat?) 

A subsonic bomber was quickly caught by a speed of 1.4 g any. The g capability 
of the Lightning at transonic and supersonic speeds was then important, ae shown by 
the ~ curve at bottom right. (Since W less, N was much better than the Canberra 
on Fig. 11 - vastly so above H » 0*8). Excess speed could be converted quickly 
into altitude, since we have already seen that a climb angle of more than 0.5 
radians can be obtained if we decelerate at 0,5 g (or 1.0 M per minute). This 
gives a rate of climb of about ?00 feet per second, dropp-^ to around 500 feet 
per second as speed drops off. 

This means that well over 15,000 feet is climbed in under half a minute, to 
above 50,000 feet. During this time, Mach number has dropped by less than 0.5. 
This left the Lightning behind the bomber at gun or rocket aiming speeds around 
0,9 M. 

Æhi» leads t0 «'«n easier calculation of constant energy climbs, which were 
very useful to the pilots. Check that V2^ changes by 15,600 feet as V drops from 
I35O to 9OO fps. Since (-ÿ-)V * rate of change of energy height, varied from small 
negative to small positive as moderate g was pulled and then removed, the change of 
energy height in those quick climbs wsa negligible. 

One :ould elaborate this by plotting lines of constant energy height and 
superimposing contours of constant SIP, or SIP divided by fuel flow. This showed 
that time and fuel is saved by climbing above 36,000 feet subsonic and diving down 
a constant energy line, etc. We even found a design with less sweep that had an 
’'oasis'* of performance at around K * 1¿ which could only be reached by such a 
technique. The computer can produce all manner of such results, but a quick look 
at the T and P curves shows that any such design is too marginal for practical 
operation on warm days, etçT/ 

REHEAT* As the Russians developed atomic then hydrogen bombs, faster bombers 
and stand-off weapons, it became increasingly clear that an unreheated Lightning 
had insufficient margins for abort early warning times, particularly under ECM 
conditions. Reheat was fitted into the first and subsequent aircraft as soon as 
it was cleared. We had pressed for it from the start, accepting the modest amount 
of 1600¾. Apart from the engineering problems of the time, the sfc of reheat 
(based on its extra thrust) is several times that of the basic engine. Current, 
turbofan fighters that rely on 2000°K reheat thrust for most of their performance, 
also have enormous fuel consumption. This is sad for the present fuel crisis 
(December 1973). 
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FIG. 16 



W« still preferred to put mor* emphasis on basic engine performance, and you 
will note that this version of the Avon had much more thrust than the original 
HA3 in the Canberra, Certain aspects of Lightning are still claesifitd, so we 
must be a little vague about which Hark of Lightning and Avon. Although the 
reheat thrust was modest by modern standards, you will see that the aircraft 
had near-vertical climb capability at subsonic speeds - SU3 around 1000 fpa 
in modern parlance. Normal operation was a rapid climb at high subsonic speeds, 
followed by acceleration and turns near the tropopause (although diving lower 
could save a few seconds on an energy basis, pilots did not like the complication, 
and it used more fuel). 

Although the Lightning achieves M ■ 2, up to over 60,000 feet In cold air, 
we could never see the "sales" value of designing for this round number on 
standard or warmer days. Quick acceleration up towards M * 1,7 was much more 
important in our operational analysis, carrying better weapons and other systems. 
Even with this controlled approach, there was growth in the internal fuel capacity 
problem that we know on all high performance aircraft today. 

Because tha RAF emphasis was on supersonic interception, we had to concen¬ 
trate on the maximum possible acceleration without over-reliance on the far 
greater afc of reheat. Many of the subsonic considerations given earlier to f e 
Canberra were necessarily compromised; nevertheless, the Lightning*s subsonic 

of around 10 is still good for a supersonic configuration with a tailplane 
for large supersonic g. It ie very easy to get the nearer 8 (effective aspect 
ratio down towards 0,6) on extreme supersonic designs like the F104 and fully 
swept variable geometry. 

FIOURE 16 

We finalised the Lightning configuration as much in the wind tunnels as by 
aerodynamic theory. Considering that sweepback even of JO was fairly new to 
British eyes, 60° was too much. The discovery that tha taixplane had to be 
below the wing to avoid pitch-up was the final strawl Although this became 
familiar later, it was all against the fashion in 19^9, Detail design and manu¬ 
facture of the Lightning prototypes was slowed whilst the government persuaded 
Shorts to build a low-speed version of our configuration. This Incorporated 
"variable geometry in the hangar", and it first flew with the more conventional 
sweepback of 49° and a high tail. This gave the pilot a fright as our wind- 
tunnel tests predicted, and it was soon converted to the Lightning configuration. 
The Lightning flew very satisfactorily just after, and has done so ever since. 

It is fairly obvious from this drawing how two Avons of much more power 
were installed with surface area and ^9f> that were little more than half the 
Canberra. The k was also quite good for a supersonic shape, since much attention 
was paid to leading edge rounding outboard where theory suggested. But there was 
no point in overdoing this when the same theory showed that the trimmed value of 
k increased rapidly with M at supersonic speed, up to a value nearly independent 
of aspect ratio (the consequences for designs dominated by more supersonic 
considerations will be discussed later en Concorde). 

The reason why critical Mach numbers exceeded 0.9 are fairly obvious from 
the high sweepback. But the drag and propulsion problems at higher speeds still 
dominated preliminary design considerations, for reasons we saw on the previous 
diagram. 

The remaining Lightning discussion can now turn to the engine matching 
aspects of all this* 
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Fl OURE 1? 

This allows concentration on the urique propulsion matching of the 
lightning, the ¡subject to which I was asked to 'pay particular attention. 

The engine people were already doing the best they could to increase 
engine rating and to try and make reheat practical. Their main pijblera was 
our new requirement for a variable nozzle, since the cold thrust penalties 
with a fixed oversized nozzle were much too great. 

Our own problem was to install the engines in a practical shape which had 
acceptably lower drag at supersonic speeds. We had heard of Hayes* 19^7 sr''•ar¬ 
son ic wave drag analysis, as our mathematicians developed similar theories. 
These all suggested that the fuselage should be slab-sided over the length of 
the slender wing. The smooth area plot later attributed to Whitcomb ia gross 
use of the theory for M ■ 1. It is certainly one rule to be satisfied, but 
it cannot put extreme "coke-bottle" shapings on the same basis (e.g. cutting 
a hole on the other aide of a fuselage to compensate an aerial!) Hiere was 
the additional need for practical slenderness and smoothness in all components. 
Thus, although the canopy and tail surfaces help fill the dip fore and aft of 
the wing on a simple area plot, their own shapes were even more important. 

With the wing structure as thin as would house the undercarriage am: fy*~, 
the absolute minimum cross-section of fuselage became of truly vital importance. 
The only way to achieve this in a slab-sided shape was to stagger the engines 
one behind the other. 

Thence to the unique propulsion installation of the Lightning. The cross- 
section of one intake, or of a transitior. pipe forward of the reheat, was much 
less than that of an engine. 

We were of course anxious to confirm the value of what we had decided. 
We converted our high speed tunnel to proper transonic operation with slotted 
walls in parallel to John Stack. After John won his first Collier trophy for 
the X-1 in 19^7, I used to pull his leg about its terrible transonic drag and 
other characteristics. But all the aircraft for some while were the same, and 
only on# or two could go transonic with the aid of large rockets or near-vertigal 
dives. We were attempting to do this without any of the effective extra 
or more! We were further ambitious to accelerate, climb and aim guns without 
reheat or auto-stability. It all came out so well, and we are eternally grateful 
to John for mutual encouragement in that difficult period. 

Although internal aerodynamic unknowns were also formidable, these were 
dealt with more straightforwardly. The jet pipes were straight, and there was 
already some experience of long pipes. The intake bifurcation and other shaping 
was developed in a water channel, and checked out in a large rig. 

External intake aerodynamics were largely unknown at transonic speeds, 
and we frankly funked the boundary layer effects on side intakes. Those who 
didn't hove probably paid a large penalty in efficiency or drag for many years, 
as discussed later. Even without the unknown boundary-layer penalties in the 
nose, we had to give a lot of thought to preserving our thrust-drag margin. 

The remaining discussion will refer to other propulsion aspects of this. 
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FIüUHE 18 

I have left discussion, of intake effects until now, because they were 
snail and uninteresting on the subsonic Canberra intakes; after we had done 
a lot of work on the proper shaping and rounding of the intake cowling. Such 
rounding would hsve made unacceptable inroads into the Lightning's supersonic 
margin. The pre-entry spillage "drag” on even a slightly oversized intake 
starts anyway at transonic speeds, due to the inability of the cowl to carry 
a forward thrust as aerodynamic auction. (All intakes hud previously been 
oversized to reduce interna] losses, and spillage "drag" gives graphic 
description of the basic '7^ (1 - shock drag effect they give). But 
since all such drags or thrust losses are functions of mans flow, we treated 
them as thrust losses. 

This not only stopped all academic argument over what was thrust or drag, 
but avoided the untidy (and perhaps careless) result that drag be a function 
of n//~ on top of all of its usual parameters. It ensured that the aircraft 
designer took a balanced interest in all parts of the propulsion system, since 
all penalties and alleviations were seen at once on our installed ^ versus 
M and 'curves. 

It who immediately apparent that it paid to reduce the spillage losaos 
on our slender thrust margins by using a very undersized intake compared to 
previous practice. We took this to the point where the forward part of the 
internal intake was increasingly full of powerful shock waves down to zero 
forward speed at very high where thrust margins were unnecessarily high. 
These were intensified when ^tne engine mass flow was increased after the intake 
design was frozen for manufacture. Appendix A tiummarioes my method for matching 
intake and engine, and of improving the crude approximation that each 1¾ of 
intake loss loses of thrust. 

Fig. 18 shows the small losses at the all-important high subsonic/low 
supersonic climb and acceleration. Increasing shock losses are of course 
inevitable with increasing supersonic speed, and it is seen that the Lightning 
achieved close to the idealised engine brochure values up to the desired design 
M = 1.7. (We use engine Vgr- control and variable geometry intakes to give 
better results at lower sjwecla today, or at higher speeds like the Concorde 
discussed later). 

Fixed geometry was essential for installing early radar in the Lightning 
nose, and was also much simpler. The early prototypes for Koch numbers up to 
1.4 or so had an even simpler pitot intake, with a small radar submerged in 
the lip. That was decided in 1948 as we have seen before the Russian nuclear 
threat. The Avon was then at its lowest ebb, with surge problems mentioned 
for Canberra, so we had changed to Armstrong Siddeley Sapphires for two 
prototypes. 

When we returned to the re-heated Avon with a variable nozzle, the only 
change to the whole aerodynamic configuration was the centre-body in the 
intake (apart from a larger fin for higher speeds and external missiles forward). 
This allowed a much better radar, and gave an oblique shock system for our new 
design emphasis towards H = 1.7 (later extended to M = 2). 
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interaction« with the flow over the after-body shape are very complex at 
high speed«. The after-body require« careful shaping, even for subsonic 
speed«, particularly in the 'valley" between multiple nozzle«. The importance 
and complexity of all this increases with speed, but effect« are not all 
adverse. Favourable relief in after-body drag can occur from the powerful 
pressures feeding forward from a convergent nozzle - equivalent to up to JOJK 
of the favourable e.fects from a convergent-divergent nozzle. The addition 
of a heavy con-di nozzle can sometime« give disappointing returns} even 

adverse at the lower pressure ratios. Ideal thrust is not achieved, and there 
is no reduction in boat-tail drag with full internal expansion, since this 
fixes the terminal shock at the end of the after-body. 

The Olympus nozzle became increasingly complex, and Fig. 19 does not 
attempt to show all positions. It is varied even in normal flight without 
reheat. This allowed the aerodynamic "gearing" between the 2 engine spools 
to be tuned internally for each flight condition, respecting surge and other 

limits. It also allows lower jet velocity and noise after take-off by increasing 
low pressure rpm and airflow, (See also Appendix 2.) 

Performance. Aircraft like the Lightning may fly only a few per cent of 
their missions at Mach numbers near 2. Nevertheless, this can be disproportionately 
important for fuel, propulsion, structure and equipment/heating. The Concorde 
is designed to fly 75% of its otage length at Mach numbers over 2, but the problem 
of getting up there (and back) quietly and efficiently is also important. Since 
moat of the fuel reserves are for subsonic loiter and diversion, and many routes 
are restricted to subsonic overland (as expected from Lighting experience), 
more than ,30-50%' of the fuel is for subsonic flying. So there are many design 
matching problems similar to those we have been discussing, despite the great 
emphasis on cruising at Mach numbers over 2. 

FIGUKE 20 is kindly supplied by colleagues in BAO. It shows that.the main 
objectives for cruise at Mach number above 2 have been achieved. An 7 of 
over 8 is measured up to M = 1.9, and is still well over at the design M = 2.05, 
Since range is the main consideration in thi® region, fuel flows have been con¬ 
verted directly into specific range, as previously described. It will be seen 
^hat range is increasing with speed up to M a 2.05, and with altitude up to over 
4 = 3 million lb. The specific range % 7,500 miles is nearly 20% more than the 
Canberra, at nearly three times the speed. (Propulsive efficiency 7.fc increases 
almost as much, but yfo is more than halved). 

Exactly the same cruise climb tecunique is employed, as fuel is burnt off 
to reduce W, Concorde currently climbs from 51,000 to 58,000 feet on a typical 
stage. It should be noted that maximum cruising thrust occurs slightly above 
RW2 * 100% in these conditions. It can be realised that the control system for 
twin spools running between continuously varied intakes and nozzles has become 
pretty sophisticated, and I will postpone discussion of such systems until later. 





It ia satisfying that the data stilj reducto to my standard form at such 
extreme conditions, to an accuracy or on fuel flow with moat of the 
secondary corrections discussed later. The main reservation is that other 
cut-offs appear due to the greater rate of spillage thrust loss above 
ISA + 3 . It is interesting that this correction is still treated as « 
thrust loss. 

FIGURE ¿1 similarly covers all subsonic cruise and loiter conditions, 
and is even more general. The fuel flows have been left in the original 
"f" form, so that the optimum, or other range and endurance conditions can 
be seen at a glance, just as we did on Canberra. A specific endurance of 
around 9 hourg occur® just below the minimum drag speed at all altitudes 
up to around ¿ = 1 million lb., and then drops slowly at M e 0.9. This 
is due to compressibility drag effects on the low speed of around 12*J. 

The specific endurance is less than two thirds of Canberra due to this, and 
also to poorer afe at the respective speeds (although the afe at the same M 
are similar). But the twin-spool Olympus does not have the equivalent of 
the swirl vane penalties of the Avon for low level loiter - very important 
for a civil aircraft. 

The maximum range at each altitude again occurs at somewhat higher 
speed. The optimum occurs at around % = 1 million, down in the normal air 
traffic lanes in the troposphere. This specific range is within 10% of 
Canberra, due to the beneficial effect of a much higher cruising speed 
(M c 0.93) than Canberra. If required, the subsonic Tfj could be somewhat 
better for a large tailless aircraft, and part of this can be found in the 
nozzle region discussed earlier. Rather more span and leading edge rounding 
would also help, further away from the original integrated M = 2+ emphasis. 
This would also help take-off and noise. But the largest improvement would 
still occur with the subsonic by-pass originally considered, which would 
further improve subsonic range and loiter particularly. But the best could 
never bee or/» the enemy of the good. 

I ha -e shown that novel matching areas for first and second generation 
supersonic transports fit into the methods previously discussed, so need not 
extend the Concorde curves or analysis further. Reheat is turned off soon 
after take-off for a climb at ^00 knots CAS through the troposphere up to 
transonic speed. Climb acceleration to over 300 knots is then with reheat, 
since the effects of restricted span are still important. Although the 
previous rules show a flat optimum fer turning off reheat at about M ■ 1.5, 
the system has been cleared to M = 2.03, to speed up flight testing and other 
purposes. 
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But th# «ich higher by-pass single-stage fan is improving ofc by 20% or 
more, partly offset by extra ¡nacelles. The latest engine» have by-pass ratios 
around 5 for low noise as well. This is now divergent from combat needs, 
except for the special AX mentioned earlier (cf Spey in Buccaneer, Nimrod and 
British Fh). As discussed later, a common engine core will sometimes be 
possible. With a trend to even higher by-pass, Appendix 1 explains why fan 
gearing and variable pitch need consideration. 

Subsonic transport design with turbo-fans is approaching a plateau 
analysed 30 years ago, discussion of which will lead into modern computer 
methods. The "one-man-band'1 designers of the time encouraged you to look 
well ahead:- 

iB froa » study carried out in 19b3/M* for k h Pierson, erstwhile 
Chiel Designer of Vickers at the time. Parts of this study were disguised for 
a paper in the special edition of the R Ae S journal for January 1945, Costs 
were always our yardstick, but note the old-fashioned shilling and other units 

to show the large improvements over the pre-war designs that were still operating. 
Reference to turbine engines was prohibited by security, so Machine "X" was a 
decoy for developments like the Viscount we were studying, beyond the Viking 
we were already building. 

But my real interest was in the even vaster improvements from the turbo- 
fan that we had to call Mpost~warM* Host of the paper had to be devoted to the 
optimisation of aspect ratio, wing loading and so on to divert attention from 
the war-time revolution in propulsion. All the engine and aircraft calculations 
were single-handed, with advice on pre-war operating costs from an airline con¬ 
sultant. This study taught me more about the fundamentals than manv of the 
computer studies of today, and it helped confirm the change of Vickers from its 
all-military history. But RXP's interest turned from turbofans, and I was 
tempted up to Preston on the promise of a civil version of the Canberra . The 
nearest I actually got to that was to write a paper that was given in Paris in 
November 1946 by Teddy Fetter, Chief Designer of English Electric at the time. 

is on« of many from that paper. Security restriction on turbine 
engines had been partly lifted, so that the case for turbofans could be better 
revealed (it was partly reproduced some months later in the French technical 
journal). Note the metric units and unstable currency on that occasion. 
Operating costs and range were again used to measure transport efficiency, but 
the vast impact of speed could now be shown. To emphasise the backwardness of 
the pre-war piston engined aircraft of the time, Teddy Fetter decided that we 
must go to Paris by train and boat! 

To further simplify the understanding of my 1943 calculations, I converted 
all my engine results into efficiencies. It should be understood that, with a 
fuel of 10,599 CHU/lb., 

Specific range = 10,500 x 1400/6080 etc. = 2430 b, x Engine efficiency 
where engine efficiency » True speed in knots/(2430 x sfc) 

* Thermal x Propulsive x Mechanical efficiency 

The last term can be taken as nearly 1 for a gas turbine without gearing, 
so that all the real changes occur in the first two terms. The first term 

includes combustion efficiency, but this was already near 1, due to the excess 
of air to restrict turbine temperatures. Compressor and turbine aerodynamic 
inefficiencies had more complex effects on the cycle, making it necessary to 
increase the temperature to run the engine. 





So long aa turbin® temperatures were severely limited by materials, the 
propulsive efficiency of a pure jet was not too bud. Increased temperatures 
allowed higher pressure ratios and thermal efficiencies, but propulsive 
efficiency fell away badly due to increased jet velocity. Although the 
resulting thrust per weight or volume was nearer the right way ahead for the 
high performance military jet, much lower jet velocities were desirable for 

noise reduction and transport propulsive efficiency. 

The geared propeller-turbine tad already gone ahead for the latter purpose. 

This could be regarded as an unducted fan of very high by-pass ratio, suitable 
for operators in the Viscount and FP7 role. Due to company connections with 
Napiers, we were also obliged to discuss clumsy piston gas generators and heat 
exchangers of the 19½ era. Although these might yet be interesting, my air¬ 
craft and engine matching diagrams showed the overriding importance of installed 
aerodynamic® at high speeds. Fig. ¿6 marked some interactions that were taken 

into a ;count. 

The early way ahead at high subsonic speeds was seen to be the intermediate 
ducted fan, and the market is now proving this true (Fig. 27). This diagram is 
taken from my review of the civil and military aircraft markets in the S K Pierson 
memorial lecture. This was on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the 
pioneering Atlantic and Australian flights of his Vimy design. Compared to the 
Avon, engine efficiency has nearly doubled, but % is often little more than 
Canberra at larger size, despite the simpler design point. 

FIGURE 26 showed many engine matching interactions with overall aircraft 
design, us were also considered for the Canberra. I never regretted my early 
understanding of the engine man's problems. Glimpses of this continued into the 
recent rapid growth in obscurity of computerised engine data. Much of the rest 
of this lecture is concerned with attempts to restore some- mutual understanding 

of the complete problem. 

5, COMPUTER OPTIMISATION 

These examples illustrate what can be done with a single slide-rule. Even 
in those earliest days, it was possible to predict some trends we see 30 years 
later. But subsonic transport design matching is relatively simple, and 
transport requirements are fairly clear. Boeings were developing a computer 
synthesis program for subsonic transports some years ago, and RAE etc. more 

recently. Full support from the top is essential for general acceptance. 

We have been edging likewise on high performance aircraft at the other 
extreme over many years* I was rather pleased that the Director is shouldering 
the task of how operational analysis is used to formulate requirements, as it 
used to be felt that this should be left mainly to government employees 1 

Since parts of this are so integrated with design, thin takes up increasing 
time on our computers. Oh for a measure of operational effectiveness as simple 
as transport speed and passenger miles! I will be content today with illustrating 
aircraft design trade-offs in relation to total costs, which is becoming accepted 

as part cf the collaboration that industry should undertake. 

Even this can be very complicated compared to the subsonic transport that 
operates on a relatively simple flight plan, often regarded almost as a towed 
glider. (The only recognition that the propulsion pods are nearby is in 
structural "relier' and aerodynamic interference factors, variations in which 

are not fully accounted in some computer programs.) 
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The general case can have a more integrated propulsion system, so it is first 
important to understand all the interactions before discussing computer processes. 

Engine installations 

Discussion her# must be very short and simplified. Aircraft with transonic 
or supersonic performance have far the most difficult range of Mach number design 
considerations, including the critical sensitivity of wave drag to integrated 
shaping.. 

Large supersonic aircraft like Concorde and B1 have the nacelles semi- 
integrated as we have seen. Fig. 28 shows that smaller supersonic aircraft now 
have the engines integrated into the fuselage, in simpler ways than Lightning. 
They rely on a lot of reheat, with fuel in the fuselage as well as the wings. 
Structural cross-sections near the nose are usually dictated by equipment and 
crew; further back by intake ducting, fuel tankage and undercarriage. deal 
first with the engine installations that dictate the cross-sections at the rear. 

The simplest is of course the single-engine, which can approach a circular 
body of revolution towards the rear. Around half the smaller aircraft were of 
tnis type at one time, but the increasing cost of supersonic aircraft has put 
more emphasis on engine-out considerations. 

Twin engines are now all side by side, unlike the Lightning, The Phantom 
and Jaguar at the bottom are unique in having the engines tilted downwards 
forward of the tail surfaces (the older F101 and Buccaneer were nearer to short 
nacelles on the side)« 

The largest number of new aircraft (centre) have engines side by side at 
the rear. Most are fairly closely spaced, but the FI4 has them so widely spread 
that thej appear almost as nacelle® on a horizontal pylon towards the rear (but 
not for reasons like the original weapon delivery system of the AJJ). 

Since all installations share the problem of large reheat nozzle variation, 
this can be the source of base/afterbody drag that helps increase low speed CD0 

to more than 0.003 based on surface area. Some of the more complicated inter¬ 
actions at higher speeds were discussed on Concorde and again below. 

Intakes (Fig. 29) 

Only very early aircraft like Lightning now have the intake right in the 
nose. The f8/A? and YFIb have them rounded underneath the nose, and the F101 
and 105 had them in the wing root. The great majority now have them on the 
fuselage side, which will be taken as typical to illustrate further variations. 

Most recent supersonic aircraft do in fact have variable intakes, apart 
from the simple pitot intakes on the Swedish fighters and Jaguar, with blow-in 
doors for take-off like Lightning. Otherwise, one has to go back to the F104 
for a fixed intake on the side. This was semi-circular like most of the Dassault 
family. The latter have the bullet moving fore and aft "like a mouse from its 
hole." This FI-11 wing cuts this further to a quarter-cone. 

Moot other side intakes have flatter ramps, The Concorde has already been 
illustrated, and several of the very latest military aircraft are similar. The 
ramp was effectively turned through 90° on the Phantom and F106. All systems have 
numerous pros and cons tha* can be argued interminably. 

As expected in 1948, intakes aft of the nose have boundary layer penalties 
that increase with soeed. Bleeds or diverter plates are used-in most cases to 
reduce this, but this can be the other source for increasing CD above 0.003. These 
and other interactions can be even more complex than Lightning at higher speeds. 
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This led to piiranetric wind-tunnel testing of the kind used later on Concorde. 
We have had as many as six tunnels in operation at Warton, plus many realistic 
flight and other sophisticated simulations. These became accepted tools of the 
trade before the digital computer. We had the first of these around 1950, before 
anyone we know in the business. Equally important ia a continuous flow of new 
aircraft to keep us in line with realities. 

Since propulsion systems have such large interaction problems with the aircraft, 
it is important to maintain a powerful design team throughout, like our friends at 
Dassault. But having established firm "baseline" drawings, the computer can be a 
relentless and impartial inquisitor as to whether any combination of small changes 
gives better results. If it does, a new baseline design is established to start 
again. It is essential to find the best design before anything is built in this 
expensive age, so let us just mention one of these tools. 

Computer Integration 

FIGURE gO grossly simplifies the parts that the computer can play in integrating 
our human and other experience. Each of the modules represents life-times of 
experience in specialist areas, rationalised into empirical laws or graphs and 
tables of relationships, or fairly exact theories (e.g. wave drag integration for 
slender shapes). Cost output on the right has been extended from R & D and procurement 
into all life cycle operating costs, based on our wide experience. Computerised 
empiricisms can be used for weight changes until more and more structural elements 
are optimised and analysed. A recent MOD survey called ours "the most advanced 
European aerospace capability". 

Typical modes of operation in the project stages include:- 

1. All cost, performance and effectiveness changes due to small variations in 
wing, body and engine. This is simple but often fruitless. 

2. Cost optimisation of possible variations, maintaining specified aspects of 
performance or effectiveness eg scaling new engines and keeping range constant 
with small pockets of extra fuel. 

3. All benefits from variations (including fleet size) within specified coat limits. 

To ease the organisation of such tasks in English, Bill Crookes* and his people 
developed a program language called PROTRAN. Someone improving the cost modules for 
example, need not understand the workings of the other modules, but is allowed full 
say in all the design interactions affecting his responsibility. Results appear in 
tables of data and graphs as required. 

Considerable effort has gone into developing this system and keeping it up to 
date. It can saturate you with results if not planned in conjunction with graphical 
and other understanding. A big advantage is that the computer never tires of being 
up-dated from the experience in all quarters of the organisation; or of including 
all interactions, however small they might seem until particular situations arise. 
Growth factors are very different to wiiat were once believed, because all inter¬ 
actions are fully included and vary through the life cycle.+ 

One limitation has been dependence on data for particular engine families. 
Due to the problems of extending this to other engine parameters or even installa¬ 

tions (Appendix 2), HOD kindly gave us their engine synthesis program to integrate 

into our system;. Although not an elaborate as some now used by engine companies, 
MOD insist that it is good enough for the complete matching problem. We look forward 
to increasing collaboration to ensure consistency of overall conclusions on future 
engines. 

•To round off on organisational trends, Bill in an experienced user of the Ae 21 
methods. My other seniors had longer experience almost from the start of our jet 
projects, plus recent civil at Boeings. Throughout an organisation, across to the 
final Programme Directors, it is important not to abdicate basic understanding to 
people who tend computers without a lot of other recent experience. 
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6* FUTURE military turbofan matching 

Over a hundred times more jet engines have been produced than military 
turbofans to date. Hany of them had single shafts, but even this will now be 
typical only in SNSCHA. Military data on future turbofans is classified, and 
very complex, but the appended methods give some warning of new possibilities 
and problems that must be faced. 

All new engines have by-pass ratios up to 1 or so. Even those nearest to 
a pure jet have a "leaky" airflow to cool the nozzle systems, equivalent to a 
by-pass ratio of around 0,2. 

It is a fallacy that the thrust of a by-pass engine always falls off more 
rapidly with aircraft speed, due to the lower average jet velocity, ais was true 
for the earlier by-pass engines that were governed near constant rpm. It can still 
be true for the military fan without reheat at low altitudes as on Fig. 51. we 
will see later that this is where rpm are kept approximately constant by the 
control system, or even brought down at the higher Mach numbers. 

With the trend toward; two or even three shaft engines, etc., rpm is no longer 
as accurate a measure of temperatures in the hot end of the engine as it was. The 
high pressure compressor/turbine rpm usually gives some measure, and is often 
retained as a pilot instrument (the larger units on the LP shaft run at lower speed 
with an aerodynamic "gearing" that increases with , as discussed in Appendix 1.) 
Most civil engines measure Engine Pressure ratio, which we found on Canberra to give 
a good measure of gross thrust. 

The prime instrument on most British military engines is now some measure of 
m, -hich 1». .1..,. been . e»jor f.ctor in the predict.ble life of the enjne/ 

n was usually the most reliable guide to TET on early engines, and is tne reason 
why all engine performance was in terms of n. From now on, we shoe .4 really replace 
n by the more significant /TET, where TET is the measured TET divided by its 
maximum value. 

Engine control systems 

With the availability of these and other measurements, the relation between 
the pilot's throttle and the fuel control system are increasingly complex, even 
via miniature computers. Consider some typical limits far engine safety or life 
reasons:- 

(1) Over a broad range of subsonic speeds/low altitude and supersonic 
speeds/stratosphere. Fig. 31 (and .52) shows we still rave the old types of n (or 
TET) limits and laws. Since maximum continuous n is still around .95, and desirably 
lower for engine life, this still defines over most of the usable flight range 
when the engine is throttled back. 

(2) The cut-off at lower speeds can be at constant nT » . This will 

usually be matched to allow maximum n (or 'TET) down to a T-| somewhat below ISA 

static, i.e. it will not operate at all in ISA conditions below an altitude of 
several thousand feet, but will then cut-back from increasing speeds, up to around 
M « 1 in the stratosphere. Since T-, * 288 t (1 + 0.2M2), this speed is'increased 

on a cold day, and it can cut-back at sea level static on a very cold day. 

Thrust curves merge towards a single curve with idealised nT control. More 
recently, TET may be cut back as a function of Ti instead of n. If it were cut 

back proportionately, it would again approximate constant nT. It may not be cut 
back quite so rapidly in practice, so that the % curves do not quite” merge. 
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This thrust loss at low speed at altitud* is rarely important,, particularly 
on cold days. Intake air flow is also cut back, which would otherwise embarrass 
intakes that are now more sensitive than Lightning. Even more critical conditions 
would occur in the front stages of the compressor or fan, including surge. I've 
talked of cut-tucks for simplicity of description. If one did not have the cut¬ 
back, one would have to re-match the engine to avoid surge at low speeds/high 
altitude on a cold day, so that nT would be much lower at more normal flight 
conditions. It is fairer to regard such controls as a method of getting more 
efficient use of the aerodynamic performance of the fan compressor at normal flight 
speeds. 

(3) The cut-off at much higher speeds is for engine weight and. life reasons, 
limiting pressures as well as temperatures and rpm. If properly selected, it can 
help the pilot reduce aircraft design speeds. If set for example to start at the 
Ti corresponding to high subsonic speeds at sea level, this M will rise towards 
about 1*7 in. the stratosphere, or slightly more on cold days. If TET or n is 
reduced as a function of Ti, our old engine laws still apply. But it is necessary 
to drop out n or TET from the labelling of this part of the curves (since they are 
no longer at maximum) and leave Vnr to interpolate this thrust limit for any 
atmospheric condition. v 

(3A) An alternative cut-off at high speeds is by limiting the engine fuel flow 
as some function of altitude, and possibly speed. This has the performance advantage 
of greatly reducing this old rr interpolation for decrease in thrust on a hot day. 
Thrust ca /nr 1« such case m the higher spjeds (since sfc ot /T). Such control 
has the disadvantage that it can leave little or no speed range where maximum TET 
and n can be used on, cold days. Vice versa, it increases the range of speeds over 
which the pilot can use maximum TET still further on hot days. A pilot using the 
throttles in what he believes to be the same way can greatly reduce turbine creep 
life in a hotter climate. How many people on the ground are fully certain of such 
conclusions without hours of thought and computer running? 

(3B) The importance of engine life and operating costs is becoming even more 
important versus performance in different climates. Now that the control possibilities 
are so great, we can expect even more sophisticated laws. In order to exploit these, 
or even fully comprehend the significance of what we already have, we require non- 
dimensional or other simplified graphical print-outs of key features in the mass 
of computer data we now have. The Appendices suggest that the scatter on such plots 
(unlike some real test data) will be due mainly to reasonably predictable corrections 
for specific heats and to more dubious corrections for "Reynolds number". It would 
be a pity if the latter crowded out most understanding of the main engine laws and 
possibilities, now that most critical combat operations are concentrating near sea 
level (and economic transport operations around the tropopause). 

CONCLUSION 

If engine/aircraft matching becomes ever more complicated, it is because the 
possibilities for improving efficient performance or engine life are ever increasing. 
This challenges us all to understand what we are doing, before abdicating too much 
responsibility to the computer operator. This will encourage "judgment, innovation 
and originality", as requested by the Director. Correspondence on this paper will be 
welcomed, particularly from engine people. 

.i 
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POSTSCRIPT 0« OMISSIONS 

With time limited, I was sorry to end on the centrol matching problems of 
future .ailitary turbofan«. This is essential for consolidating aircraft development, 
and for matching common engine cores, toy understanding would have been far more 
complicated without my simple methods in the Appendices, and almost impossible to 
discover in recent computer programs. 

I regret that time does not allow discussion of the even more complex V/STÜL 
and RPVs to which our computer systems have been extended. Only take-off and 
landing matching is often much affected, but V/STOl particularly can lead into 
endless discussion of alternative propulsion configurations. Many of these have 
been flown, but only one has gone into production so far. We have studied endless 
permutations even on the Pegasus configuration. V/STOL requirements inevitably 
lead to increased engine size and fuel, and the overall matching to minimise such 
penalties is even more complex. Computer matching with millions of fairly 
inexplicable numbers can be very dangerous without easier engine understanding. 

If rocket boost is used for HFV take-off at the other extreme, this is the 
simplest propulsion problem of all. Often carried and jettisoned as a complete 
package, it usually supplies constant net thrust only for a relatively short time. 
This is because sfc a 36OO/SI is r«rely less than 15 IbAb hr., except with the 
hydrogen fuel in space rockets. This reminds me to mention our very early use of 
the computer to optimise space Shuttle and other Systems, and our studies of hydro¬ 
gen or other fuel ever since it was flown in a B57. (AAS70-G59). to impetus for 
studying other fuels is more obvious in an oil crisis (December 1973)* We must 
meanwhile put back the emphasis on fuel economy discussed under Lightning reheat 
and transports. 

FUTURE CIVIL TURBOFAN MATCHING 

To end on this note, examine the characteristics of new turbofans, with by-pass 
ratio over 5 as already discussed. Fig. 3,3 shows that these have very much simpler 
control patterns than the military turbofan. In fact, most of the latest civil 
engines are now flat-rated up to around ISA 4 10°C by pressure ¿«id other fuel 
controls. So that if is plotted for ISA 4 10°(;, this represents actual thrust 
versus altitude in temperate conditions (thrust may even fall away slightly at 
low temperatures). 

The curves are labelled with 'Vgr- only for in hotter conditions, and to give 
TOT in throttled conditions. One smoVld really replace nr by TET again, since all 
ouch engines are 2 or >spool. It will be seen that the thrust of such engines 
usually falls away with M, except at high subsonic speeds near the tropopause. This 
is because thrust is usually sufficient in such conditions, and the fan is more 
important for a better and quieter take-off and climb. 

But sfc is improved 20% or so for cruise, as already discussed. It will be 
seen that fuel consumption is even more greatly improved for holding and other low 
speed operation. Such engines, including the RB 211, are already flying in the 
latest American aircraft. It is regrettable that this is still not the case in 
British aircraft. 



APPENDIX 1 

Intake - ihnina ~ Noagj» matching 

Aa proaiBed, I struggled to avoid gas-turbine theory in 
the Main text, even of the simplest kind. It is still 
desirable to have a little practical understanding for 
many purposes. 
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Intake - Encina •• Nozz] « match in|| 

Ever since the early 19%0a, it has been 
iaportant to understand how various aircraft 
intake factors should be matched to the engine. 
It is not Just a matter of ensuring that the 
airflow in any one-sixth of the intake is not 
too different to the average of the rest. Most 
engine companies now have numerical criteria 
even for that. Average intake pressure recovery 
characteristics are critical to engine perform¬ 
ance, and are increasingly critical functions 
of aircraft speed, intake sise, etc, (Figure 
18 showed the importance of ^ ^):- 

Bngine test bed non-dimensionals 

Engine pressures and temperatures inside 
the engine are defined on Fig, A, but we will 
make minimal use of these today. 
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FIGURE B 

Engine test bed results of interest to us are usually analvsed in terms of 
the ram pressure (P-i) and temperature (T-,) at the intake. Most“engine companies 
eventually made results like Fig, B available to us in terms of psi, etc. 

To give some crude understanding of what is going on inside the engine, %=- 
is a measure of the blade tip speed, expressed as an internal Mach number. ^ * 
Call it T, and note that it is directly proportional to "A— at any given M. 

Increase in this can produce more than pro rata increase ih the Mach number of the 
air entering the engine, until it begins to choke. This gives the y/jF airflow 
curve, whose final flatness is dependent on the amount of p 
transonic flow. 

Gross thrust is effectively -irflow times fully expanded jet velocity. It 
therefore increases with T faster than mass flow does. Because the constant 14.7 pit, 
will be more than one third of the gross thrust at low M, gross or net thrust can ~ 
increase much faster than n- before the intake chokes. Deducting momentum drag at the 
higher M,nnet thrust can increase even faster (away from zero value at an increasing 

The turbine entry temperature to run the engine, divided by T1t will be close to 
a curve of n$. The resulting approximation TKT«* N* is usually much closer than the 
early compressor temperature rise assumption, A Tot N¿. The further temperature rise 
that must be produced by fuel burning will therefore increase more rapidly than n¿, 
particularly when it is the small difference of large quantities. So that fuel flow 

:t tliir riow * combustion temperature rise) typically varies faster than n£. It is 
more sensitively related to thrust by the efficiency considerations touched on in the 
mam text. There is no time today to deal with compressor/turbine matching and other 
internal considerations in my early theory. 

Neglecting Appendix 2 scatter due to extreme Heynolds numbers or other secondary 
effects, curves like Fig. B are unique for given engine geometry, whatever their slope 

lb . 'Plh J(b 'MM drawl. '1 ¿ ^„    .. t.. . . . . . , ... n 
T, and the and shape. The propelling nozzle unchokes on throtlling^back to'lower 1 

curves spread into a small family as a function of PV = (1 4 .2M‘V*A More usefully 

they are a function of M, (see Fig. B) since intake efficiency increases with reducing* 
T 88 8 Unction of M. This is illustrated overleaf. 
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Figur* C shows th* actual cunrcs for the Avon RAJ with swirl vanes closed. 

It will be seen that, in th* unchoked nozzle region at low nj, the air flow 
(converted into momentum drag for the performance purposes below) increases with 

H or ram pressure ratio. This is due to the fall in pressure ratio on the compressor 

matching, sway from tt In® ffl&-íiiili surge/stall peaks. This fall in pressures and turbine 

temperatures to run the engine causes a fall in the gross thrust and fuel flow with 

increase of M. This direction of change applies to other engines, even thougn the 

numerical detail differs. 

If reheat is used, it will normally be at higher nf. It rapidly increases fuel 

flow and gross thrust, as discussed later, but the nozzle area is usually increased 

auch that air flow is little affected. Intake matching is then relatively straight¬ 

forward: 

INTAKE matching 

(1) The three main functions are directly proportional to so that 1Ä loss in 

intake total head pressure reduces air flow and fuel flow by Ifc. Gross thrust is 

reduced by <1 ♦ which is about 1-$% at high n/^q- . More usefully , since 

momentum drag is reduced by 1%, net thrust is reduced by (1 ♦ —2)% which is usually 
T 

around lfjt at high /rj- (so that sfc increases - although greater throttled back, 

intake losses are tfríen falling rapidly). 

This halved the thrust of the Lightning at very low M in extreme high altitude 

^/rr conditions. These could not therefore be approached, avoiding the surge 

praolem with incidence and weapon firing encountered on othe. fighters with the 

Avon. The compressor performance was matched to the more useful high subsonic 

and higher speeds, whicn explained the rapid increase in thrust on Figure 15. 

(2) The intake performance was originally calculated and measured^in terms of 

and M. Matching this to th# engine requirement on Figure B gives Ary for each 

point. Thence to at each M. ^ 

Conversion to mircraft non-dimensionals 

The equations on Figure B quickly converted such curves into aircraft M, etc. 

to give Figure C. These an the curves for the Avon RAJ, assuming swirl vanes 

closed. The masa flow has been converted into momentum drag, because that is more 

useful for flight performance. 

This immediately shows the reasons for the RAJ Canberra speed effects at nearly 

100% intake efficiency. All the (1 ♦ .2H2) terms are near 1 at low M, so that the 

first order M effect on moaientum drag causes the initial fall in net thrust. This 

fall is then slowed by the '1 x r#nl pressure effect on gross thrust. As 

this term becomes dominant at high M and yy. nett tlirust actually increases. 

Broadly similar effects occur on most engines with high intake efficiency. 

The Avon in the Lightning had a new compressor, matched much deeper into choking 

with higher n>¡. Although the momentum drag term increases with by-pass ratio, 

forward speed effects are now dependent on the control systems discussed at the 

end of the main text. 

Nozzle matching 

The basic size of nozzle is designed so that the engine is matched to run 

without reheat to give the best relationship between maximum TET and the aerodynamic 

%-j- of the compressor-turbine units. Turbine guide vanes usually choke before the 

nozzle. 
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Th* burning of reheat fuel behind the engine lowers the gas density by 
increasing its temperature. If the nozzle area is increased proportionately, the 
pressures and temperatures through the engine remain about the same. This also 
applies to the fuel to run the engine, but much more fuel is of course used in the 
reheat burners (which used to be plotted as a curve against nT for each degree of 
reheat), and the gross thrust is increased almost proportionately - mostly from 
the Increase in since a gross thrust/Jt, curve usually dropped slightly. 

Having accepted the weight and complexity that goes with a variable nozzle, 
this facility can of course be used for purposes other than to maintain the above 
relationship, e.g. without reheat lit. 

Thus, if the nozzle area is increased above the design value, the compressor 
delivery pressure and temperature may drop a little at given nT, but there will 
certainly be a large drop in hot end temperatures. The'effect of this of course 
was to lower the curves for fuel flow and gross thrust, with negligible effect on 
the mass flow or momentum drag curve* Since engines were usually designed to run 
hotter than that giving minimum sfc, this often produced some improvement in sfc 
at given thrust (higher rpm) but with much reduced thrust at maximum "t. Closing 
the nozzle to the design value will restore thrust, leaving only the usual surge 
margins for acceleration. 

Thus, opening the nozzle can often be useful for more economical subsonic 
cruising, particularly when base drag and spillage is allowed for. As noted under 
Concorde, it can also be useful for reducing take-off noise of a multi-spool engine 
by keeping up low pressure rpm and airflow. But opening the final nozzle will move 
the LP running line up towards its surge line, with little effect on the HP running 
line, as discussed below. 

Current engines 

Tiie above 1¾¾ or other approximations still apply sufficiently well over most 
normal operation. Where the engine is fuel limited however, thrust cannot be much 
affected either. Similarly, if the fuel flow is limited by a pressure in the 
engine, the fuel flow etc. will not be reduced until the intake losses reduce the 
pressure sufficiently. A further engine pressure^, curve was usually supplied to 
define any cut-back in "T. 

With more than one spool, the high pressure set effectively acts as a gis 
generator, with choking of the low pressure turbine equivalent to choking of the 
final nozzlCpin a single spool. Over this wide range, TET increases fairly 
closely to np;, almost independent of the final nozzle and LP rpm. But the latter 
is increased by opening the final nozzle, and the Concorde control system keeps 
this nearly wide open for cruise and noise abatement, closing it only for maximum 
thrust and surge margins. 

More generally with fixed final nozzle, the aerodynamic "gearing" of the LP 
shaft increases fairly linearly with H towards a maximum value crudely inverse to 
the relative diameter of the fan (limiting its turbine speed} thence the trend to 
mechanical gearing or variable pitch in large civil fans). As the fan dictates 
most airflow velocity, the powers of "H discussed at the start can be much 
increased. 

Whatever the slope and shape of the curves, engine data for a given geometry 
reduces to a simple set of curvea like Fig. B, even for a 3-spoo3., 'This is 
neglecting the small and doubtful effects of Reynolds number, specific heat 
variation etc. discussed in Appendix 2. These "corrections" must be simplified 
for many purposes, if we are not to lose much understanding of the increasingly 
important but complex possibilities from variable geometry and control. 



APPENDIX 2 

Hott-dl—n»ionftl "correction«11 

I promised to throw more light on my warning near the start 
about "approximatione*'. The next pair of pages explain the 
very difficult situation that has developed in understanding 
and using engine data, as it becomes antirely computerised. 

1 discuss practical corrections to non-dimenaicnale on the 
final rair of pages to give sufficient accuracy for prelim¬ 
inary dtsign work. People in the later program stages are 
now finding these of value as well. 



OORRECTIONS TO ENGINE H0K~D1HENSIGNALS 

It 1« important to try and understand why the complexity of aome engine 
performance data has grown to almost unmanageable extent over the decades, out of 
all proportion to our knowledge of the matched aircraft drag discussed overleaf. 

The_12¡¡¡OBj¡n¿_1922® had no high altitude teat bed data, and as ouch scatter 
of flight '.test data aa "ioday* This was probably due as much to changes in engine 
or aircraft during the programme as to instrumentation. My theory was mainly of 
value in checking whether scatter on the non-dioensionals was systematic deviation 
due to one or more of the following:- 

(•) Specific heat variations with gas temperatures. Effects in the intake 
compressor air, and even from the lower value assumed behind the turbine nozzle, 
appeared negligible in comparison to the increase in fuel required at high intake 
temperatures to the combustion chamber. Intake temperatures on the teat bed 
correspond to those at low supersonic speeds/stratosphere, but a few per cent more 
fuel flow was expected above M ■ 2/stratosphere, or low supersonic apeed/low 
altitude, (often compensated by the reduction in compressor blade clearances). 
Vice versa, a few per cent reduction in fuel flow was expected at the lowest useful 
speeds in the stratosphere, A simple correction factor for most of this was 
possible, and one still wonders if knowledge of the aerodynamic effects of reduced 
IT in the hot section (confused below) justify much better than this. 

(b) Reynolds number reduction in the engine. The reduction with Pi was 
greatest with altitude.at the lowest speeds (only partly offset by lower Ti and 
higher At*)» This had disastrous effect on engines with small poorly shaped blades 
which might never have left the altitude test bed today. On larger engines, the 
effect was often insufficient to even compensate the small favourable specific 
heat effect at the end of the previous paragraph. Much Canberra measurement was 
made when extended flights at 50.000 feet or more were of great interest. Rolls 

Royce at first suggested 5* deterioration in V and 2% on 8fc. We later modified 

it to a more likely 2% and or so, but it was difficult to find in the scatter 
between engines and aircraft. Remember that any thrust instrumentation calibration 
was at sea-level, so its own corrections would be suspect today. But our most 
important and reliable data was the fuel used In the many long distance records 
and other flights of the Canberra.. Reynolds number can now equal ignorance factor, 
as with aircraft discussed overleaf. 

(c) Combustion efficiency reduction due to Reynolds number/combustion para¬ 
meters were inevitably included in these net results. Rolls Royce believed that 
they kept combustion efficiency near 99% in those unreheated days, except near 
idling 'conditions. The latter were never considered on any non-dimensional basis, 
as the thrust and fuel were relatively small anyway, 

(d) Power or other offtakes. Assuming selection of the most efficient 
method of taking off P horsepower (0,746 kW), simple analysis showed a loss in 
thrust up to the order of yP lb or so. It was usually more difficult to be sure 
how the crew varied P, but the power that did not fall off with altitude usually 
had negligible contribution to non-dimensional scatter. Although engine sizes have 
increased, I don't doubt there are aircraft today which try and use them as small 
permanent power stations. One hopes not at high altitudes, because by-pass engines 
can be more sensitive to off-takes, and the corrections can justify an even larger 
computer programl 

(e) Specific heat variations with humidity were found to be important. I 
don't know what has happened to such corrections in many large computer programs 
today. Perhaps it is part of a new operational scatter, as moat sophisticated 
altitude test beds are in temperate climates! 



*» I2sS!L mw the introduction of sophisticated altitude test beds. In 
addition toaTl the previous engine parameters, altitude H temperature cou d 
now be varied effectively; over a range that normal aircraft do not fly, or 
so briefly that the last per cent of performance is unimportant. 

Whilst prospecta for using an engine in a number of types of aircraft still 
seemed good, there might always be the "designer" who would wish to use the 
engine for Hach 1.5 at sea level, or with "glider-like" wing loadings. 
Since much extreme testing was useful for handling limits, and the performance 
instrumentation was feeding into the computers anyway, it would otherwise be 
wasted. 

It was clearly difficult to match this even partly to possible applications, 
so it was easier to start from what I called the test-bed non-dimeneionals in 
Appendix 1. Famine to feast! We were soon saturated with a mass of P-, and Ti 
corrections over every rang* of combinations of parameters. 

These were presented for a long while in ways that could produce our 
matched non-dimensionala fairly readily. Even as we turned increasingly to the 
computer for performance ourselves, we could still check a few points by hand 
to be sure of What we were doing. The people doing aircraft performance in the 
engine companies had adopted methods similar to our own, with needs for matching 
still in mind. But as corrections grew more and more complicated, we wondered 
what scatter, interpolation or extrapolation lay behind the vast families of 
beautifully smooth curvss. 

Th® ^PP'S »««s nearly all engine data on computer tapes, and abandonment 
of the teat-bed non-dimensional# that gave us most of our confidence in what w* 
were doing. Engine performance people have undoubtedly done wonders In matching 
computer program# to the running of a complete engine on the altitude test bed, 
or a synthetic estimate from components prior to that. {But Reynolds number and 
other acatter is becoming obscured as discussed overleaf.) With government 
tightening of fixed price/performance guarantees, perhaps this is becoming an end 
in itself, with the added complication of getting things agreed internationally. 
(US and other contracts with SAE ARP 601). 

Although the computer can be run to give selected points for a given 
installation, it is becoming too expensive to up-date complete acts of data, 
even on the moat appropriate computer. Data is either continuously modified or 
out of date in the development stages. In th* flight test stage, the atmosphere 
is rarely kind enough to be ISA or any other standard. 

We are beginning to defeat the real object of th* exercise. We often dare 
not make aircraft performance estimate® over the full range, or analyse flight 
test data as we get it. Collaborators may be tempted into rash use of out-datad 
data, or out-dated corrections of new data. Either way, th* errors may be much 
greater than the correctio*s which the very expensive altitude testing and 
computers are trying to give us. Ironically, these corrections may be a lot 
less than th# practical scatter in actual flight conditions. 

mmmmmi’ Aft*** th» simplified diacussion of main areas of precise 
matching overleaf, perhaps our engine friends can give us simpler laws or 
corrections for those areas. Since we are all interested in understanding how 
to improve joint performance in those areas, this should also be of great 
interest to customers. 



PRACTICAL CORRECTIONS TO NON-DIMENSIONALS 

Pernaps it 'will encourage our engine friends if they first appreciate 
the degree of approximation inevitable on the aircraft side. Compared with 
the wealth of possible engine corrections (only partly sumaarised in the last 
two pages) we largely worry about Reynolds number for each configuration:- 

1. Aircraft Reynolds number 

<x for each aircraft or part thereof 

«X since p ol t°* approximately in the 
t11 aircraft atmosphere 

where t^ represents ISA value, 

and ï * a mean Weight. 

The square bracket can vary up to 20 to 1 from the top left to the bottom 
right of a drag diagram. If roughness drag and transition shift were negligible, 
skin friction coefficient would be increased over 50% by this, particularly if 
compressibility Is allowed for. Local pitot rakes have confirmed this. With 
subsonic CD mostly in friction drag, large variations should surely be measured 

with pitot rakes removed? 

But measurement on dozens of operational aircraft usually finish with the 
simple conclusion that the scatter of data justifies little or even no systematic 
variation in effective ‘'Do below the critical Mach number. "Effective" here means 
the value of *D extrapolated to aero CL¿ for each Mach number. Part of the 
explanation lies in the variations of Reynolds number thus involved for a given 
aircraft. If one goes to all the bother of correcting for that (and getting a 
small variation in CD0 like some research laboratories), one has to reverse the 
whole process and get back to the original result for the actual aircraft. 

Most of the explanation must lie in the disappearance of practical roughness 

drag and the moving back of transition points at low Reynolds number, however 
reluctant we are to rely on it at the design stage. The true picture possibly 
resembles those elegant experiments in rough pipes we remember from our college 
days, where the curves are broadly flat over vast ranges of Reynolds number, but 
delicate changes of slope can only be detected by the most sensitive instrument¬ 
ation of a simple uniform pipe. And a fly then spoils the experiment! 

Where we do obtain reliable information on a small variation of Cp with 
aircraft Reynolds number, it is accurate enough to build it into the drag diagram 
through the term in the brackets - in simpler and more accurate terms, just assume 
a mean aircraft weight. This immediately gives the value of p and altitude for 
each Thence the exact ISA coefficient of viscosity and speed, giving the 

Reynolds number for Cp variation. 

Conclusion on secondary corrections 

The terms outside the brackets have negligible effect. W typically varies 
10% or so from a mean value, and t up to 5% from ISA. So that Reynolds number 
variation is only about 1% of that discussed above, which itself has small or 
uncertain effect. Although sudden shifts of transition or separation can occur 
at around a given Reynolds number, it will vary from day to day in production, 

if drag is that sensitive. 

Meticulous computer accuracy cannot make up for ignorance of the basic laws 

of nature. It must certainly not obscure such ignorance. Can w# be assured that 
some engine corrections are not similar? 



2. Matched Bttfiin« 

/lircraft secondary corrections opposite wer« negligible, unless obscuring some¬ 
thing wrong with the aircraft. This is because up to 99% of known effects can 
normaxly be built in by matching on a mean weight and drag ISA basis. 

In regard to engines, we have already discussed the important extreme case of 
the Concorde Olympus. Although an accuracy consistent with our knowledge of 
buoyancy and gravity variations has been demanded, Reynolds number effects have 
been matched in with negligible variations through the flight range. (Only transonic 
acceleration at greater altitude could introduce a small effect). Can lower 
precision examples be treated similarly for areas of prime importance, with simple 
demarcations as reminders of exceptions? Consider a few preliminary ideas for 
particular cases, before discussing the simplifying requirements of future matching:- 

Steady flight. Most predictable fuel is normally used at steady (or near steady) 
flight, often throttled well back. The mean ISA basis should be used to define the 
sfc loops to vhe right of the minimum drag speeds. This defines p and altitude at 
each point as opposite, but also % and any P-i, or other parameters required for 
test bed data. ISA data is usually good enough, since the sfc/yt law seems pretty 
good fot- matched conditions, n itself is now seldom of prime interest, but vaines 
of can be cross-plotted if engine life is of concern. If TET is defined relative 
to the maximum allowance, it is usually sufficient to define these curves up to around 

* 1, extrapolating beyond afterwards where necessary. Most combat aircraft now 
have few critical operations near máximum TEX' in the stratosphere. Most subsonic 
transports are row cruising economically around the tropopause. 

Accéléra ion/climb is usually with or without reheat at or near n » 1. The 
curves for above 1 should therefore be drawn for the maximum climb rating in 
ISA conditions, i.e. near the tropopause at 1.15x2 ■ 1.33, and sea level at 1.0, 
extrapolating afterwards if necessary down into the small region of overlap without 
reheat. Any discontinuity here gives warning of tue sise of corrections, if any. 
(Opposite signs in recent engines, so perhaps some will cancel). Below the inter¬ 
section with the minimum drag speed, a further curve around = .9 can be drawn 
as a further guide, and to cater for accelerations on a hot day at low altitude. 

For the exceptional case where great precision is required in the stratosphere, 
an extra curve for 45,000 feet or so will give warning of any large corrections at 
the highest True error in important operations is the main criterion. 

Deceleratlon/deacents are usually near idling. The associated thrusts and fuels 
are atïïï..small to be treated dimensionally for most purposes with 

sufficient accuracy. 

Future engine« 

TET may be cut back by the engine control system at low and/or high speeds, aa 
discussed at the end of the main text. Together with the matching requirements of 
the corresponding aircraft, thia reduces the variation in engine Reynolds number etc. 
much further. Despite very much greater variations of temperature inaide an engine, 
one hears of empirical correlations of actual test bed results where even its first 
order effects on Reynolds number have been neglected. If "Reynolds number" correc¬ 
tions do not correlate with changes in dimensions between engines, one suspects that 
the computer program is obscuring scatter that may otherwise be insignificant in the 

important flight range. 

Further trends to low level operation following the latest Middle East War could 
eliminate important secondary corrections almost entirely. So it is ironic that the 
engines which have required the large tt computer programs could end up almost purely 
non-dimensional for most practical pi rposeei We are seriously considering a return 
to non-dimensional methods, even In tie detail design, flight test and operating 
stages. It is already proving useful for assessing Russian competitors etc. 

Although the accuracy of such corrections is unproven for all applications, it 
should be good enough for most preliminary design. If not, you perhaps ought to 
reconsider the engine before losing sight of the basic laws! 
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from variou* om*aion* nontion*«! in th** , »hr Diractor n*h*«i uw to 
illustrât* son* pro*p*ct for Mach numbor* much mor» than 2 iculnrly. «««torn 
«xp«ri*nc* would co*t problma* non* than prospects, but we need *li*pl*r method* 
for keepin« »11 possibilities under review. 

PWOSPECT row HIÜH8H SI’EKPS 

Although the Second International Symposium on 
Air Breathing Engine* « few week» ago was atill 
dominated by Americana anil European*, there were 
surprising number» of Japanese, Russians and Chinese, 
The second in the field can always benefit from the 
experience of the pioneer*. 

America spent a fot tune on wanned vehicle BAD 
around in years ago, but only the aacret budget* of 
the CIA could afford much more than prototypes. flus 
cost experience is producing m Nach number limit of 
2 point something in Western mind», almo»!: as * long 
am 1,0 was 30 year» ago. 
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Is it time to start a 
complete re-think? The Ramjet 
technology in the Muss ton SAM h 
mi rprt» ed mo at peopl», excapt 
perhaps LTV missile ayatnaa. 
Their drawings dramatise the 
recent improvement, Mtmy of us 
already thought the Ramjet could 
prove cheaper down toward* Mach 2 
at very high altitudes, or even 
around Mach 1 over shorter 
distance at low altitudes. 

Ramjets are better »till for a wide rouge of speed* up to Mach 12 or even more. 
Efficient operation beyond Mach 6 or 8 require* Supersonic Combustión in the Scramjet. 
Ramjet* require little more than an efficient intake and noarrle with something extra I« 
low'speed». Marquardt 's have examined many unusual possibilities, a few of which are 
compared below. The»* »how several time» more percentage payload than hydrogen rocket 
booster», which themselves are much better than the »olid rockets on the present apace 
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Another factor ia »uitabllity for terreatrtal opérât lona. Steadier croiae applico- 
ttona would he »lower, cruising at very great altitude« for radiation cooling. Air 
breather enthuaiaata may eventually admit that they could be over-statin* the prospect« 
for a single-stage into-orbit aeroapaceplnne. Ifcjt they'll argue fiercely that other 
Applications are now almost within reach. Get back a basic understand!ng by using good 
approximations for thing» like Reynolds number corrections, and you'll find far more 
important prslisdnnry design possibilities and unknowns to argue. 

Don't wait for computer programs or other data on auch engine», or you may wait for 
ever. What 1 said earlier about massive computer programs only sessm to apply to tim gas 
turbine machinery that established companies have to sel 1 for Nach numbers up to 2 or so. 
Engine computer programs could get tf- West into "sound-barrier" thinking about anything 
except circular fixed geometry eng i i ip to Nach 2 point something. Given the usual 
specialist company advice on combustor design and nozzle materials, an aircraft man is 
Just as capable of designing a Ramjet for example. Since it doesn't have to be circular 
in section, be has far greater possibilities for integrating the cheapest complete design 
to a given requirement. 

I think this give# sufficient hint of how to re-introduce "innovation and originality" 
back into preliminary design, as requested by the Director. Without much better ideas for 
reducing cost, prospects for Mach numbers much above 2 look pretty bleak. 

INTERNAT 10NA1 COSI LimîS AKD AGAR D 

The first 70 year# of manned flight experience produced the bad habit of expecting 
governments to help project funding to increase exponentially. An American government 
agency analysis of transport aircraft shows a typical doubling of unit price around every 
five years, and development costs around every three yearsi- 
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Figure 5. Transport Aircraft Development Cost and 
Unit Price RADCAP 1972 

It I« interesting that the Concorde plots reasonably near such curves for an in- 
service date of 1973/76 (American SST H A D expenditure is almost as great, with the most 
visible remains In Disney landi ) The Space Shuttle development is not too far adrift 
nearer 198«, but unit price has risen well above. These rates of increase are much more 
than the general rate of inflation, due to the increases in size or performance 
sophistication that seemed worthwhile up to now. 

Whilst development costs were well below jfl million, redoubl In* was generally accepted. 
Tills continued through WW2 and the Cold War »hat followed on a national bast*, often on 
a company equity basis. But where develoiment costs ore now measured in / billions, 
increasing numbers of taxpayers in the Democracies are questioning such base for supporting 
on aircraft industry, even without redoubling. If the Concorde had continued as a purely 
British project, there seems little doubt it would have been cancelled long ago, however 
much cheaper we could have made it. The Space Shuttle has carried on in the wake of NASA 
budgeting established by President Kennedy for the Moon, helped along by various efforts 
at European collaboration. The vestige# of this remain in the Bpacelab module, but it is 
a pity that the pressures to keep close to *«ie wake did not allow more time to establish 
closer collaboration on proper examinât ion of all the economical possibilities for the 
Shuttle itself. 



Inter-Buropean co—opérâttoi» le elreedy much closer, end w» mireelve» ere fortúnete 
to work with ell the larger Européen countries, and with America from the B}7 onward*. 
This has all been ad hoc, but AGARD now provide* a forum where we can talk frankly about 
our experience* on cost and other problems, not only on NATO aircraft and weapons, but now 
on Space and civil aircraft «« well. 

DES HIN TO COST 1‘Ktmmi’ES. etc. 

American speakers at this Conference have put much store on Design to Cost and 
Prototypes. These are processes with which we were very familiar on Canberra and Pi for 
example, where two prototypes apiece were designed and built for £1 to £2 million 
respectively. Dassault particularly have continued the experience with «»any prototypes, 
some of which have carried on into production. This 1* at European prices which are well 
below Ä'37f million for the alee of aircraft Illustrated with such beautiful colour films 
today. Me congratulate the designers on a fine technical achievement, particularly in the 
face of the previous American paper system. The films brought back much nostalgia because 
t he " new" features of inclined seat, strakes, fixed intake for supersonic speeds, and "air 
superiority" at > l and Vs ’» 50 lb/ft2 were all featured in the Pi design of 25 years 
ago. (Although we flew what is' now called CCV some years after in TSR2, we still await 
operator reactions to completely electronic pitch stability). 

Me then remember tluit the total coat of getting the Pill Lightning into production was 
many times greater again. The extra weight of equipment, weapons, fuel etc. had then 
rather spoilt the ^ and 'jg, although these were more than adequate for "air defence". 
Tlie cost of getting the Harrier into production was also many times the P1I27 prototypes, 
and similarly for french experience. Hit* is not to say that the total is any greater 
than going straight to * development batch, so this approach may still have merit in 
getting started at all with risky new features. But it will be at the expense of overall 
time, which becomes infinite if the risks prove too great. Many governments can ,,o longer 
afford such risks, and must certainly include all coats in any process leading to eventual 
operational systems. 

Something nearer a development batch approach has merit in getting more thorough 
preliminary design and ground testing in a shorter overall programme. A mixing of the 
best features of both systems may be best of all, as partly carried through on Jaguar. 
(This is proposed in my 19h6 reference on page 3-¾¾) 

Tl»e top half of the next elide is taken from the excellent lead paper at the Florence 
conference by Bill Lamar of Bright-Patterson. Many Americans now look back on several 
items as little more than fashionable slogans :- 

SOME AMERICAN COST REDUCTION METHODOLOGIES 

• LIFE CYCLE COST • FLY BEFORE BUY • SYSTEM INTEGRATION 

• DESIGN TO COST • COMMONALITY * MILESTONING 

• PROTOTYPING * "1LITIES" • SKUNK M0RK5 

• SHOULD COST • TOTAL PACKAGE * ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT 

• FLY-OFF . KISS vs ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY * CONCURRENT DEVELOPMENT 

EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE SIMILAR, MOVING TOMAROS A BETTER BALANCE OF: 
FIXED PRICE PROTOTYPES FIXED PRICE PRODUCTION 
FIXED PRICES FOR INCREASING AMOUNTS OF TOTAL DEVELOPMENT A PRODUCTION!SING 
MORE THAN A FRACTION OF 1« LIFE CYCLE COST ON TRULY PRELIMINARY DESIGN 

It is interesting that, less than two years after YF16 and 17 design had started, 
"prototyping design to cost" was already being eclipsed by emphasis on "life cycle cost". 
This is one time that we have been years ahead, rather than behind an American fashion. 
Life cycle costs can be well over 100 times the prototype cost, and too tight a fixed 
price at the early stage can cost an operator dearly over years of later operation. Our 
BAC paper to the Florence conference showed this to h* at the root of the current budgetary 
crises in many Mestarn Air Forces. 

I am sure that Bill Lamar would agree with the objectives I have written below his 
slide above, stripped of all slogans. Perhaps he will forgive me for putting hie KISS 
("keep it simple stupid") In the blank space on his slide. It still seems a pr blem after 
more than 10 years, due to the early need* of research establialiments to improve performance 
with much leas emphasis on cost. The problem of advancing technology and systems to improve 
cost-effectiveness i* much more difficult, which is why I took on s new title many years ago. 

Bill Lamar tried to get everyone in Florence to agree that we should aim to devote 
nearer one per cent of Life Cycle cost to Preliminary Design. This must be right in most 
situations from now on - despite all the temptation* to get something in the air more 
quickly, e.g. to make use of an existing engine) pressures to get into the wake of favour¬ 
able political climates; sudden new requirements) the continuing desire to keep all parts 
of an organisation fully employed. 
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Old habit* di« hard, and moat paopla find it difficult to »«•> tow on« par cent could 
possibly bo spent on Preliatnary D«sign| bofor« trying to. sell a finally frosan configura¬ 
tion without all-out att«apt to find bettor alternativas. If so, lot me illustrate one 
hint at the «rid of ay Appendix 1 on how to extend "innovation, originality and judgment" 
into prollrinary design even up to Mach 2. 

ENGihE VARI ABU GEOMETRY 

The only Major fot» of engine variable geometry la often in the final nora-le, as is 
virtually essent *al with reheat. Long before the Concorde, we found it only natural to 
adjust the ROSS e to i»prove economic fuel coniumption on the Lightning. But that was 
with our simpler understanding of the Avon performance, With massive computer programs even 
for a single max dry thrust position, we now find it Increasingly difficult to get It con¬ 
sidered. as a preliminary design factor. (for example, unless it gives a bonus with nmlti- 
spool by-pass, perhaps we should also examine the Wright-Patterson plot of Specific «ange 
in EGARD 12%. They suggest that by-pass is responsible for the fall-away in combat 
aircraft specific range, and only the fill tilth fully spread wings compares with 
the old CanberraI ) 

.But there are many other possible forms of engine variable geometry. Some fairly 
extreme examples were shown at the Air Breathing Symposium by Walter Swan, who is Head of 
Project Technology at Boeings. 
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There have been fair'y modest examples of the first case in the inlet guide vane* or 
stators of Avon, and I at or axiais. Although some of the others appear mura extreme at first 
sight, one might ask if the engine is keeping pace with the aircraft? Control surfaces, 
flaps, airbrakes and retractable undercarriage are on all our aircraft. Many have 
increasingly sophisticated variable intakes, extending flaps and slats, plus“ variable 
sweep. These have all been added to reduce the overall coat of meeting; particular 
requirements. Have all engine poasibiHti.es been examined likewise in appropriate permu¬ 
tations? Hich of the cost, weight; and drag of some of «wir variable Intakes and nocsles Is 
due to the fact that we are having to cater for engines of essentially fixed geometry! 

The Kush inns and NASA now he!leve it feasible to convert a pure Jet for supersonic 
speed* into a by..pass around 1 for subsonic speeds, without undue matching complications. 
But is the weight and cost of other engines cycles, such as those 1 mentioned earlier, now 
likely to prove more attractive? There are more modest forms of variable geometry even 
with gas turbines. The Pegasus noasles for example, and we have examined many variations 
on that theme. Fortunately, this is an engine whose performance is still available In the 
older non-dimensional form. 

BESTORl MG WDEHSTAftlDJ KG 

I trust that: 1. have now begun to get, across the warning that the latest engine 
computer programs are already inhibiting our ability for "innovation, originality and 
Judgment" in the Preliminary Design and later stages. We have already encountered this 
in the following rnapaccsi- 



I. The economic balancing of aircraft/angina matching considérâtion* in relation to the 
importance of many problem arena or poaaibilitiea. ( Compara the single matching diagrama 
of Canberra, Lightning etc.> 

2. The importance of many engine installation factor» for which we used to have immediate 
feel (Appendix i). Hiere i» even n trend at the tine we are still doodling round the 
Director's drawing of a standard pilot, for the engine people to ask us for all variations 
in required power and air off-takes versus speed and altitude, to be concreted into their 
computer programs. 

3. The importance of many engine factors to the aircraft designer and operator, rather 
than hasardons extrapolation of experience. This can apply even to overall results, let 
alone the finer design points, e.g. without curves like Tig. 32, It may not be obvious if 
sfr and thrust are each increased several times by reheat, such that fuel flow is well over 
10 times greater. 

4. The possibilities as well as problems of modern engine control systems (read Section 
6 and its Conclusion)! e.g. all manner of thrust curves like Tig. 31 are possible, instead 
of the familiar flat concavity agalt *t M plus fairly standard rates of fall-off with 
altitude and temperature. 

5. Appreciating all the possibilities for engine variable geometry. 

6. Possibilities for more economical flight, high speeds, V/STOL, KPV'» etc. 

7. Difficulties in understanding scatter of measured engine and aircraft performance due 
to the approximate nature of corrections like "Reynolds number” in these computer programs. 

The problems we are beginning to encounter made me ponder the following recent news 
extra-t :- 

”Abacus Beats Electronics 

"In eight sets, each requiring very 
complex mathematics, the abaci again won 
every time. The leader of the Chinese 
team, Chang Chuan-shiang, 72, said that 
the use of the abacus stimulated the mind, 
while Western-style electronic calculators 
led to mental decay." 

1 thought these results might be partly due to the other team being unfamiliar with 
electronic calculators. further chock shows that the latter were used by properly trained 
non-Chinese! Although we have come to rely almost entirely on computers in recent: years. 
Section 5 and other parts of my paper showed the need for appropriate graphical or other 
outputs to aid full understanding and prevent such mental decay. 

PRELIMINARY DESIGN Of COMBAT AIRCRAFT 

We established earlier that the F15, 
Yf16, YT17 and P53° have all ended with a 
combat ^ \ 1.4 and 'fc ■> 60. More extreme 
computer designs and technology are being 
studied to the SEP under g and turn rate 
criteria of Major John Boyd. These date 
from the mid 1960's, when medium altitude 
dog-fighting was occurring occasionally 
over North Vietnam. The dramatic import¬ 
ance of such criteria appeared to be con¬ 
firmed by digital computer simulation. 
We all carried out such work with ever- 
increasing sophistication of assumptions 
like "if the opponent is within certain 
limits of range, angles off, relative 
directions, range rates, differences of 
speeds and altitudes and sight line spin 
rates, the optimum manoeuvre is a perfect 
YO-YO, Split ft, or whatever", regardless 
of the split-second demands on pilot eye¬ 
sight, Judgment and airmanship. This also 
assumed isolated 1 vs 1 combat well away 
from the ground, as In our example on the 
right, fly starting high enough, it was 
possible to show that one ran out of 
ammunition or fuel before having to worry 
about the lethality of the ground or stall, 
as Helmut Langfelder indicated. 

nee«,,» iBlit.w toara*’ r wta-w* «.«¡'i.cc 
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!EK AUSI t> „.if fit! (¡f F «UTES.MHAWtlilC VA««.!«» 
OM.itU..PBOBAOiurm Ily itcc«(»ting thoa» and much utl,i«r 

ideal!eation of pilot behaviour, it wa« 
poaaiblo to come up kith devaatating 
advantage* froai .low Tj and increaaed 
engin« ai*e well beyond ÏL » i, aMch aa 
ahown on the left. But the introduction 
of pilot •Moeie»” in the siaailation line 
shown the Importance of the first three 
«»sumption* below. (¾ > 1 '•take» charge 
of many pilota", a» compared to W2 or 
high altitude combat thereafter, when 
»mall g '» and SEIJ,a gave pilots more time 
to make the beat tactical moves, ) 

1. Continuou» and completely precise 
information, instantly available 
at pilot*» brain, 

2. All decisions are immediate, 
perfectly clear-cut and repeatable, 

3. Perfect piloting, often with aero 
imbalance and near perfect weapon#. 

4. Perfect CAP/ofchar organisation to 
produce an advantageous »tart to 
combat in all condition*. 

5. All of combat totally Isolated 
from all other aircraft, ECU and 
ground defences tup to several 
minutes ). 

(>. Insignificant ground tolliaion or 
other worries. 

The last three assumptions are difficult to simulate at all on the ground, and ore 
particularly important in a future NATO context. There it lit fie question that all 
assumption* exaggerate the importance of traditional dog-fighting and it* beneficial 
design feature», compared to those against future ground defence». If only faut such 
a*sumptions are doubled in Importance, the total exaggeration of kill probability is 
sixteen-fold. Wayne Huff's paper showed the difficulty in obtaining clear-cut confirmation 
that a reductlor in drag of hi* leading-edge flap system was a good ih.n ;, even after dis¬ 
carding 200 of his 300 simulations with carefully selected pairs of pileta. No such 
diffico'ty was encountered with the original "Pens of S" criteria, or idealised digital 
computer simulations, but real war* have confirmed that variation» in pilots and cockpit* 
ore more important than many other design features. 

As the flap drag reduction was not associated with impartant weight ami cost 
penalties, the choice was obvious anyway. But what about the case* where clearer numerical 
penalties must he Justified? Helmut langleider mentioned the ran*e/pay load penalties of 
high % and low Ts, and I can again illustrate the order of importance of this on the 
blackboard, in terms of fraction of design take-off weight, W. 

Engine weight, •ijjï „ for ■ 1.2 at take-off 

b 1.4 at combat 

T/ 
This assumes advanced engine technology with WK ■ 8. The latter can 

by even more expensive and fragile engine technology, without book-keeping 
weight items that must be included in the 

be Improved only 
deduct ion of 

Total propulsion weight, W > <3*-^ V» even with advanced technology, if all item# that 
vary with T are accounted, including"""intake*, installation structure, etc. 

2Ü 
Wing weight,'•k > <>. U1 W for a combat wing loading below 60 ib/lt , particularly if all 

item* that vary with ffarct accounted, including tail areas, fuselage Joint structure, etc. 

fuel weight is increseed on different parts of a mission. The wing can account ior 
around one third the drag at high subsonic, transonic and supersonic speeds. Larger T 
means that the engine must bo throttled back to poorer sfc, particularly for economic cruise 
at low altitude. Installed propulsion drag, including intakes and noxxles, is generally 

increased. 

Thus, the Total weight affected can exceed Ov4« W for dog-fighting emphasis, even with 

a d V a li c ed t ech no 1 o gy. 

interesting that the other new u«i 
the flit. nn* has yu. < 0.6 ami 7a 

'ml 

It !.. - -„ 
decade is the fill. This has ■- 
2 to 1 on these parameters when range/payloa 
dog-fighting. With equal technology configurations, this can sav 

USAF "air-superiority" aircraft in the last 
> 130, *0 it i* easy to consider at least 
and gust response are emphasised as much ns 

more than ().20 W. 

Tills is of the same order as the total payload in most aircraft. If put into extra 
fuel, the reduced sfc and drag improves the range more than pro rata. (Detailed studies 
confirm this large order of difference, despite many other factor* in the less important 



wing difference, e.g. loe« in apace eventually offset« the fact that 4 * can get burled 
«» far aa drag and weight are concerned. Variable sweep can have »ore than three tinea 
the aspect ratio of a delta »ay, and thia 1» nearly «a i«portant as 7g). 

Whatever the balance of misaion requireaents, design optiniaation requires «ore 
realistic numbers for the value of dog-fighting characteristics, particularly at low 
altitude. To obtain »ore consistent understanding of the human factors, BAC have 
deliberately started with a single pilot "dome*' against a variety of repeatable electronic 
opponents. 

CONCLUSION So don’t leave this lecture series thinking that the only job left for us all 
is to link up our computers to pick out the winning SEP * m under g, and then retire. There 
are «any other tasks to prevent decay in our thinking than plotting out endless computer 
results for fighters with the highest and lowest wing loading. 

Given some ingenuity In configuration, that kind of X, or wing loading is sufficient 
for both VTOL and 5T0L. The latest fighter technology can reduce the penalty of either 
of these. Without on-board pilot restraints, HPV'a allow a wider choice of V/STOL 
configurations. 

I'm afraid there wasn't time to prepare suitably unclassified slides on the scope 
for producing cheaper V/STOL and HPV’s. Hints for improving fuel and other economy were 
mined amongst the history of the Lightning and current subsonic transports numbers. 
Despite the limitations on time, I trust that 1 have met the Director’s requirements to 
give some hints on how to re-introduce "judgment, innovation and originality" back into 
the preliminary design process. 
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SUMMARY 

Based on the technology expected to be operationally available in the saventees, the design requirements 

The bVsieTcoMrldfic""T "•■*"****^rab.l,ty of military a.rcraft will be discussed. 
,i. . f U . r , ' Ta,r 1 a,,d »>«»‘^ver..b,l,.y requirement, will be treated from the 
po m of view of preliminary design. Maximum lift and buffet penetration a. well a. man.uvre device. 

rvlabler«hru.t ^ 'hr m*in — related to installed a«1 
available thrust-to-we.ght and usable lift, but such aspects a. the reason, for extreme mancuvre. for 
optimum attack and evasive action, the maneuverability for low-altitude penetrator. {automatic TF-dight) 

i°r T mrion\i,KWjns ,ö,era,,°n ^—.« iirem; “ ’ 
• nC CO,,Sl<lera,io,i- ^-ference will be mad. to cost implication, and some remark, on 

halãl J H " /naneuverab.lity are intended to give more ms.ght into the characteristic, of 
balanced design of useful fighter aircraft. 1 

NOTATION 

SI. a Sea Level 

TF a Terrain Following 

SE = Specific Excess Thrust 

*B(M,a ) 

CB 

CL 

(M.a) ' Cbo (M.a » o) 

i 
K • CB 

Wing Root Strain Signal 

fl 

Lift Coefficient 

M Mach Number 
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1-0 1 ni ratlut: lion 

In the «leaign of combat aircraft, maneuverability baa a (way a been an important consideration, but speed 
and range / pay - load have until recently been the overriding criteria. Speed in itself is now no longer a 
primary design goal and the increase of thrust is rather viewed as a means of achieving maneuvering 
performance in « wide sense. It is, therefore, now the problem of obtaining a proper balance of maneuver*» 
bility on the one hand and economic range / pay-load performance at proper operational speeds on the other, 
which represents the fundamental design consideration of fuch aircraft. There is no generally valid answer 
for deciding this design compromise and each configuration must be assessed against proper requirements 
and operational utilisation. A review of basic characteristics of single and twin-engined fighter aircraft, 
expected to be operational in the current decade, shows that lhrust-to-weight ratio, wing loading and com¬ 
bat weight vary considerably. Thus Figure I presents thirteen such designs. Indicating that the lhrust-to- 
weight ratio varies from about 0. 5 to just over 1.4 and the wing loading between ¿‘«O kg/m2 and about 
500 kg/m2. In general, better maneuverability is obtained at the lower wing loadings and with more thrust, 
while more range requires a higher wing loading, particularly for low- altitude penetration, and a closer 
match between cruise thrust required and maximum dry thrust available. The sizing of these aircraft shows 
them to have combat weights between ~ tons and up to more than 10 tons, the majority, however, lying bet¬ 
ween about 10 and 20 tons This is shown on Figure 2. The designer of combat aircraft is generally not 
quite free in choosing the thrust, since either the capability of existing engines or those ir. development will 
be specified for the design. Figure 1 show s that military engines available in the se ventees have a thrust-to- 
weight ratio between 4. 1 and 8.5 and a sea-level static reheat thrust between M)00 and 12000 kp. It is not 
only of course the engine sise and weight, but also the engine cycle, which has a predominant influence on 
the aircraft performance qualities. The contrary -equirements of cruise economy and maneuvering thrust 
must be related to priorities of «he mission. 

2.0 Preliminary Design Selection of Basic Parameters 

In the preliminary design process a large number of configuration is generally investigated on the basis of 
point design* to examine the influence of the variation of the basic design parameters on mission performance. 
In the example shown on Figure 4 fixed engines are used for a given pay-load and radius of action, while 
other parameters, such as specific excess power (SEP), take-off and landing performance, acceleration 
time and load factor are plotted as boundaries to display their effect as •„•ing loading and thrust-to-weight 
are varied. In such plots, the critical performance requirements, which will have a decisive effect on the 
design and determine the choice of its basic parameters, are shown The case illustrated is such that the 
SEP requirement and the touch-down speed are critical and lead to minimum thrust-to-weight and maximum 
wing loading, a* shown by the shaded area in the diagram. On Figure 5 a fixed wing geometry design is com¬ 
pared with a variable geometry configuration to illustrate the effect of the proper choice of wing loading, to 
satisfy the requirements, on the resulting take-off weight. It is seen that the variable geometry design will 
result in a slightly lower take-off weight. The diagram also shows that wing loading has a very strong effect 
on all-up weight and a decrease of wing area is a powerful means of decreasing the weight and as a conse¬ 
quence the cost of the design. It is often assumed in preliminery design, that cost and weight are directly 
proportional and this, indeed, may be correct as a first approximation and in a small range of variation In 
In extreme cases such an assumption needs verification. Nevertheless, the strong dependence of we on 
the choice of wing loading is very significant from the point of view of cost. 

Once the general sise of the aircraft has been chosen, more detailed variations can he studied. For instance, 
in Figure b for combat aircraft in the 15000 kg class, the direct influence of the maneuverability require¬ 
ments expressed as SEP at sea-level and 1 g flight at M * 0.8 on the mission radius for a range of wing 
loadings, thrust-to-weight ratios and al different overload conditions is presented. Again typical effects are 
illustrated, namely the big influence overload conditions have on possible mission range, the large effect of 
thrust available and a* a consequence the critical importance of the SEP requirement. This requirement, of 
course, essentially quantifying maxirnu a thrust available minus drag at the actual flight condition, divided 
by weight and multiplied by forward velocity represents a speed of climb and ia not the only maneuverability 
parameter. Another is certainly the steady state turn rate at any speed. On Figure ~ both SEP and turn rale 
at M « 0.9 are shown with thrust-to-weight and design take-off weight as parameters. This, however, is 
generally a less critical requirement. Finally, before leaving this general discussion of the basic design 
parameters and turning to the question of maximum lift. Figure 8 summarises the direct effect of the SEP 
requirement on the design take-off weight with the overload factor required for each of the point designs 
presented to achieve a given mission radius Each group of designs was made for a fixed thrust-to-weight 
ratio. It is clearly seen that for » given design take-off-weight, as increase of SEP obtained by more thrust, 
carries a strong penalty of overload to obtain the desired mission .-adius The optimum overall design can 
only be developed by iterative adaptation lo properly understood overall requirements within the possibilities 
of available technology, much like the evolutionary process in nature, operating by selection and subsequent 
survival of the fittest. An interesting example of relevant adaptation in nature are the large vultures of 
east Africa, a study of the soaring flight of which is published in a recent issue of "Scientific American". 
A powered soaring plane wjiti i,i »ed «iw ch*t§«* Air«* ta ft. to follow the hi rci§ And observe their flying technicjues * 

These vultures fall into two group* of differing wing loading. The low wing loading type makes use of feeble 
early morning thermal* and soar* in these thermal* slaying in a •mall area searching for carrion. The 
requirement here is the ability to circle tightly within the narrow thermal < urrents. The other type, with 
about 40 % higher wing loading, require the capability to cover distance using slope lift and wave lift, flying 
from one thermal to another by gliding over considerable distance in-between, achieving glide ratios better 
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th*n bO : I by • pending up between therm»!». The*e bird» are alto an example of variable wing geometry 
in that they alter wing area and »»pact ratio to adapt to the contrary requirement* oí tight turning or fa«t 
gliding. 

1.0 Maximmn Lift and Bullet Penetration 

The How régime in which maneuvering lighter aircraft operate i» characterized by flow «eparation and 
extreme non-lineantir» of the derivative*. Thi* type of flow lead* to »ever# reitrictiona of the maneuvering 
capability due to buffering. I«** of lift, aiymmetru* of behaviour and increare of drag, all of which lead 
to a la** of controllability. The investigation of thc*e phenomena haa received very much attention in the 
la*t ten year*, became their »uppreetion would considerably improve the maneuvering ability of the vehicle. 
Variou* method* have been developed in order to have available wind tunnel technique* which can be u»ed 
for the prediction of the onset of the critical flow régime and define the increase of seventy as the aircraft 
penetrate* into unsteady flow. Figure 9 «ummarize* the technique* and comment* on their ueefulne**. The 
most obviou» way to determine the existence of flow separation* i* to judge it by mean* of the "kink*" that 
appear on the plot* of variou* aerodynamic derivative*. In the judiciou* application of this method the type 
of flow which i* characteristic for the particular configuration must be borne in mind i.e. whether it i* 
classical attached flow of high-aspect ratio lifting surfaces, or »table vortex flow of low-aspect ratio shape*. 
Generally a first "kmk" will indicate buffet onset, but for vortex flow thi* doe* not necessarily mean that 
the flow régime ha* changed In Figure II for >5° wing «weep reasonable correlation exist* between light 

b“i?LPraidlC w01;! I"0"1 ,UCh and ‘:,r Ci\-P"'ameter of Mabev which i. derived from un.teady wine 
roo bending R.M S. »tram signal* The "kink*1 compare* well * >e higher level of CVi associated with 
moderate buffet. But for a SO wing sweep case shown on Figure i.. which i* associated with vortex flow 

î—rr:," l* T *" ln **'* ior lower KUih »»»mbsr. the Mabey-method indicate* much 
higher buffet C^-value* than would be assumed from an assessment of the "kink*”. 

Another method consist* of a measurement of static pressures close to the wing trailing edge at various 
•panwise locations. The divergence is defined by an Increase of the pressure coefficient of 0. OS, which is 
taken to correspond to buffet onset and an equivalent value of 0.004 for the CU.parameter F i vu re 1 I .w 
. . c.rr.U,,™ which Ih., appropriai- loc.iloo „„ ajün cl.U ^ 
the buffet onset a* defined by the Mabey criterion 

Hollingsworth and Cohen have published result* which compare the various methods discussed with flight 
test results for buffet onset. This data is presented on Figure 14 and would tend to show that both trailing 
edge pressure divergence and wing tip accelerometers agree well with flight test*, but the unsteady wing 
root bending moment is too conservative and is not well correlated with flight test. However, it must be 
admitted that none of the methods ha. such a clear superiority over the others that it could be exclusively 
relied upon to give reliable results in model tests to quantify the behaviour of the configuration in terms of 
buffet penetrution. 

Might test is still the only sound means of completely defining the unstable flow characteristics of the air¬ 
craft, indeed it itself has difficulties of interpretation and correlation of pilot judgements. A certain level 
of buffet penetration might well make it impossible for the crew to make full use of their instruments and 
displays and impair the qualities of the aircraft a* a weapons aiming platform, while in evasive maneuvers 

thi pipile n*UbUUy p'‘ m‘Khl n»« prevent the pilot from controlling the aircraft adequately for 

Using the technique of unsteady w ing root bending signals. NASA has made a systematic investigation of the 

;‘n" 8Mm*‘ry. °n h®"** “ ,hown ln Üiüüíilil »"<1 Figure It. In the mm.some 
region, buffet C is improved with decreas.ng thickness, more rearward location of maximum thickness 
and increasing camber. Some of these trends, however, are reversed for a lower Mach number e g M ; 0 »> 
Th • shows that the design optimum will depend a great deal on the precise requirements of the optimization 
This applies even more for the planform effects Increasing sweep will decrease the buffet onset C at 
subentiral Mach numbers. Similarly aspect ratio must be decreased if maneuverability at Mach numbers 
greater than 0 « i. desired. An attempt to extend these result, to an assessment of buffet penetration it 

£i*HEE.LL *bows the application of the Mabey criterion to a 44° wing sweep configuration in 
t * subsonic speed range. The considerable margin between buffet onset and C max. in particular at lower 

^VheTHlV T11 ,mP°rr °‘ <1,inn‘n'1 ac"P‘“bl« penetration ^apparent. An overail summary 
of the effect of wing sweep on buffet level, at M - 0.7. both in terms of C. and angle of attack, is given .n 
l,iiy.EilL!.f? The increase of sweep which at this Mach number appear# beneficial for increasing the 
maximum acceptable is accompanied by a corresponding increase of angle of attack, which must always be 
taken into account for an overall maneuverability assessment in terms of viewabllity from the cockpit and 
weapon aiming requirements. ' 

Finally in, question of manmv e devices, both on the leading edge and on the trailing edge, require# con- 
sidération, kor angles of sweep up to about 45°. such devices can give a considerable improvement of C 
at moderate buffet. njareJO. shows, for example, that a leading edge slat can result in an increase of & 
Of more than 0 2 over the whole speed range at 44° wing sweep, while a trailing edge flap will give a similar 
order of improvement, though its effectivity seems to disappear at Mach numbers above 0. 74 or 0 ». In 
general, such maneuvre device* have in many case* been found attractive, but their application must be 
decided only when overall system* implications are also taken into consideration. They will increase the 



complication of the hyclrawltc and electrical .y.tem of the aircraft, with a certain weight ocnaltv which 
could offert the gain in buffet-free lift which they produce. **' wh,ch 

d„0 Maneuverability for TF-Flight 

The maneuverability required for terrain following flight ia cloaely aaaociated with th* 
t m ay «tern, both for automatic flight with the autopilot and manual flight with flight director and ,.,1,°" ° 
monitoring dieplaye. An important aapect ia also the performance of the sensor« and the probability'of 

vrd", 
r,r:“i ■■ irr - "■* 'rp. o, i>ach-up , :2:2222,:222. n’r- 

craf, ., look. thia ,b. „„„„„ a,,., 122.222 .1 
,...- Simulation. .,. .., ,. .h„,„ o( ."„22212.:.‘..1.1. .'„'r1''' 
bilí,, u, c.hing when .p.,,,,.<) mal,une,ion occur .luring High, n,., typic.| ,,... ., P 

.12222,2,222:2::2: x:::::, 111:2211:::, :: *"d- ^ 
,.,22, ,..17.: ‘ *"a ■*'«•,- ,-.,.,.1 m.n.uv.r.btlii, ,. UmU.d b. Urn 

Ct0mpUJMTa? Wh,Ch ,nto tho P“*h -xi* because vertical acceleration demands from the 
TF-computer mu«t be converted into normal acceleration demands lift comnen*»*in ¡ . e 

b.,.m.„,c Inform.,,., du. ,. ,„. ....„„I,, „, ,h. p.m,l,r ,. ..,2 ^.,,2 .11.:::, 

o, ih. mH:: :.,2.:7,221111121.2:: ,7::2,221127 “ii*,im” 1-.-,,°. 
in roll up to maximum bank angl.,« 'Urn “nd ,he 4‘n,ent'-* mu“' '*e stabil,ted 

In summary, the maneuverability requirements for automatic terrain following ire nrerinmi«* ,.i 
emergency cases OÍ OUÜ-U» to avoid «eoiimd v #,. !oi;owinK ire predominantly either 

„..rît,, b.,,7,.. 12::22,::,:2712,112::27:.2:22,::27: - 
range of flight speeds for TF-flight 1 * to automatic pull-up within a representative 

j-; 0 Maneuverability for Air Combat 

21122:11.2:1727::::7,:121:::: zr 7--7 - -,... b..,. m.cb 01.,...1.,- ., ,h. p,.„„, I. ,: b.11. Zl UH'jrpld’1' ‘7 01 
to overall maneuverability. Of course the other older . , ' Kl 4*"d r''*,"'d “ ,l* lt» •'•V 

fat tor achievable and turn rate, were still of interest, but it waVdiff'cult tô use'fh 't*' dynamic ,04d 
or aircraft to decide which was the better maneuvering v.h cl. For IgamlV Fi. » 
mum dynamic load factor of two fighter aircraft it , ... , , ! p, - JOlMS-ii compares the maxi- 

a It ilude. "Comparable combat weight" here means that both a^r! r"(t '' T*11*1'* ^ -#Ä'ltV*1 “nd M 
cient fuel avail»»,le to fly the same distance horn , ! 0"«a«‘n* in have suffi- 
structurai limit, ha. a ..,gh, edge on the o'he r^ erm ft, having a slightly lower 

given speed. When Ih.s aircraft, however, is considered with fu|. !lt, rl . , , «levelop at any 
Which of the two is preferable, in view of the fact that in a ti " 'liH/ “* *«*v*n‘**« disappears. 

Will not be the same’ Furthermore. ,t is not a. all clear whetlier the Told , "T T,*' ^ 
one and only decisive factor in combat Figure ¿1 presents a char Z ? !r “*bl* ,e*Uy th* 
aircraft at a low altitude with lift limitation and27«, 1 1 1 ! ^ ,P*cli,c **«*»» power of a combat 
SEP-values, which mean that only d" .how s negative 

be compared on the basis of a large number of such H art* for a T* ' *re* A*a,n ,wo *ircr«ft can ,-. P,.,,,,.,,.., „ b. ,:277.7 27' :r.227 2,.,72,7272,7. '”'n7'  .. 
other cases. How to decide which combination of remiiremen.l /1, , while the other is better in 

tive regions of the SEP char.) is relevant for succès, in the sir comïÎ,T'cïC«ir.ÏmuùZl'h# "l"*1"* 
attempted ,0 program the encounter and to decide ... by directsconrrCau;! Su.J, 
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■Indu* either pro«ram lhe whole encounter by using a presumed model ol air combit behaviour or, 
more ambitiously, aircraft simulators with visual or even motion representation programmed with the 
aircraft characteristics are used by human pilots to simulate the combat. The former are much appropriate 
for preliminary design investigations, while the latter are piesently hardly available in Europe and re¬ 
present a degree of sophistication which is very espensive. Indeed, all auch simulations have not yet 
p'odueed universally accepted results, if thereby is meant a complete answer to the air combat problem 
in terms of a precise definition of the priority of Us requirements. A typical computer simulation result 
it shown on Figure ¿4. Here a chart of SEP at low altitude is used to plot Ihe manauvres as produced by 
the simulation of two opposing aircraft engaged in air combat, according to rules set for the encounter. 
Typically, the aircraft engage at high speed in steady state flight and both quickly pull high g‘ s entering 
the dynamic region, progressively lose speed and tend to approach the CL mai* limit, maneuvering there 
at a speed low enough not to lose too much altitude, because they are close to the ground already. The 
SEP as such is apparently not the most important characteristic, but rather low speed load factor and 
extreme lightness of turn at that speed. The result, therefore, Just means that the lowest possible wing 
loading is the most deeireable feature. Now this may not be an unexpected result, but it can hardly be said 
that it Improve* our insight into the real problem very much. Of course the difficulty of such simulations is 
that they produce a foregone concluaion, inasmuch as the encounter is programmed according to certain 
definite principles. The non• predetermined aspect of the combat situation is difficult to introduce. Most 
fighter pilots agr e that the initial conditions of the encounter, namely the surprise element due either to 
luck or superior vision from the cockpit, the effectivity of warning devices and pilot technique and level 
of training and experience play a large part. 

fe.O Conclusions for Maneuverability in Combat Aircraft 

It appears, that ft is not yet possible to define the maneuverability requirement* for combat aircraft in 
various mission applications in so clear a manner, that the basic design trade between maneuverability 
on the one hand ana range / pay-load performance on the other, can be handled in any other way then to 
respond with a design of overall flexibility adapted to the operational requirements of the user in their 
totality. Any exaggerated emphasis on any one parameter can lead to severe penalties in other just as 
important aspects of a balanced design- It still remains very true that a useful combat aircraft will result 
only with such a flexible approach. The military user has a tendency to shift his emphasis from one such 
aspect to another under the influence and pressure of events. There is a certain swing of the pendulum 
effect in this. The basic design constraint* are summarised in Figure 25, which clearly show* the danger 
of going too much to one extreme. Non* the less, it is obvious that any combat aircraft design will in 
fact lend more in the on* or in the other direction To combine the best of all worlds in one design is not 
feasible, a truth which is hardly surprising to engineer*. 

All the choices enumerated on Figure 2¾ have considerable cost implication* In same cases this applies 
more to the ft. and D costs involved, in others there is. in addition, a significant Increase of procure- 
nent cost of the production aircraft In both cases this merits serious attention, since R and D costs of 

r <w combat aircraft programs can well amount to the equivalent ol a 100 or even 200 production aircraft 
procurement. Some indication of such cost effects of combat aircraft sise and thrust-to-welght ratio, 
two very relevant parameters as w# have seen, is illustrated on Figure 26. The fly-away cost of production 
aircraft is shown in hypothetical cost units, Indicating a reduction of about a third when going from the 
most expensive to the least expensive aircraft. This data is taken from a study in which a response to an 
essentially defined requirement was made Design to cost is becoming more and more the order of the 
day, however difficult It might be to treat cost a* jjst another parameter of the engineering problem Hut 
this approach does tend to favour the balanced design and thus make* a salutary contribution. 
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METHOD TECHNIQUES DEFINITION COMMENTS 

KINKS 8 COMPONENT BALANCE 
MODEL BESULTS 

Cl*» («i 
Cm * » (u.ClI 
Ca * » Kl» 
Cl * f kl 

DETERMINATION OF 
BUFFET ONSET POSSIBLE 
NO QUALIFICATION OF 
BUFFET PENETRATION 

i BAILING EDGE 
PBííSU'BE OlVEHOINCE 

STATIC PRESSURES CL<»E 
TO WING TRAILING EDGE 

®RTi * * Cl> 
TCpTE « OjOS 

DETERMINATION OF 
BUFFET ONSET NO QUAD 
f IGA TIQN OF BUFFET 
PENETRATION 

WING TIB ACCELEHATION ACCELEBOMETEH 
MOUNTED AT WING TIP 

lIRMSI* » kl DETERMINATION Of BUF 
FET ONSET PENETRATION 

unsteady wing boot 
BENDING MOMENTS IMABIY) 

WING HOOT STRAIN 
GAUGES 

CWHB ’ » kllRMSlUN 
STEADY WING ROOT 
BENDING MOMENTS 

• 

DETERMINATION OF BUF 
FIT ONSET, NO OUALIFI 
CATION OF BUFFET PE 
NETHATION POSSIBLE 

Ctf » klIRMSICOH 
hected buffeting 
COEFFICIENT 

DETERMINATION OF BUF 
FIT PENETRATION 
USEFUL METHOD FOR IN 
VESTIGATIONS CN WIND 
TUNNEL MODELS 
DEFINITION OF A/C PENE¬ 
TRATION LEVELS PRO 
BLIMATIC 

11«.‘» Method* to determine bulïcl characteristic* 

Cj, » f|«| tANOLC OF ATTACK I 

I.c, 
M- PARAMETER 

KINK (BUFFET 
ONSET! 

. 

1 ; I 

Q
 o 

Cl * 'ICmI «»itching MOMENT| 

i ijt.IO iklmiiioit of kink* 



Fi*, i I Correlation of unsteady win* root bending signals with data derived from kinks for 35° wing sweep 

Fi*. 12 Correlation of unsteady win* root bending signals with data derived from kinks for 50® wing sweep 
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Fig l« Effect of wing twerp on buffeting penetration 
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Fi|.2l Maneuverabilfty for TF-flight turn rate during larfet acquriition and maximum pull-up g 
alter hard-over system failure 
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I ig.22 Maximum dynamic load factor 



Fig, 23 Specific cxem power of combat aircraft 

i tg.24 Computer simulation of air combat at low altitude 
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MODERN ENOINtKKI» METHODS I* AINCNfcfT fifLIMTHARY DI««» 

ï»f 

u. w. Huff, Jr. 
ChUf Project Bi«tn««r 

UV Aeroepoce Corporstlon 
»11**, Tex*a 718*2 

:51 PIMA H Y 

IM» lecture *d4r.,s*e* th# inçec* of conputer technoloRy on *»4#m «mtMMrli« «*"*>** '1*** ^ 
nrellttlmry A**l«n. CoiMUt#rl*#i iealgn eyotheiU progr*«« *r* u«u*Uy ooMtructed in • «oAitUr ft* »ion. 
A* arellaliMry lcr,l«n follow* pro*r*w evolution frcm tent*Uve r«nui:r«M»#nt* through rele**» of • 
¡íee f :íun with the progreo -^ f^• 2' Ph ^ ' 
cation of »«¿if* A ire re ft gynthe.U end Anely.i* Progr*». AflAP, to the eerly Pr^r.» DeflnlUon m«* 
nf nrwiivtliurv Ae#lín i* <iUcu«*eA in detell. When raquirMMWita *re confimed, Concept Population i,egtna. 

Ï.KiîfST.Â1:."".... .eept *~ee- •' f«Î-S.. 
' « i, _.nna<) iimuiBitor o«gr*«is. During Contract Definition preiUSnery aeiign oojective* »re 

w-Ul«uÕn for "high ZZ .pecifiction crlterU. A typical elr .uperiorlty fighter progr« 
àZlttll U nî“Ïr.“e the itture thiST MovU fiU .trip* inter.per*. the lecture ^ «rnpht^ y 
___the*« new tool* of the trade. Nondlaan*tonal technic*! wtarial i* frequently used end oartaln 
^tlitic n‘en.0 i* taken for re*»n* of aecarlty. Method* diaeuwed end engineering tool* daacrlbad *re 

ftetuai. 

LIST OP SYMBOLS 

W/3 Wing loading, pounds per square foot 

T'W mrust-to-ueight ratio 

L/D Li ft-drag ratio 

» Nadar cross-section 

ggp me t>a*lc value chosen for a parameter or constraint 

HIT * A m« po»iti-e variation In a paraaeter fr« REF 

RSP - A me negative variation In a parameter freat REP 

C M g m* product of lift coefficient time* wing «re« 

AR Wing aspect ratio 

p;. ^wclflc egresa power, feet per second 

Ap m# difference in •paclfte tice*« power between two adversary fighters 
8 

A Horizontal equilibrium (e .stained' turn rate, degree» per second 
H 

ARAP Aircraft Synthesis and Analysis JProgrsm 

AfS Air Combat Simulator 

IAMBS L*r*'» ipRlii«** Moving fisse Simulator 

1. IHTRODUCTIC« 

computerised el-reft design synthesis methods have ^ 
...... tArwe -anacitv digital computer aystema and their peripheral equipments provide .ne 
opportunity to bring all significant technical and managerial .Uadpltnea together lnJ^ 
gram. The versatility of such a program Is required in today's competitive market. Examples of twrospue 
iomnanles In America who rely heavily on computerised design synthesis are shown in Figure l. U is not 
thTpurpoa* of this lecture to describe the development of VoughtJysteog Division s 
may be interested in the details of Vaught’s Aircraft Synthesis and Analysis Program (A.JAPl are referred 
to Reference (IK 

•tost dealan synthesis computer programs are architecturally constructed In a modular fashion, 
mat is, the Integrated whole is msde up of modular subsets that are n** 
responsible for the gUte-of-the-art In each particular are*. In general, these aiselpUneawill PPiX 
their Input dsta at a level of detail consistent with the phase of the preliminary design prewtaa. Refer 
rîng to Figure ?, the phases of prcl'mtnary design are described In ascending order of detail as. 
(1) Program Definition', (21 Concept lormulatlon; and, (1) Contract Definition. 
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With th, b*it LÎ, «ÜLm d<,r ^fTT***' t^hnlMl -»»«Iplln,, «n Input thrlr •ub^ul,. 
, ! 1 ^ 81 'y.**" 0f Pr^^ry d„ign. It U » rewarding ,xp,r1,n^ to ä..r« 

«noro*î,iîtoto prf •** u"f»l«*in«i flr«t from «opirletl «itimtM that »«reh for d»al.pi* that 
»ffprwtlaataiy^Mtlaiy «arly r#^uir,*»nti, to tht trade-off phajo that to rtfin, the d«iUn and help 
-trm up rw|ulr«Mnta, and finally through thí» optlnlaatlon i>l»*e wliere a etwitet111 v« mi«, i« Katin, «« »nt 
^ purpo« in thl. lecture I« to .herewith yo7thl. proce.l JulZS^ 

th« Primary mtulee of Vought'a ASAP are iliom In figure l, -lany paper« have been written on 
e0?,truPtln8 mA p#l*tl"* and Optlmieatlon Module*. Hoi the proce** 1# started 

tn »h! i0n* l* ' ï”'*1’ °r t,w,hnl '*l •«pedlencyi It can be integral with the program or conducted external 
to the prog rat«, progra* Control in merely the executive routine that Interface* the other (10(1111,11 Th» 
wir »whin# interface (nodule la the key to the degree of sucre** achieved in a preliminary design program 
ms is the primary avenue whereby technical «na««**nt influence* the result* with decision« affe?tlM 
the degree of innovation sought, the sccuracy and depth of input <Uta and the means for «eneraU« hUh 
-onfldence in the minds of the customer. As we review the preliminary design woe... th^^II c2L^?L 
TrZ ^l^n:,r/Trl0:l:yK flC,,t*r M P«f«P*~tlv# can best be retained if yon see the examples 
function.**01”1" 1 ° p™.5«ct engineer exerting his influence through the urn'machine InteifS 

i. PKOORAH DBF Oil Tt ON AND TW IHtTUf!« PBOC1583 

_ „ ,. 'T‘ r*vi*w#<t hww design and operational experience are used to formulate Tentative 
Oper*ttonal Aequtrements. for the air superiority fighter under discussion principal requlrrme-.it are' 
■UMnarlxed in figure I». Slispllclty and low cost were driving goals; however, it was rtrmlv be' levad that 
a high degree of innovation and outstanding agility could be achieved within these goals Small sif# a 

to lhtlî! ï M K th t,tlve r9n«iremen».*, It seemed that the most challenging one was the desire 
e^tof1’»*1 high degree of maneuvering agility at supersonic speeds. If thl* could be done, there would 
exist the potential of extending the air combat arena Into the supersonic regi*., 

'■«any technique* can be used to develop the Initial layout. In this case, a search of atatiaH»»i 
data was used to establish parameters that are the initial Inputs to the configuration module of ASAf 
design prô«M.,,#V*f,Ü M’,',,plw of •^•ttcally correlated data we uaed to initiate the preliminary ' 

-Um .^18 T be bMt *chl*«d «»»-ln« the first of several 1 **w ’iW»T. Min ese u«ta in tn« ItctiMTi* ’%jor •iLütMita of haráuti** rön*ii»t nt «* f«iv íjum\ «t »« ♦-! 
computer system, a «ei 7(¾ Celeomp Plotter and a CDC W MgïrapM« Contoîl S. cÏÏiÎTamp o^. 
gr»im compris«« »round on# million word« In FORtRàN fH# »«uniont«Uon f«»tur« of th# nr 6éôO 1* 
useful to activate o-üy that por».lo., of AíiAP that. 1. of iLrtlsU intoTest 

.h„ ^*n bbim *^tistie»l data ha* been properly programme.1, the configuration module accounts for 
!S'! !” t 1 i* °f ! ^ rpl',ne: ''0l'llPlt' «««IM, sir Induction and exhaust systems, win*, talla etc 
arrange the.,; and uses shoulder point theory to develop the first mold lines around toi eÄnU Cîto.l 
eiÜfüüîTü %rl, c0"*wt#d with fuel available 'fuel required solutions, n»:* forms the 
centroid design for the first parametric studies of the primary variable*. 

in ,nn..J*?ir;r1,,t '’,rs,*t °f ^93 ’»sl*w»d, r »bber airplanes Is constructed around the centroid design 
iädiu* ¡r.r'íton Íro«ndPto: tü H 1' fi***, Rational variation, in wing area and variation, in 
radius or action around the tentative requirement, are selected as independent variables nke-off entaa 

selected ror computation and plotting on the carpet as constraint lines. A traînai nïot Is tn .«• 
ralu*fU',, fm' Ind<,P*n<,*nfc y',rl,MM *nA '’im,tr,!nt linM nondloen*lonal about 'the centroid design 

accélérât./I l#" ■0d*rÄl* for ^th supersonic and subsonic speed* and time to 
the ilrfolll!? to «uperaonl- speed were selected a* dominant measure, of maneuvering agility. 
Tr# atow/ ^ rL cJ^fK0 / '* wartaW** on the nine-point carpe» Result* 
.¡n», r F1«ur** **>» 6® (wi. Absolut* values ar* show». As subsequent phases of the prellminsry 
SrS^T^aîs* in the design will be Illustrated by comparing values of these 

«=,.ir-iirÄ11     '■ -—* -- - 
!• WWlfWl OBflNmOR AJID THF ANALYSIS FWKMS 

were reasonabîe lnMoi*'î ieíto^^rüü-'ÍJTíí tN,t t*,,tütlv* *1,*lon requirements and performance goals 
ssíli nShm» -»vli !, ? ! conducted to refine the physical characteristic, of the sited airplane, lypleal trade-off ureas are shown in Figure 7. 

.^n «“’"f39 f y* AÄP is used in the analysis phase it shown on Figure* B and 7. The indenend- 
ent variable in this trade study I* wing aspect ratio. Mine-point carpets and constraints are shown to 

railed the fighters take-off gross weight and increased acceleration tlsw, both subaonl and a per.onl' 

Li rt ^r1:* ‘TTV11!’ lh* hlÄh*r V*lua* °r r™3-10* I«' later Phasen of this Ssign 
program, the aspect ratio trade study proved to be of great valu*. Combet fuel allowance in the mission 
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high lubaonir »nd «Ü^ríor»!^ni«M l^o*dltîot«9»ndtn1TD*etfiy * ^ '‘r °r •u*t«ln*d turn« at 

ut* m fh. StU2^r;lz:H,:«^^f¡^rs:ir;«dr:ru¡í: ^1- wm b# 

lladtiary dX"“ ^tT Zï'll Zi “T ^ flrtt 
«ujuj,. by u* trad, «tudi.« and ennfidan,. in -ti:w%n:t#i:ir;:!xr.^t;i:1rs,h::rn 
4. cartpr PamoufiOM «»o wr mtunm psocsss 

Wi* Pro*r«!ii Definition Ph««« ju«t doacrlbad v i-.vwni« na.„a„ ».*,«_ 
•djuatod, 0«* ttM«a «djuatmnt« »r. wd« the »enutive . i . requirement, ahould be 
nwclfic end the preliminary deaign pror“, lí FZZa rw m k ’T“7011- beeome 
«pecifled end indie.tea -here further deign reLenenú Ü¡ íe d^tÍT 

tirt, •^lo«toS,wnLd*rtl,ïa«tor0It«!di#rnrîSIÏi«ntrrevîd*t‘ ‘k-SÎ*1" ,Uy#lo**t"t*1 *lnd tunnel te.ting 
a number of detall problema t^t lu.t bé reX, " h',^d,’n, ^ <UU b”- *"«* ««Oly revenu 

i^ZnZziáz¡:r:i::iuornn ^ 
TJZtrziz^z*- iX^eiíg^x1:. hl*í or 
geometry, wUm loading. Sei and t7Î IHÎi Hí! 1W,r; t0 ,Bek ^lotion, of -Ing pl.nfor, 

attainable lift-drag ratio at elevated îift,eüfflîientî!,t*m ,:>,Wr*tion thwt miûà t1'1« th* higheat 

<»M". »!. »Mcl, 1. »,..1 , . 1/0 X kr ..t wll,S ,"î' I" P—1 to -,-.1 
la mnaiialted. -hen night -eight la loueat and -hin , m ,lhru,t rlxed. «iuiiibrium turn rate 
attainable at the thru.t eou!l'dn7, acco^ll.hed at the Malaana f l) value 

time, wing area (cL a r.l il aMxtalfed rt^he T ^ pr07!' °r llrt ‘'«•fici-mt 
are*, aa it relatea to -eight, eccelewtion eL „ h7L.' r d* t0 pl"co reaaonable bounla on -ing 
n**r 0.5, slightly beyond the (l/»)»* Joint, la aele7<i°S'Ù UrK,,t 11 rt ''oafflcient 
-ing chnracterlgtloa provided inrovMumta in the i*n e. »Í í1^*? “inili tunneX '•enata. Differing 
«laiailRed C, * S for the »uperaMlc turn ioldiUon ' «ÏTdSîu ^î**4 wln« of **P" í mio 3.5 

lui,«.,.«u.,.. 
pheae of preliminary Zigi oMertivea -Uh which to begin the concept formulation 

5. amm rorntrunoN mtd the aihusis wot ess 

—• «r -»» it—u... „r 
Int.rl.ro oi th. 0^,,.,,1,00 Ijnkõíii "I "!.? "í“ “•l-* thio«» the man'"machine 
tlona to the basic computer program A atron* feel foe it «i7*îî *lar™' ,•,!l*r, ipdat Ing Inatrue- 
pmroi .-.1-1-. or tho -n, lot. ro.0,,1 ™ .'"ÄS 

Typical of iteration* uaed at 
ducted on V<N«ht;«~nimd,'7^"CaahlûliiÏÏitSrX*#!" i* * "»"^««•'•‘»Ulty study con- 
Differential Mmeuve.'lng Slaulator. Truie studies'durinT^íh.Ti111*’ almlliar to NASA's 
Hoyd’a Energy Maneuvenblllty TVory aho-ed that the'aircraft I Dcflnitlor, Phase using rolonel John 
to an adveraary fighter. Thi. .dvi7!7Ï. .7tÎÎrt^77!h nÎWM superior 
par Ison for design optimization prJrZ 21 to írtrX^n 771^ ™ ^81^ ^ of rom- 
Hminary design program. Dae of the Air Combat film, la tor a« a design 

«ho- * *r»Í*l""7pIÍ7ítr7r1thcSi¡rlnWLcSsubMni7«irtc™ir7,'a*r 7 aircraft 
and supersonic speed*. Thia vie-of the ——.* ■ " io 7,77 *r<n''1* but inferiority at transonic 
ratio., using thTalmUtor ^ri.on -as quantified in terms of win-los.-draw, or erhänge- 

ruh... cM“: °r ^ ^ 
computer generated image of his opponent's aireraft 7k.’.,7 p ^1-8 Prov1'1'* »'» h pilot -ith a 
lead computing plpper. Each pilor-ears a 0 suit that U Xtüd JrZmZî’t'"’h.’' wUh - 
and the entire visual display, Including the cockpit in«tr .J!?7,.77 .? 1 hU ,w,r'8',v"r lonA f"‘tor 
ologlcel effects of a and tlm,.. huffet 1. 0 '° r«prM“nl P11«3* P^sl- 
as the buffet boundary is penetrated, operated in'reÍl tiL thÜ îtleh 77 71 tn '«plHude 

. 
*»i. ^oh pu«,. -o».!..!,,«; .„i: h. h,.,::™hïït;“ 

energy maneuverabliity^eaiat^-ÍtT/rJrrf7 at ot,!',,ln*<1 ror r«n‘#latlng the analytical 
for the deaign-dveraary engagement« are JXîldTî ^ ^ »i-lator results 
ratio, raaulting from 100 one-on-one .n^Xt7 Se^iJil 



Into Alucret* Mieh roglono whore win», loas»«, an.» drmw» w*r# r»*lit«r«d hy earh slrcrsft. Aa oradleUd 
by roionol itoyl s «pproach, th* 4*«i«n show» a fsvortbl« «whang» ratio aubaoniraUy but progr#»»«« 'to an 
Inferiority wnen air battle* are preaael to near sonic ap««da. progresa«« to an 

■vat«« thateon4«ct«l in parallel uncovered a unique arrangement for the leading edge flap 
•yate« that promlaed a a liable Urrowmont in 11 ft-drag ratio at mane, ver in« lift coefficients. On 
figure 14, dreg redu-tione of up to UR count* et high aubaonlc Mich mwbora are ahown. This benefit la 
•qUvelent to incroaalng «Keeaa thrust during tard turning in the eombat arena by an average of about 1 

ró^rtTiá^ ï’hÂf?* Î^TLT*1“ »-urn condition*, this IdSentags can be o tt V nr i «ta Into » higher turning loud factor nt th« «iiBut flight condition, 

«‘••U" changa to the high lift «yate« Improved the energy «aneuverabillty picture aubatan- 
ttally aa figure 15 »tows. When the change was tested in the slimlator. a similar lmm-r>w»i 
registered in the «srhange ratio Obtained by pilot» flying the design Improvement, figure 16. !*iny such 
•tudie» were conducted using! the air combat »liwletor facility. As a general statement nilot oartlcio«. 

or0"^*!»*»^ d»íW* ,U** °f prpll'nln,,ry 10 lusntify effect, of design altsmstlves Tn tanT' 

«_!*??*? J™?h "* -hU pWK,uc# r^1”0 *rr'*« «» reeiting the original point design. 
K»sse«bering that -.oabat fuel aUoHonce wn« specified on teak-oriented (turning) ground rules, ianrovementa 

redêc«^«, ïnil « ‘P*r!0ü1”,,U,^!ln®<S turn mtm lh<f tl#w to txscut* the prescribed ««newer* thus 
ttotlk! Ter1 "n"',"nPl} *;hß maneuver#, When the growth fbetor 1« considered, the effect on reducing 
the take-off gross weight of the design is sisable. * 

Another axa^le of pilot participation at this stage Is illustrated using Voughf# Mission 

veaMn dciivl^v listi« iiV^n n^U '""T *cockpit that ia designed to study the 
!,r "‘c W)' ™! p?r lP ,1*r ,|,,4y investigated the trade-off* involved in pro¬ 

viding a night Window for delivery of air-to-air and air-to-ground weapons during periods of darkness 
*’* answered concerning sensor location, th# dsgroe of off-boreslght pointing 

needed for target acquisition and - in particular - whether vertigo might result from the necessary snail 

2*îhr^lSLÎÎ*hvflôîlot rrr,.tr\t^h 41 d««‘W requirement* -rc ¿rovldid to the engineers by pilot data obtained frewi the Mission Simulator. 

with wln<1 t -nel testing and of slm-Ualor aid. was a design concept 
with considerable confidence based on th# depth and breadth of experimental evidence At the em* nr tu» 

:0^ ¡:ñn£l:n T* pr-lUf'-ry Æ ^ aircraft?. to 1%Z tie 
progrom definition value. A co^mrisen of Improvements in dimensional and perRamnce number# with ttose 
at the end of Progrom Definition 1» given on figure 17. 

6. CONTRACT DEFINITION AMD THE DESKJK OPT1MI7ATIOK PROCESS 

Preliminary design now has progressed, to the point of a hardware competition. Contractors all 
to^h^tir^iTnth* "uîîTTw *2 th# hl*h v,,lu® «»■•ton requirements that are Implicit 
in tit Type Specification. With the Request for Proposal imminent, each contractor now concentrates on 

i! «sign innovations that will yield a competitive edge over the others. 

«need acrod^i?1’"^'1}/^'1.’ T?1'1'' ?T* r,,pl'"'*<1 “lth fln"l configuration models, low and high 
!n 1; ;ie ; WUty ’°ntro1 *nA hi«h llrt «yst» design variations. Inlet 
low dlstorttoi !?i0y wr!*P?M! prtB*’ir* transducers that are Hat to 10,000 Hz to confirm 
!!i ^ ^ I Horr}e*'rtnr<’odv tosts are nut with tot gas exhaust and using skin balances to 

Isolate drag fYom thrust. Typical details of these class models are shown on Figures 1R, 19, and DO. 

,. °r pî"^t Participation Increases aa the configuration converges during design optiml**- 
obtain âat IScto^ , T"! r*Utlm t0 ,U11 -1114 "Pto avoidance. The g«l is to e tain satisfactory high angle of attack characteristics in the basic aerodynamic configuration. A 
■slnlsaM acceptable method is to control stall and spin properties with stability augmentation. 

Fombody ataping and vortex control with the use of forward strokes were shown by wind tunnel 
testa to operate favorably on static lateral and directional stability coefficients, figure ?J illuatrotes 

SV*,*™ ®f *?hl*v***nt of th* *ml «•‘•■••rohed and later demonstrated using Vought’s 
lArge amplitude Moving tase Simulator, UMNS, and its Oanerol Purpose Visual Display System. If,is unique 
^111 ,y. Illustrated In figures 9?, r>) awl described in the following film strip, is ideally suited for 
real-time, pilot operating research into problems relating to flying qualities, precision tracking and 
weapons delivery. Urge amplitude mottons are provided tn five degrees or freedom. Instantaneous rotary 
t ranslat 1 anal ''toam! IZ • ''> *W tad/toe^ in pitch, yaw, and roll. Instantaneous 
translational heave and side-force accéléra‘Ion «lues are t'1.4 g and *1,5 g respectively. 

. „ ^tore ro.-eboly shaping and forward stroke application, ctaraeteriatlc «»tlons beyond an angle 
of attack of '5 degrees were oscillatory and progrealively increasing in amplitude. As the stall is 
"ipprotchftit, % yil# ocrurn. U«iMlly th« sUil d<9p«irtur« could bm controlled by !wwdUt«Ly 
I "Jtoek. When the pilot persists in pulling into the stall, the departure develop» into 
a violent, oscillating motion in roll and yaw. Frequently the end result la a nose down spin. 

1,,. toe stablltstn« effects of forebody shaping and forward »irakés were simulated, pilots can 
pul into a fully developed stall and actually control th# airplane about all axes on comaand. There is 
,,, tendency towards inadvertent wing drop or yaw slice and reasonable combinations of control usage 

wild not produce a spin. Confidence in the high angle of attack flying qualities was enhanced through 
the use of IAMBS to research adequacy of design solution* and subsequently to demonstrate characteristics 
to customer representatives. 



lAHHS tlao Ml« U««J to *tu<ty pilot opinion of totlnnrln« th* tirer*«; In pitch to • iM^atlv* 
« to tic mrglti, Ttil« *pp roach to Controlled Qmflfnvfd V*hl l*«, CCV, *•« c*lcul*t*<l to r«duc* trim dr*« 
*t all flight eondltlon«, particularly *t #up*r«ontc «path*, thla prowla«d a further co«ap#tltlw* edge 
by reducing th# quantity of fuel required for th* eomfomt taaka In th* dealgn al »»Ion profil*, deduced 
'fu*l and »ubaaquent rtaUlng again lowered take-off groa» weight. 

In the (levy application, approach »peed • lability and eirframe re»pan«# to control »urJhc* end 
throttle command» are high value con»IderatIona In carrier »ultablllty. 1hl» neat film »trip describe* 
Vought’» Night Carrier Approach and landing Simulator. It feature# a cockpit mounted on a «mall amplitude 
moving base, vteual display of the light* of th# carrier at night including th# fresnal len» landing, aid 
1« shown on figure ah. Proper blending of longitudinal end lateral, raepona* are Investigated end «pacific 
design problem* relating engine approach power -ompenaatlon with the Automatic Carrier Unding Sy«t»m are 
solved. 

Finally, detailed attention 1» given to achieving the highest possible value of lift-drag ratio 
at turning lift coefficient*. Wave drag level* effect turning l/B at »uperaonle »peed*. With de»ign hard 
point* auth a* engine mount», main gear location, fuel voiu*», and cockpit scaling dimension* firmly «»tab- 
11 shed, the tree rule subroutine of AMP l* used to refine mold lines and smooth area dlsti '.butions at 
key supersonic speeds, the film strip Illustrate* how Interactive caaputer graphics permits th* designer 
and th# aerodynaml-lst to work together to reduce wave drag to th# minimum level consistent with configura¬ 
tion hard points. 

The suwatlon of activities In the design optimisation phae* of preliminary design has introduced 
a number of design Innovations. Improved tracking, flying qualltlea and carrier operating characteristic* 
have been obtained along, with further reduction In physical size and weight with th* attendant Improvement 
in key performance criteria, figure 25 comperes dimensional, metric, and, performance values between Pro¬ 
gram, Definition, Concept formulation snd Contract Definition phases of preliminary design. 

7. Carum« hehams 

Modern engineering methods ere revolutionizing the preliminary design process. The high state 
of computer technology brings to the aircraft designer new and novel tools of th# trade. New facilities, 
such as manned elmulator# end other laboratory dealgn aids, are often initiated in reeponse to a epeclfic 
problem that exists at the time. With a little foresight, these facilities can be programmed to support 
futurs design programs with great effectiveness. They «re of particular value during preliminary design 
In providing: 

*. Disciplined Interfacing of project direction with technical activity 

b. Versatility In providing and/or accepting new sources of data 

c. early introduction of active pilot participation 

d. Management visibility Into significant, technical areas effecting competitive position 
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• THE BOEING COMPANY {COPS) 

• GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORPORATION (IDEAS) 

• LOCKHEED CALIFORNIA COMPANY (ASSET) 

• McDONNEL DOUGLAS CORPORATION (CADE) 

• ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL, B 1 DIVISION (CAP) 

• LTV AEROSPACE CORPORATION, VOUGHT 
SYSTEMS DIVISION (ASAP) 

• NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE 
ADMINISTRATION (IPAD) 

Fleure 1 btanplM of Conputvrlt*«! Dmírd Syntheiia iVoitr«»* 

PROGRAM 
DEFINITION 

CONCEPT 
FORMULATION 

CONTRACT 
DEFINITION 

* Assess Technology 

• Evaluate 
Rtc. virements 

• Evaluate 
Performance 

* Develop Initial 
Design Concept 

* Verify Technology 

• Confirm 
Requirements 

* Establish Levels 
of Performance 

• Optimiate Design 
Concept 

* Validate Design 

* Identify Risks 
and Solutions 

* Define Program 
and Costs 

2 of U» fraltalmry uealRn lYoress 

VUmtp IY1 «ary of Vought’a Aircraft gynUmla an« Analyaia |Yo*rai», A8AI’ 
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REQUIREMENT DESIGN IMPACT 

• Light Weight 

• Low Co*t 

• Supersonic Maneuvering 
Agility 

• Low Observables 

• High Sortie Rate 

• Superior High Angle of 
Attack Flying Qualities 

• Small Sue 

• Simple and Low Risk 

• W/S, TVW. Supersonic L/D 

• Small Siie, Low RCS 

• Simple and Maintainable 

• High Angle of Attack 
Stability 

Figur« i» TtnUtiv* ««quiremenu for th« Air Superiority FlihUr 

GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES 

• Takeoff Gross Weight and Total Airframe Volume 

• Elemental Length, Width, Height for Fighters 

• L- W- H Adjustments for Packaging State of Art 

• Fuselage Volume 

• Lifting Surfaces Volumes 

• Wetted Areas 

• Cross Section Areas 

AERODYNAMIC PROPERTIES 

• Low Speed Friction and Form Drag - D/q 

• Supersonic Wave Drag D/q 

• Drag Due to Lift - DATCOM 

• Lift Curve - Polhamus - Benepe 

Figur« 5 rypi<-*l Exmpl«« of SutUtically Correlated D**l*n |,l»rwii«t«r» 

it*« Figure *» on FoHoelnf 

• WING PLANFORM AND SECTION CHARACTERISTICS 

• AIR INDUCTION AND EXHAUST SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS 

• HIGH LIFT SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES 

• APPLICATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY 

Figur# V Typlctl Trade Studie* during ProgrMi aeflnition 







ASPECT RATIO 30 4,0 5,0 

RELATIVE TOGW 

SUPERSONIC TURN 

RATE, DEG/SEC 

SUBSONIC TURN 

RATE. DEG/SEC 

ACCELERATION 

TIME. SEC 

TOO 

6 91 

10.&1 

43.7 

1.02 

7 03 

1057 

48 5 

1 08 

6.97 

11.35 

555 

Flgwrt 9 Wing A»pect Hat lo Traue Study HmuIU 

• SPECIFIED MAXIMUM WEIGHT 

• SPECIFIED MAXIMUM PRODUCTION COST 

• PERFORMANCE EVALUATION CRITERIA SPECIFIED 
• SUPERSONIC SUSTAINED TURN RATE 
• SUBSONIC SUSTAINED TURN RATE 
• ACCELERATION TIME; SUBSONIC TO 

SUPERSONIC SPEED 
• FALLOUT ALTERNATE M'SSION CAPABILITY 

• GROUND RULES FOR COMPUTING 
• AIRFRAME OBSERVABLES 
•SORTIE RATES 
• COMBAT FUEL QUANTITY 

• NO STALL DEPARTURE. SPIN PREVENTION 

Figure 10 Specific ¡toquiremenU for the Air Superiority fighter 

Figure 11 Wing optleitmtlon Procedure 



ALTTTUDC 

Figur* 12 Spaelflc te*** Fw*r ülff*r«oc* Contour* 

■EfOHI UAOINC EOlit KAP 0PTIMI2ATI0N 

Figur* iS Hl*to*nu» of Air Co»b*t SlmuUtor H**uU* 

TRIMMED 
LIFT 

COimCICNT 

Figur* II» Kff*rt* of iMtUng Mg* H«|> OptlalMUon « 
TrlMMd iir*g Ch*r*cterlatlc* 



Kl*ur* 15 Eff*ct» of Uftdlng Kd*» KUj. OpttulMUon on 
Pg Di ff« r*ne« Contour* 

16 KffMtM of LMMün« til*«» rup Opt Int t*t Ion on 
Air Coütet Sinn la tor »Mult* 

PROGRAM 

DEFINITION 

CONCEPT 

FORMULATION 

TAKEOFF WEIGHT 

WING AREA 

FUEL VOLUME 

«H, SUBSONIC 

«H. SUPERSONIC 

ACCELERATION TIME 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

10.5 

69 

43 7 

0.89 

0.93 

0.85 

10.8 

8.1 

40.2 

figure 17 iMprovMwnt* ln Air »uiwrlorlty t igt.ter lYopartlr* nt ttw Knd 
of Cone*pt formulât ion 
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Approach and Landing Simulator

0^
lV

V.

Hgun 2>t ‘arriar Appru«.-l ani Stn<iUtar

PfUKiMAM PHASt
RfUXiRAM
OiriNITION

CONCfRI
lORMUlAKON

CONTHAC1
OlflNIIION

TAKfOrr Mf lOMT 1 00 000 004
MINC ARIA 1 00 0 03 0 03
rUfl VOLUMf 100 000 07»
H tUMONIC too 10 0 17 0
H tunnmmtc to 0 1 03

ACCCLINATION THWI OI 40> 37 0

Mir>r« '•’parl(.». uT Air S'<p»rl>r. t> H«hl»r v«r« •erUll.i at Tt.rrr I
Irallrltary .«*l«ci
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l.f«mn C. jtoMpí» Ill 
Vic* PriiliilíiifPftujrii« ftlrtctttr 
•sntril IffunmlM ior®»r#(l»n 
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6«.« ?48 

Fort SAorih, î*m» 7*11)1 
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Ov*r th# f»«t, tiiiwiy-flwi ytar» lb* rvttulmnantft pro«»» I»« l»e«o for*»11!#i to swill *n okIíoí Utnl 
wh*n « i«t of lw» I#» an mb M «bad, »bay «rt cm« I da rad Inf latlbla. Tha «whitlow of this 
pro«** w today *t not« h*i Iima drtvan by a v«»t orowth of tiulwielop Mb leb próvida« the mm)¡mí 
plannort with « biwlldirlng array of option« to choota from, Th«*# «bolea« ora optlmlHd with tha h*lp 
(if op* rat Ions r**e«r«h «tudlat Mhl«h pon» ral ly try to gat th# iiwt I v# «o lot Ion by ompbo« ¡ /1 mj 
«WM I mum of fast I w««* i, not mlnlmuM «ntt, («varal racant propraM In th# Uni tad Siam» «re tplMdid «nr 
«•pi«* of tbit approach. U« In Industry havo dona our pon in U» proco«« by approaching th# raquiraawnt 
plpnnar« with «ntlcInQ and optlmlttlc parformanc« attlmatat achlovabla with n*w tachmlogy, W« hava #l*o 
Iwtpad tha ptinwntris to In vont «canarios to justify th« na«d for (ft* parformam.« prowl swd by tha ei#w tach- 
noloqy, One« jolt! fiad th« raqui rnntonti bacoaut Invlotota, Sime# tha raqui ramant« tiiiwilly rast «ï an 
ovar-optInlitic fowdnt ï«n, ill bldtltr» for tht (»roqriw com* In with prwi*** last they fce acm- 
tldared nan*ra«p<Mi«lv«. Thu«, tha wtnnar of the auction I* stuiek with an Impoislbl# tosh. Ti» and «mit 
of *11 thi» Hi* b«» li weapon iy*tt«i eo*t frowth ovtr th§ last twantyflv* y»»r* th#t I» »trlouily 
«training dafansa budgets, particular ly whan tht t ««payar» do mí cornil dor th# military threat« usad to 
Juntify »'«** n#w * y in tin *i cMNllbla. 

A parai lot davalopmont to thi formal liât Ion of th« rcqulrammt« ha* also 1»««. going on, Tbl* I* the 
growth of mm disciplinas and tub*dl«c!pl Inas such « reliability, miiatainabl 11 ty, turvivabl llty, sy»t«m 
*#f#t;y, »yste» »OBtyils and otb#r», Tht*« new diicIpllnM, or "cult*." a* «ww peopli call them, h*v# 
«pawned i host of specif I cat Ions, procedura« tmi Mthodologias which hove 1«©»» contract requl remants 
Just as rigid « th* ml 11 tary raqui ramants. Thu*, both government and Industry eaploy large number« of 
tpaclal1st« In thés# disciplinât whose Job* depend on retaining and etrengthenlng these requirements, 
Naturally, It I* difficult to get rilief and slnplIfleallort of these requirement«. 

THI STUDY 

It wM In *n atteaipt to «tow or reversa this trend chai; d«tl#nrto-cost programs in,neb a« AX, Lightweight 
fighter, and AWT wir* started several years ago. The Lightweight Fighter program I* unique In that there 
is no stated military requl rament at this tine; rather th# prototypes are Intended to «plore new technol¬ 
ogies, to Improve maneuverabl11ly ami, If proven successful, to provide options for the Force Structure- 

Short ly after the i*l§ competition, Binerai Dynoetic* «ml other componía* Marled In-house »tuiles 
to o Mam In« whet could to« do©« If the des I git mltslon wo» limited to only air superior) ty, Later General 
Dynamic« and Northrop ware both given study contracts by the Omptity for Devnloprwnt Planning, Aeronautical 
ly i tilín* ilvlilort of th* Air Fore# Sy»t«*s Com®.«!. 

The study was for U» purpose of validai Ing th* I nt«grot ion of advanced energy maneuverablllty theory 
with trod«-off analysas. Cmphnti* was placed on low unit tout and high transonic Manauverabilily. Weight 
was used as a primary «««»ure of unit cost and only minimum rsli»lon-»!»»««tl#I equipment im« employed. 
Huí t Imisslon capability was lflM;»;'#il until after Initial s i 11 nq of the various alrcrnft that were synttu»- 
sited. Trade-offs score made betsMon tingle versus twin airplanes, « very small «Ingle-engine airplane and 
other design featurn« « follow«: 

I. Supercritleal wing 
ï. tempos It# material usage 
;}, Inlets 
4. Wing (|«ometry 
fj, St rue tu ni I cri »srl* 
6. Hi it I on rules 
J. S#lf-4#a1Inf lanh» 
I. Tall bimii 

Th* tp'iiclflc results of this study show that visual nlr-to-olr doy f Ighter* at weights les» thnn one- 
half of current alt.superiority fighters can be developed'to have superior maneuvering performant* and 
adequate ml is I on range and combat fut I a I lowance wl thout the use of advanced technologies. It; Is th* 
mitt ipn-essent ial/coebat’relevant/deslgn-dlsclpl I ne approach to th# concept that provides she »t(p#rl<3(' 
maneuverabl llty necessary to win «I r battles against future threats, Tib* nature of the concept -- tmal I 
tice and simplicity -■ will ensure low procurement and npernt Ing tost», inch ©1' the oMiny raquIrMmnl* 
that could toe added to the concept (*,g,, sophist)catad Inlets for bet ter high-Nach capability, higher 
Structural load factor, se I f-seal leg fuel tonto», tai 1 hooks, spend brakes, «ti; op 11 si l, nose wheel steer I ns, 
etc.I does not by Itself add a significant penalty to the aircraft to perforai this dnslgn mission or 
markedly raduen Its manauvernbllltyt however, taken collectively, they destroy tha feasibillty of provld- 
I ng * truly superior «1*0« uve ring fighter and Increase the procurement «und op# rat Inn CM!«, the greatest 
achievement! are attained by excluding each (1111111191. crl tarion and «peel fi cat Ion that «It»* not contribute 
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Fifjurtl PROTOTYPE ORGANIZATION 

Tttl IMTEUIQENCi dATHtHtlf, 

riTt'th t’iV’ui"«*!!" SÎgütî “««wt'prnîîl,''.“'It 
m 9t*Uli *h* P«rpo»« at hl« propoami prototypa program «as (Pigur« ïjs 

EXPLORE NEW TECHNOLOGY 

* PROVIDE OPTIONS FOR THE FORCE STRUCTURE 

• PROVI Di A MEANS TO KEEP DESIGN TEAMS TOGETHER 

• REDUCE RISK INI FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT BY "TtY BEFORE BUY 

Ffpm 2 PURPOSE OF ... PROGRAM 

[lliiàiiïiÎiMiFlHliiNTiiiftiÉàiil Íilidlllli¡íii!i¡ll¡lJiÍI:J]||||Jl¡;¡íljUÍ^^^^^ 



2Ll!l,r*r¡í! í!*l2®ini Prototyp« um emmnrni, but I« ... 0*B. n«Mt, Cummin »f «* 
m try »um iww pmurmmnt: «Mt iwiiwi»wi(mi! ut#« irin»* «phimmm mw, 

* MAXIMUM FIRÍED0M FOR CONTRACTOR - KST EFFORTS BASIS 

* PARTICIPATION BY THF AIR FORCE BY OBSERVATION 

* MINIMUM FORMAL PAPER WORK, 

« FIXED DOLLAR LIMITS 

Figure 3 ASD MANAGEMENT APPROACH 

/! \íieh m* "#fd m 1 J9nuflr'i 'W< foUmM those prlnciplttt. Thor« mm no fir« r«m«ire- 
t!r2'«hiï dí«h2í rYT^r1 9 <tel,p S0®1; Por «»* íwn#u»*r#hl 11 ly 90«! «1 [„ 
fiwfL'miom îf i! l>«rlormw* «witi«r* {Fl|ur# ki, Thl» «ppro*ch «iitt H, unn«««s»«rv to f« 

ni on hêb h ., r ‘ hrî.' ?r ^ T T, " 0rd#(> to moid ,w,ni nw-rtipofit Î w. In .iddi- lH»n, «t the blaAir» br lu fina th« Air fore# i»l«t *#ch bhihfor to lubmit k «i«H!yn«| «D(|*| tn, „«n 

tr::; ä!“J r ftf: 

¿rs;”^,r:,¡i::;:— 

tOÎLl’hCP0!'* ' 0n y *<v*n “l*1** °r th* Propos#! Wire roque*tod. N w» it«e(| th« the (iro- 
«îf #hÜ0U ld.h# r'* “atC' ** * »'ÂJwi'wty «nd not broken dwn by dliclpltne» end «cored «i h«« 
¡X¡«m ’ 1e ""** Tha Alr >'« **»> they h*(|Ufor ZZmlZ ,»« 

THE AIRCRAFT SHOULD PROVIDE! 

• MAXIMUM MANEUVERING CAPABILITY AT AVERAGE COMBAT WEIGHT 

EMPHASIS SHOULD BE PLACEO UPONî 

• SUSTAINED TURN CAPABILITY AT M 1,2 AND M 0, % 30,«30 FT. 

• LEVEL ACCELERATION BETWEEN 0,9 -1.6M AI 30,000 FT. 

• MAXIMUM FULLY CONTROLLABLE G AT M 0.8 AT 4(1000 FT. 

Figure 4 PERFORMANCE 

ÎHI «SMN« 

Hit n"e«*i#rV *0 lb# den«« that resulted from 
1 . in Hud « «0(1 Wind-tunnel tent». As noted «il»«, the formal study report had concluded 

-* Noi t ti :2:,:: em" rr* 7wm mm9h f#«ture* **ich 

Ä-Ä ÄJ2.Ä-™.“rarr^,^ r- 

llw dioico of technologie* wa* meda u»ín<j th« following criteria: 

*• Huît contribute directly to design goal* 
.I » Must it t)*i® 1 u f f i c I un I; I y #cl vític® d 
J> mn b® no« hlfli i Filin;, 
It. host fall within com t mint * of cou. ccNnplenlty «nd utility 
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^ AUfOMAflC 
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VOSTíX LIFT CAMBER 

CCV CO NCI PT 'RIUXIP 
STATIC ÎTAIILITV 

• INTEGRATED APPUCATION OF VERY LATEST FIGHTER TECHNOLOGY 
# Equivalent to i 2äW lili RiducHon in Mission W't. 
# Incrtisw Maximum titile Lift 
# Eliminates ail Flow Anomal las it High Angles-ol-Attack 
t Maneuver to Aerodynamic tllftl or load limit 

FigurtS ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY * DESIGN INNOVATIONS 
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Figure 6 LWF FORCE MODELS TESTED 
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Figur« 7 SIMPLIFIED WBS 
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Figur# 8 TRACEABLE COST ESTIMATES 

THE EXECVTI0H 

Mi wir# pl««#<l un4*r ctmtmet on Nt *prll If'/i. Ih* «otrict rttquiramtnt* to accomphth |tw objac* 
tl¥»i far ih# prototypi pfOfr*« ara vary il««pti *m) *» r* I oh t forward! 

», Oailgn, 4avalopi and fabricate two protolyp* aircraft. 
i. At «aas «4 «rtlíy aircraft safety »of "f I Ifbt. 
3, Conduct a Joint contractor/Air fore« 019111-1011 prosram, 
í, Train Air For«* t«t pilots. 
5, fro»lda total contractor support during tha fI lglit*t#«t prograii, 
6, Pro»!* « d#t« *e cm 11 on Hit, 
7, Prepare a fin#) report, 

furthnr, under It«» I «bow, comptât« latitud« It provided In itiMng tradas¡ It Is only nmulrtnl that tht 
contractor "design, tltwlap, and fab rica ta two prototype aircraft tuft tiwt I a 11 y in accordance with con* 
traitor Technical, Wfti»*g««wnt ami Coin; Proposal F1P-IWI dated 18 7«Kruary.wir «md a«¡ul«tc* wl ih an 
agreamani letter cowaring « few mlacallaneou* revisions desired. There are no contractually obi I gated 
st<i Mitt in* of work or étt»l I speel f icatlon rngul reiwiiuiï th« diulgn resfonslbl 11 ty rtsli lately with the 
contractor. The program was planned for the first flight to occur it months after go-ahead, followed by 
a one-year period of flight testing of the two aircraft. The schedule for accomplishing ti» program Is 
shown In Figure J. Il» budget established for the program Is ihcwt In figure Id. 

You will not* that (ho fir« tin months of activities were to be » period of design ref1 nument before 
starting to release drawings for manufacture, during thin period In mont programs 101111:19111(111 change* 
take place In the design because of over-optimism in the proposed des Ign and Interference from the eu*» 
tomer's technical itaff who Insist on compliance with many regel renient* that may or may not be nec«*»#ry. 

M» made the decision to hold firmly to the proposa I des Ign since we had not proposed optimistic 
performance, and by the term* of the contract we had complete freed««« from usual constraint* laid on by 
the specialists. Accordingly, we proceeded with a series of wind-tunnel tests that were to be for con¬ 
firmation and fine tuning only. Figure 11 show* how successful w# were In holding the configuration firm. 
This I* the first of the two main reasons the program ha* proceeded on schedule and under budget. The 
second reason for our * ucees* so far has been the wey we managed the program. As mentioned earl 1er, »II 
supervisory personnel were highly «mp«rlanced. The entlr# project we* located where the a Irplanes were 
built, but the engineers were not Isolated from close communication with the Ir home departments when 
problems arose. Decision making was de legated to the lowest level possible, No on* walted for ratifica¬ 
tion of a decision, but decisions were rev I«wed after the fact. Decause of the experience level of tha 
managers, few mistakes were found and correct Ive act Ion was easy■ Communlcat ion was facilitated by hold¬ 
ing a dally meeting at 8:00 a.m. of »II project supervision, This meeting was open to el » customer 
pertonn«I who might happen to be visiting et the time. Mo problems wer« ellow«d to go unresolved be for« 
the personnel involved went home at night; either a tolutIon was found or a course of action agreed upon, 

Cost Information was avail able to the designer*, and fragment I y design approaches were changed at 
the reguesl of the purchas Ing, tooling, or manufacturing peopIt who were also co*lucated In the pro¿v am 
area and had ful I part I cipat Ion In design dec) slons. As a resul 1, It; Is now possible to s täte that the 
des ¡gn-to-coi ! go»! can o,;i met in production wilhout .sn, Jsp.i r timi from (in- prnCMype design. 
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Figure 9 YF-16 PROTOTYPE PROGRAM 

Figur« 10 TOTAL BUDGET COST vs EXPENDITURES 
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TH! «lESUUS 

fhe iproflriiifi J* now In th# fllflh("t»»l pltai«, .md It It still on wh#dirli «i«f ursdBr bydgat. ie h»w 
hi«! ïl flights on Number I elrplene «i of || Mareh. Figura 12 «howi that wt op#n#d up approMlmatalv Kl 
parc»« of the flight envelop* during this period. Figure* 13 through I® iHom that during Uhls period 
m *ttabII»had that the airplane maat* It» design goals In «very respect. A 1 «»mlnut* fT Im shows the 
aIn»I.ine in (Tight. 

tasIgn-tO",c*»t: hat long bean « way in the coiw»»rcl»l sector* of We*tern aconomla*, and It I* now « 
riMtllty In the United Slat« In the military sector. TNi fF»U progriii« «haws th#i It cao I»« dont wllhout 
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